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LUEN THAI HOLDINGS LIMITED

Key Financial
Highlights
Revenue
Gross Profit

2020

2019

US$000

US$000

697,329

969,789

83,098

142,174

11.9%

14.7%

Gross Profit Margin
Operating (Loss)/Profit

(21,436)

34,976

(Loss)/Profit Attributable to Equity Holders
of the Company

(28,028)

25,165

Basic (Loss)/Earnings Per Share

US(2.7) cents

US2.4 cents

538,616

563,129

186,104

218,693

Total Assets
Capital and Reserves
Attributable to equity holders of the Company
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT

OVERVIEW
It is my pleasure to present my first annual report to shareholders as chairman of Luen Thai Holdings
Limited (“Luen Thai” or “Company”, and together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”). Since I was
appointed as an executive Director in February 2017, I have accompanied and witnessed the
development of the Group and I am honored to be appointed as the Chairman of the Company to
lead the board of directors of the Company (“Board”) forward in these extremely difficult times.
Looking back in 2020, the global trade, production and economic activities were hit deeply by the
novel coronavirus (the “COVID-19”) pandemic. The impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the global
economy has been even worse than the global financial tsunami in 2008, owing to the extremely
weak global economy and consumption sentiment. As an upstream supplier, the Group was inevitably
affected due to the implementation of various necessary social distancing, restrictions of gatherings,
travel restrictions, lockdowns and various measures imposed by the authorities in the US, Europe and
the United Kingdom to contain the COVID-19 pandemic.
As a result, the Group’s revenue declined by approximately 28.1% to approximately US$697,329,000. In
line with the decrease in revenue, gross profit decreased by approximately 41.6% to approximately
US$83,098,000, leading to a net loss attributable to equity holders of the Company (“Net Loss”) of
approximately US$28,028,000 while a net profit attributable to equity holders of the Company of
approximately US$25,165,000 was recorded for last year. Details of the results of the Company and the
Group are set out in the “Management Discussion and Analysis” section of this Annual Report.

STRATEGIES
Facing such unprecedented economic downturn brought by the COVID-19 pandemic, the Group has
undergone a series of measures to mitigate the operational risks of the Group, enhance operational
efficiency, reduce costs, tightly manage its cash flow and restructure and integrate certain business
units.
Despite the adverse impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the China economy in the early 2020, the
Group continued its activewear development plan with one of the Group’s strategic customers (i.e.
which is a retailer of footwear products in China). The COVID-19 pandemic in China was becoming
under control and economic activity gradually restored to normal in May 2020. As a result of our
strong confidence in the China economy and the said customer’s effort on the implementation of her
development plan and the retail network expansion plan, the sales to the said customer was
substantially increased.
The Group has also taken active steps to tap into and gain more market share in the booming
activewear market by partnering with a leading textile printing technology provider, NTX™ to
integrate Cooltrans® and supply eco-friendly fabric to our strategic customers. Such disruptive fashion
technology is not merely reducing the production costs, but is also helping our strategic customers to
meet the increasing demand of environmentally friendly products. The Group believes that the
partnership with NTX™ would increase its competitiveness by its vertical integration to the supply
chain and would enter into a groundbreaking stage of its development in the activewear industry.
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Moreover, the Group has proactively adjusted its business strategies by exploring opportunities in
manufacturing personal protective equipment (“PPE”) which includes protective gowns and surgical
face masks. The Group is building a PPE manufacturing facility in Philippines for both domestic and
export markets. In order to fully utilize its production capacity, the Group is further expanding its PPE
production line to other factories owned by the Group located in other parts of Southeast Asia with
target customers including but not limited to local governments, hospitals, retail customers and other
organizations in need of PPE.

FUTURE PROSPECT AND CHALLENGES
Under the uncertainties caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and the continuous threats from the USChina trade tension, 2021 is anticipated to be a tough and bumpy year. The global economy is unlikely
to be restored to the previous normal level and growth in the short term, the road to full recovery is
expected to be long and difficult. To adapt to the ever-changing market demands and cope with the
forthcoming challenges, the Group will strive to minimize the production cost and lift the Group’s
production and operation efficiency simultaneously.
In addition, the Group is proactively looking for and developing advanced machinery and innovative
materials to differentiate ourselves from our competitors. The Group is also partnering with certain
strategic customers to develop new products, as “growth together with customers” is one of the key
missions of the Group.
No one can foresee when the COVID-19 will end, but the Group will uphold our pragmatic and
prudent operations strategy to consolidate its existing business foundation in order to become more
sustainable in the new normal. With consistent adoption of customer-oriented approach by providing
value-added services to our customers, our Group will overcome all the hurdles and pave a new path
for future growth. To facilitate the development of the entire Group, we will manage and optimize our
resources to grasp opportunities when they pass by.

HUMAN RESOURCES AND CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
I believe that the past success and future performance of the Group depended heavily upon the
continuing support and services of our employee, in particular our key management personnel. For the
sake of replication of our past success, the Group must continue to attract, motivate and retain an
adequate number of qualified management and operating staff to work together and implement our
growth strategy. With emphasis on quality training and continuing education, the Group offers
training programmes which are designed for development of employee’s skills to meet customers’
requirements and the goals of the Company.
The Group cares the need of each and every employee and endeavours to foster a pleasant workplace
and work life balance for them. The Group offers attractive remuneration packages to its employees,
which include salary, discretionary bonuses and allowance. The Group also implemented a fair and
transparent promotion system under which priority would be granted to existing qualified employees
for internal vacancies, further ensuring that employees can share the success of the Group.
Through continuous optimization of human resources, the Group has maintained a satisfactory
relationship with its employees. The Group has not experienced any major strikes, industrial actions or
labour disputes which materially affected our operations during the year. As the Group continues to
grow in size and complexity, it is vital for the Group to uphold the concept that employees are one of
the essential ingredients to the success of our future.
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In addition, the sustainable development of the community also relies on the participation of the
government, corporations and people. The Group has been active in participating in caring for the
poverty stricken communities, charitable donations and supporting environmental protection activities,
which is in line with our commitment to be a responsible corporate citizen. The Group also
encouraged our employees and business partners to partake in the aforementioned activities to meet
the needs of society and to enhance staff understanding in conservation of the environment.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The Group acknowledges the necessity and importance of corporate governance as one of the
essential elements in enhancing shareholder value. The Group is devoted to improving its corporate
governance policies in compliance with regulatory requirements and in accordance with international
recommended practices. As at the date of this report, the Company has formed the Audit Committee,
Remuneration Committee, Nomination Committee and Financing and Banking Committee
(“Committees”) all at the Board level, to provide assistance, advice and recommendations on the
relevant matters that aim to ensure protection of the Group and the interest of the Company’s
shareholders as a whole.
During the year under review, the Company continued to provide the Committees with adequate and
appropriate resources to perform the duties and responsibilities of their own. The Board also
maintained effective communication and collaborated closely with each of the Committees, thus
accomplishing impressive results on various projects of the Company. The Company has been in
pursuit of excellent corporate governance and a just and fair decision-making process to ensure the
persistence of a transparent administration to provide an open channel of communication for all
shareholders and investors.

APPRECIATION
On behalf of the Board, I would like to express my sincerest gratitude to my predecessor, Mr. Shen
Yaoqing for his foresight and invaluable leadership as our Chairman of the Company since Shangtex
(Hong Kong) Limited became the major shareholder of the Company in 2017. I am also thrilled to have
Mr. Tan Cho Lung Raymond as the chief executive officer of the Company to take us forward during
this toughest time of the COVID-19 pandemic.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to express my deepest gratitude to all our customers, suppliers
and shareholders for their dedicated support and great confidence for Luen Thai amidst an extremely
challenging business environment. I would also like to take this opportunity to express my warmest
thanks to all our management and staff members for their invaluable service, efforts and dedication
throughout last year.

QU Zhiming
Chairman
Hong Kong, 29 March 2021
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Message from the CEO
Throughout our history, we have shown
our ability to embrace changes, adapt
and create opportunities in challenging
times. My belief that we will emerge
stronger from the crisis and continue
to deliver long-term value for our
stakeholders lies in our XO culture that
is rooted in the vision of “Sustainable
Shared Success Through Reinvention”.
As we shift our mindset from respond
to recover in 2021, we also need to
be prepared to thrive and enter the
year with an even more durable
foundation and exciting future. To
achieve this, we must turn the
challenge into opportunity, restructure
and transform our business to create
more value for all our stakeholders and
stay focused on delivering positive
results under the “20/20 Vision”
framework we launched last year.
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Managing Through
the Pandemic
T h e C O V I D -19 p a n d e m i c h a s b e e n
exerting overwhelming influence on
everyone around the world. While we are
not immune to the impacts of the crisis,
we know we are fortunate in several
important respects. The robust balance
sheet we have maintained over the years,
including a healthy level of cash on hand
and a modest debt leverage ratio allowed
us to safeguard the interests of all our
stakeholders. The strong longstanding
relationships we have developed with our
business partners and customers
provided significant support in the
process of navigating risks. The great
team we have built that embrace the
notion of collective responsibility, the
selflessness and shared sacrifices from our
employees gave us extra strength in the
fight against COVID-19. As we confront
these economic realities, it is important
for me to be as transparent as possible
about what we know and how we are
managing through the pandemic.
Before I dive further into the state of our
business, I would like to emphasize that
our people are the greatest asset for us.
The top priority for the past year has
been ensuring the health and safety of
our employees and their families. In the

wake of the COVID-19 outbreak, we
quickly developed new policies and

implemented a series of measures to
protect our people around the world,
while ensuring business continuity. We
imposed social distancing and mask
wearing rules, provided face masks to all
of our employees when masks were in
short supply globally, stressed that every
employee must strictly follow the
instructions of local governments,
suspended unnecessary physical
interactions with visitors, intensified
e-meetings and teleworking,
implemented onsite control and
monitoring with temperature checks and
sanitization measures, as well as

enforcing COVID-19 testing for staff who
reported potential contacts with the virus
before they return to the workplace. We
have also conducted COVID-19 testing to
all employees and workers for our worst
hit production site in the Philippines
before we re-opened the factory. We
continue to identify additional ways to
improve these measures on a regular
basis.
I am pleased to see that the policies and
measures we put in place have been very
effective in stopping the spread of the
virus. In 2020, we have recorded 543
cumulative confirmed cases of infection,
and as of January 2021 the number of
confirmed cases stood at four. Around
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98% of the COVID-19 infections are
employees in the Philippines and
Myanmar. Six cases were recorded in
Indonesia, three cases from Bangladesh,
and two from India. Our decentralized
global operations in different countries
allowed us to mitigate the risks from the
two worst hit production sites and
minimize the interruption to our business.
Sadly, we have lost two of our employees.
We regret this unfortunate tragedy, but
let us remain vigilant and stay safe at all
times.
As we emerge from this crisis, I feel pride
for what an eXtraOrdinary organization
Luen Thai is. I could not be more proud of
and grateful for the joint efforts of our
employees, shareholders, and partners
during these unprecedented times. We
could not have overcome the crisis
without everyone’s support and
understanding. I would like to extend my
gratitude and appreciation for everyone’s
participation in the “WE ARE ALL IN”
initiative launched as part of the strategy
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Holdings, our group founder Dr. Tan Siu
Lin, and other senior management teams.
The donations were used to provide rice
subsidies to the most vulnerable workers
in countries where work has been

suspended and had the least support
from the local governments. The team’s
generosity in support of our COVID-19
response is awe-inspiring.
In the face of adversity, many difficult
decisions were made to keep the overall
operations running smoothly. Due to the
nature of our business, an adverse effect

to combat the COVID-19 crisis. Everyone
from the management team and nonlabor workforce voluntarily participated in
this initiative to temporarily reduce their
monthly pay by 3% to 50% or take no-pay
leaves. The company intends to pay back
the contributions once our business is
fully recovered from the crisis. We have
also received substantial donations from
our shareholder Orient International

We must look to
our vision, values,
and beliefs as our
compass.
on our operating results is inevitable as
we see poor market sentiment in the US
and Europe, with a few of our clients
filing for bankruptcies resulting in a
decrease in sales volumes. While we
weather through the challenging times,
we must continue to take actions to avoid
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long-term negative consequences. We
reduced our global workforce by 19%,
from around 54,000 employees in January
2020 to approximately 44,000 as of
December 2020. We have also
permanently shut down three factories.
These are very difficult, but necessary
actions for us to phase-out unprofitable
operations to create a healthy and
sustainable future for the group and the
remaining employees. Along with other
cost saving measures to suspend and
reduce all discretionary and non-essential
spending, we have achieved cost savings
of USD72 million. The net savings without
considering one-time expenses is around
USD79 million, which represents 16% drop
in operating costs compared to previous
period offsetting 28.1% drop in sales. We
have reported an operating loss of
approximately USD21 million in 2020.
Excluding the one-time cost impact from
the factory closures, the operating loss is
approximately USD13 million. Despite
these results and thanks to all the
measures we put in place, the second half

LUEN THAI HOLDINGS LIMITED

of 2020 began to show signs of recovery
and the operating loss was narrowed. On
top of cost cutting measures, we also
actively managed our balance sheet and
cash flow in order to maintain business
resilience through uncertainty.
Without knowing what the future holds,
we must look to our vision, values, and
beliefs as our compass. While I believe the
restructuring will put us ahead of the
curve from both financial and business
perspectives to get us prepared for a swift
transition in 2021, we must also be
prepared to accelerate growth post
pandemic as we forge ahead into 2022
and beyond.
The changes made in 2020 provided us a
fast-track to transform and evolve into a
better company. COVID-19 and US-China
trade tensions highlighted that the global
supply chain model is increasingly
untenable. When we restructured to
eliminate underperforming business units
and departments to maximize operating

PAGE
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New Luen Thai,
New Supply Chain
efficiency, we also reconsidered our
supply chain model. The new normal
under COVID-19 brought an opportunity
to reorganize the supply chain functions
as a means to implement our new “China
and non-China” strategy. This strategy is
designed to support our grand objectives

to drive robust growth and improve
margins across apparel and accessories
business. The move could help us to
capture opportunities in Chinese retail
market, and maintain our leadership
position in accessories OEM industry with
increased client base.

Luen Thai’s New Supply Chain
Building a new supply chain powered by AI with sustainability at its core. Transform the enre fashion supply chain from
fabric/material innovaon, manufacturing process automaon and re-engineering to smart retail.
AI INTEGRATION
Integrang enre supply chain digitally from end-consumer to manufacturing
through AI. Enable self-learning designs, auto product registraon, quick response
logiscs, improve inventory efficiency and rotaon, and more.

Fabric/Material Innovaon

Fabric Coloring and Prinng

NTX™ Nanofiber
Coang Machine

NTX™ Waterless
Prinng Machine

Garment Manufacturing Process
Panel Fabric Print and Cut
Concept & New Hanger
Systems

Product Delivery and Sales
Smart Retail

’

 Integrate the AI soluon with
 Partnering with leading sports brand,  Waterless coloring technology applies color to bleached fabric with lower temperature, less
provide them the support in material
water and fewer chemicals.
brands’ system to enable smart
 Re-engineer the tradional manufacturing process, apply “panel fabric print and cut” concept
innovaon using nanofiber
retail, shorten producon lead me,
by prinng all panels with artwork based on different color/size demand from the market.
technology to create healthimprove inventory efficiency and
protecve materials such as anviral,  Auto laser cung panel by panel before moving the panels to sewing floor for
rotaon.
sewing/pressing/packing.
breathable and waterproof materials.
 The fully integrated automated digital
 Install automated equipment such as new hanger system to further improve efficiency.
soluon provides more flexibility in
 The automated systems could help reduce producon lead me, with lower cost and provide
product order quanty and style,
more flexibility in order quanty and style.
allowing brands to respond to market
demand in real me.

SUSTAINABILITY
Lower water consumpon; Lower power & energy consumpon; Less waste
effluents and polluon; Less CO2 emission; Less chemicals and low COD value.
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We will put China as one of our key
markets for expansion with our domestic
manufacturing capacity supplying leading
brands in China. We are also leveraging
technology to set up a speed factory,
partnering with a leading sports brand to
offer on-demand manufacturing
capabilities. This will allow us to capitalize
on the wave of growth in the Chinese
retail market. Developing a China focused
strategy will not only eliminate the risks
arising out of US-China geopolitics and
lock down restrictions, but also reduce
our reliance on markets outside of China.
Non-China market will remain critical for
us and continue to be supported by our
production facilities outside of China. Our
international operations give us a clear
competitive edge with manufacturing
capacities in countries eligible for dutyfree treatment.

LUEN THAI HOLDINGS LIMITED

Over the years, we have made
investments in areas focusing on
improving quality, speed, cost, flexibility,
and sustainability. From operations to
manufacturing processes and supply
chain transformation, we recognize the
critical role technology plays in every part
of our business. The years of efforts
investing and deploying disruptive
technologies in our businesses continues
to provide us a first-mover advantage
across the industry. Our successful
integration of different technologies
allowed us to build a new manufacturing
model with an unparalleled ability to
streamline processes with vertical
integration. These improvements
decrease our time to market,
manufacturing errors, and provide
financial benefits while achieving
sustainability.

ANNUAL REPORT 2020

We partnered with NTX™ to integrate
Cooltrans®, the next generation textile
coloration technology, and e-Nanofiber
technology into our production and
product development process. The
partnership helps us achieve vertical
integration by adding fabric coloring/
printing and fabric/material innovation
capabilities into our fashion supply chain.
The use of eco-friendly waterless textile
coloration technology significantly
reduces water, energy, and chemical use,
as well as further cutting our carbon
footprint and overall wasted materials
while keeping highly competitive
economics. The nanofiber coating
machine gives us the ability to create
protective materials such as antiviral,
breathable, and waterproof materials.
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We are also working on automating the
manufacturing process by implementing
the “panel fabric print and cut” concept
and installing new hanger systems. The
“panel fabric print and cut” concept reengineers the traditional manufacturing
process, enhances flexibility by printing all
panels with artwork based on different
color or size requirements on-demand.
The new hanger system installation
automates transportation of assembly
parts, reduces excessive labor work, and
increases productivity. Application of
artificial intelligence (AI) aids self-learning
designs, enables auto-product
registration, quickens response logistics,
and boosts inventory efficiency and
rotation. The combined technology
empowers the most cost efficient and
effective production process with much
shorter lead time from purchase order
placement to product delivery. It also
allows for a flexible design and
development process that could be built
with low cost development without stock
keeping units and design limitations.
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With the entire OEM industry undergoing
transformational changes with traditional
business-to-consumer manufacturing
shifting to more-personalized
manufacturing, we see a great
opportunity for us to put forth a plan to
work with clients to improve consumer
experiences by leveraging these new
technologies we put in place.
Transformation through reinvention is our
long-term approach for corporate
success. It is vital for us to constantly
observe and align with the important
trends, discover and implement new ways
to improve our operations and processes.
As the frontrunner of new manufacturing
technologies, we are committed to
making a positive difference together
with our clients and deliver the promise
of technology that could help them
succeed. I believe the future competitive
strength of our company won’t lie in our
manufacturing capabilities, but rather
measured by our underlying innovative
thinking, customer experience and service
capabilities. The innovative new supply
chain model will help us to increase
customer stickiness, improve profitability,
and create new revenue streams.

LUEN THAI HOLDINGS LIMITED
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Our Achievements
in Digitalization
We have had significant achievements
since we brought digitalization efforts to
scale, implemented enterprise system
upgrades and built AI supported cloudbased smart factories.
System upgrades involve the
implementation of an industry-leading
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
system to transform our business
operations with better workflow, allowing
us to achieve operational excellence and
improve productivity.
The smart technology we developed inhouse connects all key work procedures
in real-time with AI planning features to
improve effectiveness and efficiency. As
we start to monetize these developments,
we officially established representative
office in Cambodia and ramped up the
development team to better serve our
clients. In addition, we overhauled two of
our legacy products into new robust
standalone versions which completes our
transition to a new product architecture.
We onboarded several factories and
started signing external clients. We will
continue to accelerate digital
transformation and investing in key
enablers, like integrated cloud,
automation, AI, and advanced data and
analytics.

Our Sustainability
Journey
At Luen Thai, we incorporate the principle
of sustainability in every aspect of our
work. It is apparent to me that a deep
sense of accountability underpins our
commitment to sustainability matters —
the elements of environmental, social and
governance (ESG) practices have long
been integral parts of our operations and
planning.
Our environmental value embeds in our
everyday actions as we continuously
implement ways for our business to
progress and prosper in harmony with
the planet. An important value of
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partnering with NTX™ is their ability to
meet our demand for environmentalfriendly solutions that minimizes
environment degradation. Apart from
integrating Cooltrans® waterless textile
coloration technology, we also partnered
with NTX™ to enter the personal
protective equipment (PPE) space with a
mission to help fight the COVID-19
pandemic. We are leveraging the
technologies to develop reusable and
antiviral materials for face mask
production. We hope our sustainable and
highly functionable PPE products could
not only help to protect people from the
COVID-19, but also lessen environmental
impact such as enormous waste caused
by using disposable masks. Our efforts in
sustainability also shows in our
investment in building an e-commerce
platform with direct-to-customer, buildto-order business model that is
supported by our on-demand
manufacturing capability. The movement
is designed to reduce inventory levels
that could solve one of the costliest
environmental problems in the fashion
industry supply chain which is caused by
overproduction. We are dedicated to
promote environmental awareness
throughout the entire organization by
encouraging everyone to take part in

LUEN THAI HOLDINGS LIMITED

several programs we launched, such as
“No Plastic Bottle”, “Go Green”, “XO-Care
Environment” that will make a
considerable impact on people’s behavior
to act more responsible.
We believe a team of culturally diverse
talents is imperative to spur innovation,
drive growth, sustain a competitive
advantage and ensure our ESG goals can
be attained. Our diversity footprint
officially began in 2013 when we adopted
a board diversity policy. The policy was
designed to foster inclusive behavior,
recruit and promote talent based on both
merit and diversity in gender, race, and

PAGE
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age. I am proud of the progress we have
made and the results speak for
themselves. As of December 2020, our
employees at director or above level
consist of 41% male and 59% female with
12 different nationalities and 5 age groups
— 55% aged 46 — 65, 26% aged 36 — 45,
8% aged 26 — 35, 7% aged 66 and above,
and 4% in the range of 18 to 25. We trust
the leaders who lead by example can
authentically cascade diversity down into
our organization.
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COVID-19, climate change and social
movements against inequality further
highlighted the environmental
devastation and racial injustice that exists
in our communities. It also increased
global awareness of the need to be good
corporate stewards of the environment
and create a diverse workforce that
embraces differences. I believe we are
meeting the moment, but we have more
work to do. Our decades of effort to
create and cultivate a diverse culture with
sustainability at its core has created a
variety of competitive advantages for our
business. We remain committed to
expand and strengthen our ESG program,
to further drive high performance,
sustainably.

Closing
For the past several years, we have taken
significant steps to broaden our
commitment to sustainability. We joined
the United Nations Global Compact, the
world’s largest voluntary corporate
citizenship initiative and stand firm in
support of its ten principles on human
rights, labor, environment, and anticorruption. We actively participate in
areas where we could help to achieve the
sustainable development goals (SGDs) to
end poverty, protect the planet and
ensure that all people enjoyed peace and
prosperity by 2030. We recognize the
importance of collaborative efforts in
achieving SGDs. As we take on greater
responsibility, we seek to cooperate with
like-minded partners and industry peers,
engage our suppliers and customers in
areas where we can deliver positive
impacts.

We have faced several threats and
challenges since the inception of our
company. Looking back at our history, we
did not just survive but emerged stronger
every time from past crisis. The
uncertainties brought by the pandemic
and geopolitical conflicts are still
prevalent and will continue to test our
business. With the ongoing commitment
and support of our employees, we enter
2021 encouraged and inspired to keep
moving forward with great expectation of
an even brighter future.
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Management
Discussion and Analysis
RESULT REVIEW
The year 2020 was unlike any other, with so
many challenges and uncertainty due to the
sudden and rapid widespread of the COVID-19
pandemic (“Pandemic”). Since the
unprecedented emergence of the Pandemic
across the globe, many retail stores and
shopping malls were temporarily closed, with
lockdowns and implementation of travel
restrictions and social distancing as part of
the precautionary measures. These situations
continued to exist intermittently throughout
2020 and the global economy was shrinking
at quite an alarming rate which we have
never experienced before. Despite the
implementation of unconventional monetary
easing policies all around the world, many
corporations suffered a rapid and significant
downturn in revenue and consequent decline
in net profit. The global supply chain was
disrupted by the ongoing problems created
by the continuation of the Pandemic, and the
Group was not exempted from this situation.
As disclosed in the announcements dated 27
April 2020 and 5 June 2020, our
manufacturing plants in Mainland China and
the Philippines were temporarily suspended
during certain periods of year 2020 due to the
imposition of lockdowns and other
containment measures. Though the
aforementioned manufacturing plants
resumed normal operations gradually in the
first half of 2020, the production schedule and
the orders allocations of the Group’s factories
in China and the Philippines were adversely
affected. In addition, market sentiment in the
United States of America, Europe and the
United Kingdom was clouded by worries
about the staggering infection and death
rates of the Pandemic which had led to
deferral or cancellation of the orders from the
Group’s customers. As a consequence, the
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operating activities of apparel and accessories
manufacturing business were hindered
throughout 2020.
For the year ended 31 December 2020, the
Group’s revenue decreased by approximately
28.1% to approximately US$697,329,000 as
compared to the year ended 31 December
2019. Gross profit was approximately
US$83,098,000, represented gross profit
margin of approximately 11.9% which was
about 2.8 percentage point lower than last
year. The considerable decline in revenue,
gross profit and gross profit margin were
ma inl y d ue to adverse impact of the
Pandemic on sales and pricing, and the
unfavorable impact of volume leverage of
fixed manufacturing costs on a much lower
sales base.
Faced with such extremely challenging
environment, a series of critical strategic
initiatives were promptly implemented by our
seasoned management team. The Group
continued to devote resources to strengthen
its innovation capacity within short lead time
to secure the existing key customers’ orders
and to preserve the continuity of the Group’s
business. The management also enhanced the
operational resilience and efficiency, coupled
with stricter cost control and cash flow
management which enabled us to alleviate
the negative impact of the Pandemic to a
certain extent.
Despite the above-mentioned committed
efforts of the management at all levels and
aspects, it was inadequate to offset all the
undermining effects of the Pandemic on the
Group’s business. The Group incurred a net
loss attributable to equity holders of the
Company (“Net Loss”) amounting to
approximately US$28,028,000 for the year
ended 31 December 2020, as compared to a
net profit attributable to equity holders of the
Company of approximately US$25,165,000 for
last year, which was in line with the massive
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slump in revenue and gross profit. The
significant deterioration of the financial
performance of the Group was mainly due to
(i) the substantial decline in revenue caused
by decrease in the sales volume of apparel
and accessories and postponement or
cancellation of the orders from the Group’s
customers under such challenging business
environment during the year; (ii) extra costs
incurred on the re-schedule of production
and delivery arrangement; (iii) the
recognition of expected credit loss provision
during the year caused by the increase in
overdue ageing of account receivables and
uncertainty on the collectability of these
account receivables; (iv) a non-recurring
restructuring and realignment cost; and (v)
absence of one-off gain on disposal of
subsidiaries for the year ended 31 December
2020. Performance of the Group’s business is
covered in more detail under the “Segmental
Review” section below.

SEGMENTAL REVIEW
Apparel and Accessories businesses were the
two revenue streams of the Group, which
accounted for approximately 58.5% and 41.5%
respectively of the Group’s total revenue for
the year under review.
Apparel

Segment revenue of the Apparel Division
dropped significantly by approximately
US$105,257,000 or 20.5%, from approximately
US$513,156,000 for the year ended 31
December 2019 to approximately
US$407,899,000 for the year ended 31
December 2020. The decrease of the
segment revenue of the Apparel Division was
primarily due to the decrease in average
selling price, lower sales volume from the
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majority of its brand customers which was partially offset by the increased sales to our
activewear customers. Even though the Apparel Division continued to achieve
encouraging results on the sales of activewear, the Apparel Division incurred a segment
loss of approximately US$832,000, when compared to a segment profit of approximately
US$15,172,000 for last year.
Accessories

Sales revenue generated from the Accessories Division decreased substantially by
approximately 36.6% year-to-year to approximately US$289,430,000 for the year ended
31 December 2020. In line with the substantial decline in segment revenue, the
Accessories Division recorded a segment loss of US$6,274,000, as compared to a
segment profit of US$10,553,000 for last year. Factories suspension and orders
reallocation coupled with the decrease in demand from branded customers were the
main reasons constituting the above results.
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MARKETS
Consistent with the Group’s geographical
market distribution for the year ended 31
December 2019, the USA, Europe and Asia
(mainly the PRC and Japan) remained as
our top three markets for the year under
review. The revenue derived from
customers in the USA, Europe and Asia
market accounted for 48.4%, 18.4% and
22.7% respectively of the total revenue of
the Group for the year ended 31
December 2020.

ACQUISITION AND DISPOSAL
OF SUBSIDIARIES,
ASSOCIATES AND JOINT
VENTURES
There was no material acquisition or
disposal of subsidiaries, associates or joint
ventures during the year ended 31
December 2020.

LUEN THAI HOLDINGS LIMITED

Despite the existing difficult and
challenging industry conditions, Luen Thai
will continue to look for value-enhancing
investments which meet our stringent
requirements in order to further expand
our product range, production capacity
and diversify our geographical risk.

FUTURE PLANS AND
PROSPECT
The US presidential election has been
concluded with Biden’s victory in early
2021, but the Sino-US relations remain full
of ambiguity. Along with the severe
disruption of the global economic
activities created by the ongoing
Pandemic, the macroeconomic
environment is expected to remain
unsettled in the year 2021. Despite the
commencement of vaccine inoculation, it
is difficult to anticipate how long the
Pandemic will last. In light of the
uncertainty of the global economic
growth prospects, the retail industry
remains the worst hit.
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While the Pandemic caused short-term challenges to the Group’s revenue and profitability, the Board
will continue to assess the adverse impact of the Pandemic on the operations and financial performance
of the Group and closely monitor the Group’s exposure to the uncertainties, volatility and risks in
connection therewith. Immediate and appropriate measures will be taken by the Group to adapt to the
challenging situations when necessary including but not limited to on-going cost control and
restructuring initiatives.
Due to rising health and environmental consciousness, the activewear market is still booming regardless
of the emergence of the Pandemic. To capture more market share from the activewear market, the
Group will continue to take advantage of partnering with a leading textile printing technology provider
to supply more eco-friendly fabric to our customers in Cambodia and Vietnam. The Group believes that
the partnership will not merely lower the production costs, but also help our strategic customers to
meet the increasing demand of environmentally friendly products.

As disclosed in the announcement dated 29 October 2020 and the circular dated 30 November 2020,
the Group has entered into a new master agreement in relation to the provision of activewear
manufacturing services (“New Master Agreement”) to a connected party (“Connected Party”). The local
retail market in the PRC is moving forward to gradual recovery due to the stabilization of the Pandemic
situation in the PRC, consumer sentiment has rebounded. With the approval of the New Master
Agreement by the independent shareholders on 18 December 2020, the collaboration between the
Group and the Connected Party is able to be continued. The Directors believe that the continuing
cooperation with the Connected Party is vital to the business development of the Group in the PRC
market, which is a valuable chance for the Group to grasp the opportunities brought by market
recovery in the PRC.
In order to broaden the revenue stream, the Group has commenced the business of manufacturing of
face masks in the late 2020. In view of the demand of personal protective equipment (“PPE”), the Group
will continue to explore opportunities for manufacturing of other PPE such as protective gowns. For the
sake of the full utilization of the Group’s production capacity, the Group may further expand its PPE
production line to other factories owned by the Group located in other parts of Southeast Asia with
target customers including but not limited to local governments, hospitals, retail customers and other
organisations in need of PPE.
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Looking forward, the Board remains optimistic about the prospects
of our business in the long run. An extremely cautious approach
will be adopted by the Group to monitor its working capital and
the latest development of the apparel and accessories
manufacturing industry. The Group will continue to strengthen its
ability to cope with the diversified requirements of the customers
and committed to leveraging our outstanding craftsmanship and
extensive experience in the manufacturing, research and
development of apparel and accessories products. In addition, the
Group will continue to invest in automated productions and
streamline the manufacturing procedures further to improve the
production efficiency, in order to sustain the competitiveness and
profitability of the Group

INVESTOR RELATIONS AND
COMMUNICATIONS
The Group acknowledges the crucial importance of communication
with our shareholders. The Group has a policy of proactively
promoting investor relations through meetings with analysts and
investors, and participation in investors’ conferences, company
interviews and manufacturing plant visits. The annual general
meeting will be called by giving not less than 20 clear business
days’ notice and our Directors shall be available at the annual
general meeting to answer questions on the Group’s businesses.
The Group encourages dual communications with both private and
institutional investors and responds to their enquiries in an
informative and timely manner. The Group has established various
forms of communication channels to improve its transparency,
including proactive and timely issuance of press releases so as to
inform investors of our latest corporate developments. The Group
regularly updates its corporate information on the Company’s
website (www.luenthai.com) in both English and Chinese on a
timely basis to all concerned parties.
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CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
As at 31 December 2020, the Group has contingent liabilities regarding potential exposure to overseas
import duties, taxes and penalties in various overseas countries with aggregated amounts of approximately
US$21,283,000 (2019: US$11,141,000). Management considers it is not probable that outflows of resources
embodying economic benefits would be required to settle these exposures and no provision is considered
necessary.
Among the above-mentioned contingent liabilities, US$5,504,000 was recognized upon business combination
of Universal Elite Holdings Limited and its subsidiaries. Pursuant to the agreement for sale and purchase of
the shares in Universal Elite Holdings Limited (the “Agreement”), such taxation claim in relation to periods
prior to October 2018 will be indemnified entirely by the sellers of the Agreement. Accordingly, the Group
has also recognized an indemnification asset US$5,504,000. As at 31 December 2020, the contingent liability
regarding potential exposure to overseas import duties, taxes and penalties is approximately US$5,930,000 (2019:
US$5,930,000) and the additional contingent liability of US$426,000 (2019: US$426,000) has not been recognized
by the Group.
Also, US$11,461,000 (2019: Nil) was recognized upon business combination of Sachio Investments Limited and its
subsidiary. Pursuant to the agreement for sale and purchase of the shares in Sachio Investments Limited (the
“S&P Agreement”), such taxation claim in relation to periods prior to April 2020 will be indemnified entirely by
the sellers of the S&P Agreement.
Accordingly, the Group has also
recognized an indemnification
asset of US$11,461,000 (2019: Nil).
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serve as the foundation for all
these initiatives as Luen Thai
maintains its position as a leader
in Corporate Social Responsibility
in the apparel and accessories
manufacturing industry.

LIQUIDITY AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES
As at 31 December 2020, the total amount of cash and bank deposits
of the Group was approximately US$66,213,000, representing a
decrease of approximately US$16,760,000 as compared to that as at 31
December 2019. The Group’s total bank borrowings as at 31 December
2020 was approximately US$160,590,000, representing a decrease of
approximately US$6,537,000 as compared to that as at 31 December
2019.
As at 31 December 2020, based on the scheduled repayments set out
in the relevant loan agreements with banks, the maturity profile of the
Group’s bank borrowings spread over five years with approximately
US$122,490,000 repayable within one year, approximately
US$20,044,000 repayable in the second year and approximately
US$18,056,000 in the third to fifth year.
Gearing ratio of the Company is defined as the net debt (represented
by bank borrowings net of cash and bank balances) divided by
shareholders’ equity. As at 31 December 2020, the gearing ratio of the
Group was 50.7%.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK MANAGEMENT
The Group adopts a prudent policy to hedge against the fluctuations
in exchange rates. Most of the Group’s operating activities are
denominated in US dollar, Euro, Hong Kong dollar, Vietnam Dong,
Cambodian Riel, Chinese Yuan, Burmese Kyat, and Philippine Peso.
For those activities denominated in other currencies, the Group may
enter into forward contracts to hedge its receivables and payables
denominated in foreign currencies against the exchange rate
fluctuations.

HUMAN RESOURCES AND CORPORATE
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Luen Thai continues to be an employer of choice through focused
and strategic human resources strategies and social responsibility
programmes that are aligned with the Company’s growth and
changing needs. Improved governance and strengthened partnership

Luen Thai continuously strives to
foster open communications with
employees through various
channels. Under its employee care
initiatives, Luen Thai has provided
safe and enjoyable work and living
environments, equitable
compensation and benefit
schemes, and opportunities for
career growth through a variety of
formal and informal learning and
development programmes; and a
strong corporate culture where
e mp l o ye e s’ co nt r i b ut i o ns a re
recognized and rewarded.
As a global corporate citizen, Luen
Thai is conducting business and
developing a sustainable business
strategy with a long- term view,
which creates a positive impact for
our worldwide supply chain and
the surrounding environment. We
not only focus on profit
maximization, but we must also
understand the needs and
concerns of other stakeholders.

MODEL CODE FOR
DIRECTORS’
SECURITIES
TRANSACTIONS
The Company has adopted a code
of conduct regarding securities
transactions by Directors on terms
no less exacting than the required
standards set out in the Model
Code as set out in Appendix 10 of
the Listing Rules. After having
made specific enquiry of all
Directors of the Company, all the
Directors are of the view that they
have complied with the required
standard set out in the Model
Code and its code of conduct
regarding securities transactions
for the year ended 31 December
2020.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
QU Zhiming, aged 64, is the Chairman of the Board and the Chairman of the Nomination Committee. Mr. Qu is a
senior economist who has been conferred an MBA degree by the Asia International Open University (Macau). In 1997,
Mr. Qu began to serve as the general manager and board chairman at sizeable import and export trading companies
and home textiles companies (such positions held until 2007), by way of which he familiarized himself with the
operations across the entire industry chain of the textile industry. Mr. Qu became the assistant to the president of
Shangtex Holding Co., Ltd. (a substantial shareholder and the controlling shareholder of the Company) upon joining
the group in July 2007, and has been acting as its deputy chief economist from February 2014 to December 2018.
Currently, Mr. Qu also serves as the vice chairman of The Hong Kong General Chamber of Textiles Limited, and the
board chairman of Wiseknit Factory Limited, and is mainly responsible for the operations management of the group’s
foreign trade enterprises as well as the management of its overseas mergers and acquisitions projects. As an industry
expert, Mr. Qu has penetrating market insight in the textile industry.
Dr. TAN Siu Lin, aged 90, is the founder and Honorary Life Chairman of the Group. Dr. Tan is the Honorary Director
of Peking University Education Foundation (北京大學教育基金會) and chairman of the board of the Peking University
Luen Thai Center for Supply Chain System Research & Development (北京大學聯泰供應鏈系統研發中心), chairman of
the board of Tan Siu Lin School of Business in Quanzhou Normal University (泉 州 師 範 學 院 陳 守 仁 商 學 院). Dr. Tan is
the permanent honorary director of the board of the Huaqiao University (華 僑 大 學), the honorable president of the
Hong Kong General Chamber of Textiles Limited, and the honorary consul of the Federated States of Micronesia in
HKSAR. Dr. Tan was appointed as a non-executive director and chairman of S.A.I. Leisure Group Company Limited
(stock code: 1832) on 5 November 2018, a company listed on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited on 16 May
2019. Dr. Tan holds a honorary Doctoral of Laws degree from the University of Guam and has been awarded
honorary university fellowships by both the Hong Kong Baptist University, as well as the Honorary President of The
Hong Kong Baptist University Foundation, and the Chinese University of Hong Kong.
TAN Cho Lung, Raymond, aged 59, is the Chief Executive Officer of the Company, Chairman of Financing and
Banking Committee and son of Dr. Tan Siu Lin. Mr. Tan joined the Group in 1989 and has over 30 years of
experience in the industry. Mr. Tan was the recipient of the Young Industrialist Award of Hong Kong and the DHL/
SCMP Owner-Operator award for 2003. In August 2012, Mr. Tan was awarded “Outstanding Entrepreneurship
Award” 2012, Hong Kong region. In 2013, Mr. Tan was also awarded “Capital Leader of Excellence 2012” and
“Entrepreneur of the Year 2013” which were organized respectively by Capital Magazine and Capital Entrepreneur
Magazine. In January 2019, Mr. Tan was the recipient of Asian Chinese Leaders Award organized by the Asian
College of Knowledge Management. Mr. Tan is a co-founder and chairman of Chelsea Foundation (Hong Kong)
Limited and chairman of Tuloy Foundation in the Philippines. Mr. Tan graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in Business
Administration from the University of Guam.
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HUANG Jie, aged 55, is a non-executive director of the Company from 15 February 2017 to 14 February 2020. From
15 February 2020, he has been redesignated as an executive Director of the Company. Mr. Huang is a member of the
Remuneration Committee. Mr. Huang is an economist and international business expert who graduated from China
Textile University with a Bachelor Degree of Engineering in the year of 1986 (upon completion of a four year fulltime programme), and obtained his MBA degree in the year of 1998 by attending an 1996 EMBA programme at China
Europe International Business School as an on-the-job postgraduate student. Immediately upon graduating from the
university, Mr. Huang joined Shangtex Holding Co., Ltd (“Shangtex”) and its subsidiaries (collectively, the “Shangtex
Group”) and has been serving at a number of Shangtex Group’s subsidiaries, including acting as the deputy general
manager of Shanghai Shenda Co., Ltd. (上海申達股份有限公司) (an A-share listed company under the Shangtex Group)
between 1995 and 2000 and as the vice president of Shanghai Dragon Corporation (上 海 龍 頭（集 團）股 份 有 限 公 司)
(another A-share listed company under the Shangtex Group) between 2001 and 2010, taking charge of import and
export trading. Mr. Huang acted as the president of international business unit of Orient International (Holding) Co.,
Ltd. (東 方 國 際（集 團）有 限 公 司) from March 2018 to November 2020. Since March 2018, Mr. Huang has been the
director and president of Shangtex (Hong Kong) Limited (上 海 紡 織（香 港）有 限 公 司) and he also serves as the director
and president of the Orient International Holdings Hong Kong Company Limited (東方國際香港有限公司) started from
2020, taking charge of the transformation and upgrading of the group’s foreign trade business as well as the business
operations of its overseas companies. Mr. Huang also serves as the director of Wiseknit Factory Limited (慧 聯 織 造 廠
有 限 公 司), which is a subsidiary of Orient International (Holding) Co., Ltd. Mr. Huang has profound knowledge and
understanding of the upstream and downstream operations of the textile industry, coupled with his rich experience in
corporate governance and a remarkable capability of conducting domestic and foreign businesses.
ZHANG Min, aged 48, is an executive Director and a member of the Financing and Banking Committee. Mr. Zhang
graduated from Shanghai University of Finance and Economics with a Bachelor degree of Economics in 1995, and
graduated from Fudan University with a Master degree of Economics (on-the-job postgraduate) in 2002. Mr. Zhang is
a certified International Business Engineer. Mr. Zhang joined Orient International (Holding) Co., Ltd. (“OIH”) in 1995
and commenced his career in human resources department. During 2006 and 2007, Mr. Zhang was assistant director
of Business Development Department of OIH and stationed in United States for one year. From September 2007 to
July 2012, Mr. Zhang worked in Hong Kong as assistant general manager of Orient International Holdings Hong
Kong Co. Limited and continues to serve as assistant director of Business Development Department of OIH. From July
2012 to August 2014, Mr. Zhang worked in Hong Kong serving as deputy general manager of Orient International
Holdings Hong Kong Co. Limited. From August 2014 to March 2018, Mr. Zhang served as director of CEO’s Office and
director of Production Safety Committee Office at the same time in OIH. Since March 2018, Mr. Zhang has been
acting as the general manager of Overseas Enterprises Management Department of OIH.
SHEN Yaoqing, aged 63, is the Chairman of the Board from February 2017 to May 2020. Mr. Shen is a senior
economist who has been conferred a DBA degree by the Macau University of Science and Technology. Between 1997
and 2006, Mr. Shen assumed various positions, including executive deputy general manager, general manager and
board chairman, at Shanghai Shenda (Group) Co., Ltd. (上海申達（集團）有限公司), a subsidiary of Shangtex Holding Co.,
Ltd. (上 海 紡 織（集 團）有 限 公 司). Between May 2013 to May 2016, Mr. Shen acted as the director of Shanghai Shenda
Co., Ltd (上海申達股份有限公司) (a company listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange). Since October 2006, Mr. Shen has
been acting as the vice president of Shangtex Holding Co., Ltd., taking charge of the group’s entire trading business as
well as the group’s overseas expansion and resources management. Being a knowledgeable expert in the textile
manufacturing industry with over 30 years of relevant business experience, Mr. Shen also has strategic vision and
foresight regarding the operations management of sizeable groups, boasting an outstanding track record based upon
extensive experience.
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NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
MOK Siu Wan, Anne, aged 68, is an executive director of the Company from 3 June 2005 to 31 January 2020. Ms.
Mok had been working as the President of the Company and Chief Merchandizing Officer of Luen Thai International
Group Limited before she was re-designated as a non-executive director of the Company from 1 February 2020 and
Ms. Mok is currently a member of the Audit Committee. Ms. Mok is an accomplished industry professional with years
of experience in key executive and board member positions out of which over 20 years were spent holding various
management positions within the Swire Pacific Group Companies. Ms. Mok also held senior management positions
with other prominent organizations including Li & Fung Limited and the Pentland Group plc, a London based
international group which develops and owns some leading brands in Sports and Fashion. Ms. Mok graduated with a
Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Hong Kong. She has also been sponsored to continue with her
executive education by attending various management programmes and courses organized by Harvard University,
Tsinghua University and INSEAD Euro-Asia Centre. Ms. Mok was a member of the Board of Governors for the
American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong from 1998 to 2003 and the Chairman of the Textiles Committee for
the American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong in 1996 and 1997. Ms. Mok joined the Group in 2003 and was
appointed to the Luen Thai Holdings Board as an executive director in June 2005. In 2013, Ms. Mok was awarded
“Outstanding Business Woman of the Year” by Capital Entrepreneur magazine. On behalf of GJM, one of Ms. Mok’s
operating companies, she was also the proud recipient of the Leadership Award 2013 presented by Ann Inc, in
recognition of GJM’s achievements in CSR initiatives and continuous commitment to improving women’s health and
welfare in the workplace.

INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
CHAN Henry, aged 55, is a member of the Audit Committee, Nomination Committee and the Remuneration
Committee. Mr. Chan has over 33 years of experience in the financial market and is the Managing Director of Sanfull
Securities Limited. He was a director of The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited and was a member of the
Advisory Committee of the Securities and Futures Commission. Mr. Chan is currently the Permanent Honorary
President of Hong Kong Stockbrokers Association Limited, an independent non-executive director of Hengan
International Group Company Limited, a company listed on the Main Board of The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong
Limited which engages in the manufacture and distribution of personal hygiene products. Mr. Chan is also a
committee member of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference in Xiamen, Fujian Province, China. Mr.
Chan obtained his Master’s degree in Business Administration from Asia International Open University (Macau) and
his Bachelor’s degree in Arts from Carleton University in Canada. He joined the Group in 2004.
SEING Nea Yie, aged 73, is the Chairman of the Audit Committee and the Remuneration Committee and a member of
the Nomination Committee. Mr. Seing is the sole proprietor of both accounting firms Messrs. Chan, Seing & Co. and
Messrs. Chen Yih Kuen & Co. Certified Public Accountants (Practising). Mr. Seing has over 44 years of audit
experience and is currently holding CPA (Practising) at Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Mr. Seing
is an active contributor to the charity activities in the community. He was the director of Po Leung Kuk, an
authorized charity organization in Hong Kong, from 1987 to 1990 and became the Vice Chairman in 1990 and 1991.
Mr. Seing was also a member of audit committee of Po Leung Kuk from 1996 to 2000. Currently, Mr. Seing is the
honorary president of The Fukienese Association Limited. He joined the Group in January 2005.
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WANG Ching, aged 66, is a member of the Audit Committee, Nomination Committee and the Remuneration
Committee. Dr. Wang has over 28 years’ managerial experience in investment banking, securities, treasury and asset
management in the United States, Hong Kong, Taiwan and the PRC. Dr. Wang is currently the executive director of
Shanghai International Asset Management (HK) Co., Ltd., a licensed corporation registered with Hong Kong Securities
and Futures Commission and the executive director of Shanghai International Shanghai Growth Investment Limited
(“Shanghai Limited”), an investment fund company listed on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Stock
Exchange”) (stock code: 770). Dr. Wang also serves as independent non-executive director of China Shuifa Singyes
Energy Holdings Ltd (中 國 水 發 興 業 能 源 集 團 有 限 公 司) (stock code: 750) and Minth Group Limited (stock code: 425),
which are both listed on the Stock Exchange. He is also appointed as non-executive director of Global Market Group
Limited, the unlisted investment of the Shanghai Limited. Dr. Wang received his bachelor degree majoring in
economics from the National Taiwan University in 1977. He obtained his Master’s degree in business administration
from the University of Houston and Ph.D from the Graduate School of Business, Columbia University in the city of
New York. He joined the Group in April 2019.

SENIOR MANAGEMENT
SAUCEDA Francisco, aged 62, is the President — Leisure Fashion and Sleepwear and concurrently President of L&T
International Group Inc., Philippines. He is responsible for the apparel business units which manufactures brand name
apparel in facilities in China (Panyu & Dandong), the Philippines, Cambodia, and various joint venture operations in
Vietnam & India. He also oversees Corporate Communications and has been with the Group since 1994. Mr. Sauceda
obtained his degree in Business Administration from Texas Southmost College/University of Texas. He is board
member of the Confederation of Wearable Exporters of the Philippines (CONWEP) and The Confederation of
Philippine Manufacturers of PPE in the Philippines (CPMP). Mr. Sauceda is also a member of the Hong Kong Chamber
of Commerce and the Mexican Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong.
KORNBLUM Joerg, aged 57, is the Chief Financial Officer of the Group. Mr. Kornblum has a Master’s degree in
Business Administration and Mechanical Engineering from the University of Darmstadt in Germany. From 1991 to
2002, he has held various senior management positions at The Freudenberg Group, including the position of General
Manager of Freudenberg & Vilene International Limited in Hong Kong from 1997 to 2001. Mr. Kornblum joined TMS
Group, a Business Division of Luen Thai, in the capacity of CFO in 2002 before heading the TMS Group as Executive
Vice President. In April 2017 he was appointed as the Chief Financial Officer of the Group and Chair of the Finance
& Governance Committee.
FOK Sandy, aged 54, is the Chief People Officer of the Group, responsible for developing the Group’s employee
engagement and human resources strategy to support the Company’s overall business plan and strategic direction. Ms.
Fok leads the areas of succession planning, talent management, change management, and organizational performance.
Ms. Fok had over 20 years of experience in general business and human resources management and had held
multiple senior positions at Swire Pacific group companies. She later found her own consulting firm in 2010 and had
since been involved in leadership development and organisational culture development consulting work for listed
companies and multinational brands. Ms. Fok graduated from the University of Hong Kong with a major in
Psychology and a Master of Social Sciences degree in Behavioral Health. She was the past Chairman of the University
of Hong Kong’s Career Advisory Board and the Past Chairman of the University of Hong Kong’s Graduate House.
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TAN Sunny, aged 47, is the Executive Vice President of the Company, responsible for the planning and development
of the personal protective equipment business and industry relations. Prior to joining the Group in 1999, Mr. Tan
worked at the investment banking division of Merrill Lynch (Asia Pacific). Mr. Tan is the Deputy Chairman of the
Federation of Hong Kong Industries (FHKI), Chairman of the Confederation of Wearable of the Philippines
(CONWEP), Board Member of the American Apparel and Footwear Association (AAFA), Executive Committee Member
of the Hong Kong Shippers’ Council, Council Member of the Hong Kong Productivity Council. Executive Vice
Chairman of the Hong Kong General Chamber of Textiles. As in public services, Mr. Tan is currently serving as a
Member of the Trade and Industry Advisory Board of the Commerce and Economic Development Bureau of HKSAR,
the Action Committee Against Narcotics of the Security Bureau of HKSAR. Mr. Tan also serve as Member of Hebei
Province Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference. In 2013, Mr. Tan was awarded “Young Industrialist
Award” by FHKI. Mr. Tan obtained a Master of Science degree from Stanford University and Bachelor of Business
Administration degree from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

COMPANY SECRETARY
CHIU Chi Cheung, aged 57, is the Senior Vice President of Corporate Finance, Company Secretary of the Company.
Mr. Chiu has over 28 years of experience in the field of company secretarial, auditing and accounting. He joined the
Group in 2002. He was an auditing manager of an international auditing firm. Mr. Chiu is a fellow member of the
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants and an associate member of the Hong Kong Institute of Certified
Public Accountants. Mr. Chiu holds a Bachelor of Business Administration degree from the University of Hong Kong.
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The board of directors of Luen Thai Holdings Limited (the “Directors”) has the pleasure in presenting to the
shareholders this annual report together with the audited consolidated financial statements of Luen Thai Holdings
Limited (the “Company”) and its subsidiaries (collectively, the “Group”) for the year ended 31 December 2020.

GROUP PROFIT
The consolidated statement of profit or loss is set out on page 74 and shows the Group’s profit for the year ended 31
December 2020. A discussion and analysis of the Group’s performance during the year and the material factors
underlying its results and financial position are provided on pages 20 to 32 of this annual report.

DIVIDENDS
No interim dividend was paid for the six months ended 30 June 2020 and the Board does not recommend the
payment of a final dividend for the year ended 31 December 2020.

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
The principal activity of the Company is investment holding. The activities of the principal subsidiaries are set out in
note 10 to the consolidated financial statements. An analysis of the Group’s performance for the year by operating
segment is set out in note 5 to the consolidated financial statements.

BUSINESS REVIEW
The business review of the Group for the year ended 31 December 2020, including the future business development,
principal risks and uncertainties facing by the Group, analysis using key financial performance indicators, is set out
on pages 3 to 5 and pages 20 to 32 of this annual report.

Environmental policies and social responsibilities
To minimize the impact of our manufacturing activities to the environment, the Group has implemented policies in
environmental protection. The Group is committed to adopt a clean production model and has engaged consultant to
give advice on reducing carbon emission in our manufacturing activities. During the year ended 31 December 2020
and up to date of this report, the Group has complied with the applicable environmental laws and regulations of the
jurisdictions where the factories are located.
Detail information regarding the environmental, social and governance practices adopted by the Group is set out in
the Environmental, Social and Governance Report which will be disclosed in a separate report and published on the
websites of the HKEX and the Company no later than five months after the end of the financial year.

Compliance with laws and regulations
The Group’s production and operations are mainly carried out by the Company’s subsidiaries in mainland China and
certain Southeast Asian countries including the Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar, while the Company is
listed on the Main Board of The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited. Sufficient resources have been allocated to
ensure the on-going compliance with applicable laws and regulations. During the year under review and up to the
date of this report, the Board is not aware of any material non-compliance with the relevant laws and regulations in
the countries where the Group is operating.
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Principal risks and uncertainties
The business operations and results may be affected by various factors, some of which are external causes and some
are inherent to the business. The principal risks and uncertainties are summarized below:

(i)

Macroeconomic environment
The global economy and business environment remain full of uncertainties and consumer sentiment stays at
low level. The retail industry of branded apparel and accessories is experiencing extra difficulties, as these
products may be considered as discretionary items for consumers. Under such circumstances, the demand for
our products could be adversely affected. Thus, it is vital for the Group to closely monitor the changes of the
macroeconomic environment and adjusts its business plan in a timely manner.

(ii)

Intense competition
Increasingly tense competition in the apparel and accessories manufacturing industry is reflected in the
continuous concentration and expanding scale in the industry. If we do not respond timely to our competitors,
our costs may increase or the consumer demand for our products may decline and our revenue and profits
would be affected.

(iii) Strategic direction
The success of our future business development is heavily relied on achieving our strategic objectives, including
but not limited to merger and acquisition and investment in joint ventures. The Group encounters risk in
application of its capital and assets towards appropriate investments and grab the investment opportunities
when such opportunities arise.

(iv) Social-Political instabilities
The Myanmar military coup in February 2021 has caused social unrest, political unrest and related economic
instabilities in Myanmar. Our manufacturing business in Myanmar and the Group’s financial condition, results
of operations and prospects could be adversely affected by such instabilities. The Group will closely monitor the
political developments in Myanmar and adjust our production plan accordingly.

Relationship with key stakeholders
The success of the Group also depends on the support from key stakeholders which comprise customers, suppliers,
employees and shareholders.

Customers
The Group maintains stable and close relationship with customers of our branded apparel and accessories
manufacturing business. The Group is committed to improving customer satisfaction by offering competitive price,
good quality and on-time delivery. Effective communications between the Group and the customers have been
established through various means which enable the Group and the customers to achieve their profitability and
sustainable growth.

Suppliers
Good relationship with suppliers constitutes one of the essential elements of the Group’s success. To achieve positive
business growth, the Group maintains close relationship with its suppliers in order to maintain a steady supply of
materials with superior quality for reaching the Group’s business goals.
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Employees
Employees constitute one of the valuable assets of the Group. The key objective of the Group’s human resource
management is to recognize and reward performing staff by providing competitive remuneration packages and
implementing an effective performance appraisal system with appropriate incentives. The available human resources
of the Group are assessed on continuous basis and additional personnel will be recruited to cope with the business
development of the Group. Sufficient training and development are provided to all the employees and equal
opportunities are provided within the Group for career advancement.

Shareholders
One of the major goals of the Group is to maximize the return to the shareholders. The Group endeavors to foster the
development of business for achieving sustainable profit growth and rewarding the shareholders with stable dividend
payouts taking into account the business development needs and financial health of the Group.

PRINCIPAL SUBSIDIARIES AND JOINT VENTURES
Details of the principal subsidiaries and joint ventures of the Company and the Group as at 31 December 2020 are set
out in notes 10 to 11 to the consolidated financial statements.

SHARE CAPITAL
Details of movements in the share capital of the Company during the year are set out in note 17 to the consolidated
financial statements.

DISTRIBUTABLE RESERVES OF THE COMPANY
As at 31 December 2020, the Company’s reserves available for distribution to the Shareholders of the Company
amounted to US$80,796,000. Details of the movements in the reserves of the Company are set out in note 35(a) to the
consolidated financial statements. Under the Companies Law (Revised) of the Cayman Islands, the funds in the capital
reserve account of the Company are distributable to the shareholders of the Company provided that immediately
following the date on which the dividend is proposed to be distributed, the Company will be in a position to pay off
its debt as they fall due in the ordinary course of business.

FIVE YEAR FINANCIAL SUMMARY
A summary of the results and of the assets and liabilities of the Group for the past five financial years is set out on
page 164 of the annual report. This summary does not form part of the audited consolidated financial statements.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Details of the movements in property, plant and equipment of the Group are set out in note 6 to the consolidated
financial statements.

RETIREMENT SCHEMES
Details of the retirement schemes are set out in note 20 to the consolidated financial statements.

DONATIONS
Charitable and other donations made by the Group during the year amounted to approximately US$559,000.
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SHARE OPTIONS
A share option scheme of the Company was approved and adopted by way of an ordinary resolution in the annual
general meeting of the Company held on 26 May 2014, pursuant to which options may be granted to eligible
participants (“Eligible Participants”) to subscribe for shares in the Company. The principal purposes of the share option
schemes are to provide the Company with a flexible means of recognizing and acknowledging the contributions of the
Eligible Participants and to attract and retain and appropriately remunerate the best possible quality of employees and
other Eligible Participants.
The following persons shall be eligible for participation in the share option scheme:
(i)

any director (“Group Director”) of any member company with the Group (“Group Company”) and any full-time
employee for the time being of any Group Company (“Employee”) (and any proposed Group Directors and
Employees);

(ii)

any customer, supplier or provider of services, landlord or tenant, agent, partner, consultant, or adviser of or a
contractor to or person doing business with any Group Company;

(iii)

the trustee of any trust the principal beneficiary of which is, or any discretionary trust the discretionary objects
of which include, any person referred to in (i) or (ii) above;

(iv)

a company controlled by any person referred to in (i) or (ii) above; and

(v)

such other persons (or classes of persons) as the Board may in its absolute discretion determine should be Eligible
Participants. In exercising such discretion, the Board shall have regard to factors such as any contributions
which have been made, or may be made, by such persons to the Group and other factors as the Board may
consider appropriate.

Pursuant to the share option scheme, no option may be granted to any person which, if exercised in full, would result
in the total number of shares issued and to be issued upon exercise of the options already granted and to be granted
to such person (including exercised, cancelled and outstanding options but excluding lapsed options) in the 12-month
period up to and including the date of such new grant exceeding 1% of the shares of the Company in issue as at the
date of such new grant.
The basis of determining the exercise price under the share option scheme shall not be less than the highest of:
(i)

the closing price of a share of the Company as stated in the daily quotations sheet of The Stock Exchange of Hong
Kong Limited (the “Stock Exchange”) on the date of grant of the relevant option;

(ii)

an amount equivalent to the average closing price of a share of the Company as stated in the Stock Exchange’s
daily quotation sheets for the 5 business days immediately preceding the date of grant of the relevant Option;
and

(iii)

the nominal value of a share of the Company.
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The share option scheme will remain in force for ten years from 26 May 2014, unless otherwise determined in
accordance with its term. An option may be exercised at any time during a period to be notified by the Board to each
grantee. The Board may also provide restrictions on the exercise of an option during the period an option may be
exercised.
Under the share option scheme, each grantee shall pay a consideration of HK$10 upon acceptance of the offer of the
option and the exercise price of the share options is subject to the adjustment in the event of any alteration in the
capital structure of the Company.
During the year, no share option was granted under the share option scheme and there is no share option
outstanding as at 31 December 2020.
As at the date of this report, the total number of shares available for issue under the share option scheme is
103,411,266, representing approximately 10% of the total issued share capital of the Company as at the date of this
report.

MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS
No contracts concerning the management and administration of the whole or any substantial part of the business of
the Company were entered into or in existence during the year ended 31 December 2020.

DIRECTORS
The Directors of the Company during the year and up to the date of this report were:

Executive Directors
QU Zhiming
TAN Siu Lin
TAN Cho Lung, Raymond
HUANG Jie
(re-designated from non-executive director to executive Director on 15 February 2020)
Zhang Min (elected on 28 May 2020)
SHEN Yaoqing (retired on 28 May 2020)

Non-executive Director
MOK Siu Wan, Anne
(re-designated from executive Director to non-executive Director on 1 February 2020)

Independent non-executive Directors
CHAN Henry
SEING Nea Yie
WANG Ching
Pursuant to Article 87 of the Articles of Association of the Company (“Articles”), Dr. Tan Siu Lin and Messrs. Tan Cho
Lung Raymond and Chan Henry shall retire from office at the forthcoming annual general meeting. All retiring
Directors, being eligible, will offer themselves for re-election at the forthcoming annual general meeting.
No director proposed for re-election at the forthcoming annual general meeting has a service contract with the
Company which is not determinable by the Company within one year without payment of compensation, other than
statutory compensation.
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APPOINTMENTS, RE-ELECTION AND REMOVAL OF DIRECTORS
Except for Mr. Tan Cho Lung Raymond whose service contract was expired on 31 December 2020, each of the
executive Directors, non-executive Director and independent non-executive Directors has entered into service
contracts and/or letter of appointment with the Company for a term of three years and is subject to termination by
either party by giving not less than three months’ written notice or compensation in lieu.
Under the Articles, at each annual general meeting one-third of the Directors for the time being (or, if their number
is not a multiple of three (3), the number nearest to but not less than one-third) shall retire from office by rotation.
And, according to the CG Code, every Director, including those appointed for a specific term, should be subject to
retirement by rotation at least once every three years. A retiring Director is eligible for re-election and continues to
act as a Director throughout the meeting at which he retires.
The Articles provide that any Director appointed by the Board, either to fill a casual vacancy in the Board as an
addition to the existing Board, shall hold office only until the next following annual general meeting of the Company
and shall then be eligible for re-election.

DIRECTORS’ MATERIAL INTERESTS IN TRANSACTIONS, ARRANGEMENTS AND
CONTRACTS OF SIGNIFICANCE
Save as disclosed under the paragraph headed “Connected Transactions and Directors’ Interests in Contracts” below,
no other transactions, arrangements and contracts of significance in relation to the Group’s business to which the
Company or any of its subsidiaries was a party and in which a Director and the Director’s connected entities had a
material interest, whether directly or indirectly, subsisted as at 31 December 2020 or at any time during the year.

DIRECTORS’ RIGHTS TO ACQUIRE SHARES OR DEBENTURES
Save as disclosed under the paragraph headed “Directors and Chief Executives’ Interests in Shares” and for the share
option scheme adopted by the Company, at no time during the year was the Company or any of its subsidiaries a
party to any arrangement to enable the Directors to acquire benefits by means of an acquisition of shares or
underlying shares in, or debentures of, the Company or any other body corporate.

BIOGRAPHICAL DETAILS OF DIRECTORS AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT
The biographical details of directors and senior management are set out in the section headed “Management
Executives” on pages 33 to 37 of this annual report.

EQUITY-LINKED AGREEMENTS
Other than the share option scheme of the Company as disclosed above, no equity-linked agreements that will or may
result in the Company issuing shares or that require the Company to enter into any agreements that will or may
result in the Company issuing shares were entered into by the Company during the year or subsisted at the end of
the year.

PERMITTED INDEMNITY PROVISION
Pursuant to the Company’s Articles of Association 167(1) provides that every Director or other officer of the Company
shall be entitled to be indemnified and secured harmless out of the assets and profits of the Company against any
liability, action, proceeding, claim, demand, costs, damages or expenses, including legal expenses as a result of any act
or failure to act in carrying out his/her functions. The Company has also maintained Directors and officers liability
insurance during the year.
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DIRECTORS’ AND CHIEF EXECUTIVES’ INTERESTS IN SHARES
As at 31 December 2020, the interests of the Directors and chief executives of the Company and its associated
corporations (within the meaning of Part XV of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (the “SFO”)), as recorded in the
register maintained by the Company under Section 352 of the SFO, or otherwise notified to the Company and the
Stock Exchange pursuant to the Model Code for Securities Transactions by Directors of Listed Issuers (the “Model
Code”) contained in the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the Stock Exchange (“Listing Rules”) were as
follows:

Long position in the Shares

No. of Shares

Percentage of
interests in the
Company
(Note a)

Trustee (note b)
Interest of controlled corporation (note b)

1,840,757
10,992,986

0.18%
1.06%

TAN Cho Lung, Raymond

Interest of controlled corporation (note c)
Interest of spouse (note c)

15,655,639
2,050,000

1.51%
0.20%

MOK Siu Wan, Anne

Beneficial Owner (note d)

2,000,000

0.19%

Name of Director

Capacity

TAN Siu Lin

Notes:
a.
b.

The percentage has been compiled based on the total number of shares of the Company issued (i.e. 1,034,112,666) as at 31 December 2020.
Dr. Tan Siu Lin as a trustee indirectly controls the entire issued share capital of Wincare International Company Limited, which in turn holds
directly 1,840,757 shares of the Company (“Shares”). Dr. Tan Siu Lin also controls and is a subscriber and founding member of Tan Siu Lin
Foundation Limited, which in turn owns directly 10,992,986 Shares.

c.

Mr. Tan Cho Lung, Raymond wholly owns Flying Base Limited, which own 15,655,639 Shares.
A total of 2,050,000 Shares was acquired by an associate of Mr. Tan Cho Lung, Raymond. He is therefore deemed under Part XV of the SFO to
be interested in all of the 2,050,000 Shares acquired by his associate.

d.

Ms. Mok Siu Wan, Anne owns 2,000,000 Shares through the exercise of share options granted by the Company on 21 April 2008 and none of
the 2,000,000 shares was disposed of up to the date of this report.

CONNECTED TRANSACTIONS AND DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS IN CONTRACTS
The related party transactions of the Company for the year ended 31 December 2020 are set out in note 32 to the
consolidated financial statements. Other than disclosed below, the related party transactions of the Company did not
constitute connected transactions or continuing connected transactions of the Company under Chapter 14A of the
Listing Rules which are required to comply with any of the reporting, announcement and/or independent
shareholders’ approval requirements under the Listing Rules.
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Non-exempt Continuing Connected Transactions
During the year ended 31 December 2020, the Group has entered into the following transactions, which constituted
non-exempt continuing connected transactions for the Company are subject to announcement, annual review and/or
independent shareholders’ approval requirements contained in Chapter 14A of the Listing Rules.
The following table is a summary of the approximate aggregate value and the annual caps of each category of the
non-exempt continuing connected transactions of the Group pursuant to Chapter 14A of the Listing Rules for the
year ended 31 December 2020. Details of these connected transactions are set out below in accordance with the
Listing Rules.

Connected Party

Category

LTG Group

Provision of technological support services
(note a)
Lease agreements
— Group as tenants of QZ LT Estate and
LTID (note b)
— Group as tenants of DGLT (note c)
Logistics services to the Group (note d)
Provision of services (note e)

Shangtex Group

Purchase of textile and related products
(note f)
Provision of Services (note g)

Approximate
aggregate value
for the year
ended
31 December
2020
US$’000

Annual Cap
for the year
ended
31 December
2020
US$’000

1,920

2,400

563
1,449
572
54,014

1,900
2,700
1,500
200,000

264
60

4,500
2,000

Notes:
(a)

On 14 December 2018, Luen Thai Overseas Limited (“LTO”), a subsidiary of the Company, entered into an agreement with Luen Thai Group Ltd.
(formerly known as Helmsley Enterprises Limited) (“LTG”) for a term of 3 years from 1 January 2019 to 31 December 2021 pursuant to which
LTG, through its indirectly wholly owned subsidiary, Integrated Solutions Technology Limited (“IST BVI”), shall continue to provide technological
support services to the Group including but not limited to software and system development and maintenance services such as process mapping,
analysis and design, process reengineering, scheduling, management reporting and analysis (“Technological Support Master Agreement”).
IST BVI has been providing technological support services to the Group since the Company’s listing on the Stock Exchange in 2004 (the
“Listing”). The fees charged under the Technological Support Master Agreement were based on similar rates charged by service support
consultants in the market. While the fees for such technological support services reflect normal commercial terms negotiated on an arm’s length
basis and are comparable to the terms given by independent third parties, the Directors believe that the Group will benefit from the
continuation of such technological support services by IST BVI, which has a better understanding of the Group’s existing systems due to its
long-term service and has been providing smooth and efficient technological support services to the Group. Therefore, such transactions are
beneficial to the Group as a whole as the Group is able to leverage on its long-established relationship with IST BVI. The Directors further
believe that IST BVI’s expertise and knowledge of the Group’s operations, coupled with its development of various software and systems for the
Group, should also warrant the continued engagement of IST BVI for provision of technical support services to the Group.
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Given the quality services offered by IST BVI to the Group in the past and the benefits of continuity, the Directors (including the independent
non-executive Directors) consider that such technological support services and their respective terms are on normal commercial terms, fair and
reasonable and are in the interests of the Group and the Company’s shareholders as a whole.
IST BVI is an indirectly wholly-owned subsidiary of LTG. LTG is ultimately owned by the family trust of Dr. Tan Siu Lin, being an executive
Director of the Company. Hence, LTG is a connected person of the Company. IST BVI is therefore deemed an associate, and hence a connected
person of the Company.
(b)

On 14 December 2018, LTO entered into an agreement with the LTG in relation to the leasing of properties between the Group and the LTG and
its subsidiaries (collectively, the “LTG Group”), pursuant to which such leasing arrangements will be for a term of 3 years from 1 January 2019
to 31 December 2021 (“Properties Lease Master Agreement”). For the leasing arrangements, the relevant members of the LTG Group, including
Quanzhou Luen Thai Real Estate Development Co Ltd (“QZ LT Estate”) and Luen Thai International Development Limited (“LTID”).
The LTG Group, with a diverse and wide business network, has been leasing properties to the Group since the Listing. The Directors believe that
such transactions are beneficial to the Group as a whole as the Group is able to leverage on its long-established relationship with the LTG
Group.
For the other leasing arrangements under the Properties Lease Master Agreement, the Directors believe that the Group will benefit from such
leasing arrangements for cost efficiency and better utilization of the Group’s office premises, which is beneficial to the Group as a whole.
The rentals under the Properties Lease Master Agreement were determined based on the prevailing market rentals for similar properties in the
nearby locations of the leased properties. While the rentals payable by the Group pursuant to the Properties Lease Master Agreement reflect
normal commercial terms negotiated on an arm’s length basis and are comparable to the terms given by independent third parties, the Directors
therefore consider that the Group will benefit from the continuity of the leasing arrangements and will save the relocation costs which may
otherwise have to be incurred due to any discontinuation of the existing leasing arrangements. The Directors further believe that all the above
leasing arrangements and their respective terms are on normal commercial terms, fair and reasonable and are in the interests of the Group and
the Company’s shareholders as a whole.
QZ LT Estate is a subsidiary of Luen Thai Enterprises Limited (“LTE”), which is in turn wholly-owned by LTG. LTG is ultimately owned by the
family trust of Dr. Tan Siu Lin, being an executive Director of the Company. Hence, LTG is a connected person of the Company. QZ LT Estate is
therefore deemed an associate and hence connected person of the Company.
LTID is ultimately owned by the family trust of Dr. Tan Siu Lin, being an executive Director of the Company. LTID is therefore deemed an
associate and hence connected person of the Company.

(c)

On 19 December 2019, LTO entered into an agreement with Dongguan Luen Thai Garment Co. Ltd. (“DGLT”) in relation to the leasing of certain
factory premises (“Factory”) between the Group and the DGLT (“Old Lease Agreement”), pursuant to which such leasing arrangement will be for
a term of 1 years from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020.
The Factory was using by the Group as manufacturing premises and relocation of the manufacturing facilities and staff would involve costs and
potential loss of labour, the Directors propose to continue its manufacturing operations in the Factory subject to the terms of the relevant leases
being more favourable than or at least the same as those offered by other landlords and subject to the Group’s needs and operation plans in the
future.
DGLT is a subsidiary of Winley Industries Ltd., which is in turn wholly-owned by LTG. DGLT is therefore deemed an associate, and hence a
connected person of the Company.
The Old Lease Agreement has expired on 31 December 2020 and the Company expects to continue this continuing connected transaction
thereafter, as the Company will save the relocation costs. In this connection, LTO entered into a new lease agreement (the “New Lease
Agreement) with DGLT on 11 December 2020. Pursuant to the New Lease Agreement, the maximum aggregate fees to be paid by the Group for
the year ending on 31 December 2021 will amount to approximately US$1,300,000.

(d)

On 19 December 2019, LTO entered into an agreement with CTSI Holdings Limited (“CTSI”) in relation to the provision of freight forwarding and
logistics services (“Logistics Master Agreement”) by the CTSI and its subsidiaries (“CTSI Group”), pursuant to which such services will be for a
term of 3 years from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2022.
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The Group was using the freight forwarding and logistics services provided by CTSI Group for transportation of its products. The Directors
propose to continue to use the freight forwarding and logistics services to be provided by CTSI Group for the purpose of transporting its apparel
and bags products in Hong Kong, the Philippines, Cambodia, Vietnam and the United States of America, etc., subject to the relevant terms of
such services being more favourable than or at least the same as those provided by other parties.
CTSI is a subsidiary of Torpedo Management Limited, which is in turn wholly-owned by LTG. CTSI is therefore an associate, and hence a
connected person of the Company.
(e)

On 20 December 2017, LTO entered into the services master agreement (the “Old Services Master Agreement”) with LTE in relation to the provision
of design, sourcing and manufacturing of apparel and/or the related advance payment of the expenses (“Services”) by the LTO Group to the LTE
Group. The Services Master Agreement was subsequently approved, confirmed and ratified by the independent shareholders on 2 February
2018. Pursuant to the Old Services Master Agreement, the maximum aggregate fee to be received by the Group for each of the three years
ending on 31 December 2020 will amount to US$70,000,000, US$120,000,000 and US$200,000,000, respectively.
The Directors believe that the transactions contemplated under the Old Services Master Agreement will enhance the revenue streams of the
Group and will help optimize the productivity of the design, sourcing and manufacturing workforce of the Group, which is beneficial to the
long-term development of the Group. In addition, the Directors believe that the transactions with the LTE Group under the Old Services Master
Agreement would be a less risky option for the Group to take part in the retail business, as the Group may otherwise need to incur additional
time and cost in due diligence exercise.
The determination of the above proposed annual caps in respect of the Services under the Services Master Agreement is based on: (i) the
historical amount of fees received by the LTO and its subsidiaries and the joint venture of the LTO (“JV”) pursuant to the Services Master
Agreement and the individual agreements made between the JV and the LTE Group; (ii) the anticipated organic growth of the business with the
LTE Group; (iii) payment and credit terms for the potential transactions under the Services Master Agreement; and (iv) delivery schedules for
the potential transactions under the Services Master Agreement provided by the LTE Group.
LTE is wholly owned by LTG. LTG is ultimately owned by the family trust of Dr. Tan Siu Lin, being an executive Director of the Company. LTE
is therefore an associate, and hence a connected person of the Company.
The Old Services Master Agreement expired on 31 December 2020 and the Company expects to continue this continuing connected transaction
thereafter, to broaden its revenue stream. In this connection, on 29 October 2020, LTO entered into the services master agreement (the “New
Services Master Agreement”) with LTE in relation to the ongoing provision of Services by the LTO Group to the LTE Group, which was subject
to the approval of the Independent Shareholder of the Company (the “Independent Shareholders”) under Chapter 14A of the Listing Rules. The
New Services Master Agreement was subsequently approved, confirmed and ratified by the Independent Shareholders on 18 December 2020.
Pursuant to the New Services Master Agreement, the maximum aggregate fee to be received by the Group for each of the three years ending
on 31 December 2023 will amount to US$115,000,000, US$160,000,000 and US$200,000,000, respectively.

(f)

On 19 December 2019, LTO entered into an agreement with the Shangtex Holding Company Ltd (“Shangtex”) and its subsidiary excluding the
Group (“Shangtex Group”) in relation to the purchase of textile and apparel related products by the Group from the relevant members of the
Shangtex Group (the “Sale and Purchase Framework Agreement”), pursuant to which such transaction will be for a term of 3 years from 1
January 2020 to 31 December 2022.
The Group is engaged in the manufacturing and trading of apparel and accessories and has a regular demand for the types of textile and
apparel related products offered by the Shangtex Group. The Directors believe that the Shangtex Group, being a leading textile manufacturer
and trader in the PRC, is able to offer quality textile and apparel related products that are suitable for the Group’s business at competitive
prices.
Shangtex (Hong Kong) Limited (“Shangtex HK”) is a controlling shareholder of the Company and Shangtex, being the holding company of
Shangtex HK, is an associate of Shangtex HK and hence a connected person of the Company. Accordingly, the transactions under the Sale and
Purchase Framework Agreement constitute continuing connected transactions of the Company under Chapter 14A of the Listing Rules.

(g)

On 19 December 2019, LTO entered into an agreement with the Shangtex Group in relation to provision of services including solicitation of
customers for the Shangtex Group’s products as well as custom clearance and logistics arrangement (the “Services Framework Agreement”),
pursuant to which such services will be provided for a term of 3 years 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2022.
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The Group is engaged in the manufacturing and trading of apparel and accessories. Through the collaboration of efforts by the Group and
Shangtex Group, the Directors believe that Shangtex Group can expand its customer base for its products and the Group can benefit by
providing the related services to the Shangtex Group.
Shangtex HK is a controlling shareholder of the Company and Shangtex, being the holding company of Shangtex HK, is an associate of
Shangtex HK and hence a connected person of the Company. Accordingly, the transactions under the Services Framework Agreement constitute
continuing connected transactions of the Company under Chapter 14A of the Listing Rules.

The aforesaid continuing connected transactions have been reviewed by the directors (including the independent
non-executive directors) of the Company.
Pursuant to rule 14A.55 of the Listing Rules, the independent non-executive Directors have reviewed the aforesaid
continuing connected transactions and have confirmed that these continuing connected transactions (a) were entered
into in the ordinary and usual course of business of the Group; (b) were either on normal commercial terms or on
terms no less favourable to the Group than terms available to or from independent third parties; and (c) were in
accordance with the relevant agreements governing them on terms that are fair and reasonable and in the interests
of the shareholders of the Company as a whole.
The Company’s auditor was engaged to report on the Group’s continuing connected transactions in accordance with
Hong Kong Standard on Assurance Engagements 3000 “Assurance Engagements Other Than Audits or Reviews of
Historical Financial Information” and with reference to Practice Note 740 “Auditor’s Letter on Continuing Connected
Transactions under the Hong Kong Listing Rules” issued by the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
The auditor has issued his unqualified letter containing his findings and conclusions in respect of the continuing
connected transactions disclosed by the Group on pages 45 to 48 of the Annual Report in accordance with paragraph
14A.56 of the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited/paragraph
20.54 of the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the Growth Enterprise Market of The Stock Exchange of
Hong Kong Limited. A copy of the auditor’s letter has been provided by the Company to The Stock Exchange of Hong
Kong Limited.
Save as disclosed above:
(i)

no contracts of significance subsisted to which the Company or any of its subsidiaries was a party and in which
any one of the Directors of the Company had a material interest, whether directly or indirectly at the end of the
year or at any time during the year; and

(ii)

there were no transactions which need to be disclosed as connected transactions in accordance with the
requirements of the Listing Rules.
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SUBSTANTIAL SHAREHOLDERS’ INTERESTS IN SHARES
As at 31 December 2020, the register of substantial shareholders maintained pursuant to Section 336 of Part XV of
the SFO showed that other than the interest disclosed in “Directors’ and Chief Executives’ Interests in Shares”, the
following shareholders had notified the Company of their relevant interests in the issued capital of the Company.

Long position in the shares

Name of shareholder

Note

Capacity

Number of
ordinary
shares
beneficially
held

Approximate
percentage of
interests in
the Company
(Note a)

Shangtex HK

(b)

Beneficial owner

730,461,936

70.64%

Shangtex Investment Co., Ltd.

(b)

Interest of controlled
corporation

730,461,936

70.64%

Shangtex

(b)

Interest of controlled
corporation

730,461,936

70.64%

Orient International (Holding) Co., Ltd.

(b)

Interest of controlled
corporation

730,461,936

70.64%

Shanghai Guosheng Group Co., Ltd.

(b)

Interest of controlled
corporation

730,461,936

70.64%

Double Joy Investments Limited

(c)

Beneficial owner

71,975,726

6.96%

Dr. Tan Henry

(d)

Interest of controlled
corporation

89,179,725

8.62%

Ms. Tan Chiu Joise

(d)

Interest of controlled
corporation Interest of
spouse

89,179,725

8.62%

Notes:
(a)

The percentage has been complied based on the total number of shares of the Company in issue (i.e. 1,034,112,666) as at 31 December 2020.

(b)

Based on the information recorded in the register required to be kept under section 336 of the SFO, Shangtex (Hong Kong) Limited (“Shangtex
HK”) directly holds 730,461,936 shares of the Company. Shangtex HK is 100% directly owned by Shangtex Investment Co., Ltd (“Shangtex
Investment”). Shangtex Investment is 100% directly owned by Shangtex Holding Co., Ltd (“Shangtex”). Orient International (Holding) Co., Ltd
(“Orient International”) directly holds 76.33% in Shangtex. Shanghai Guosheng Group Co., Ltd directly holds 34% in Orient International.

(c)

Double Joy Investments Limited (“Double Joy”) is a company incorporated in the British Virgin Islands with limited liability and is owned by Ms.
Tan Chiu Joise and Dr. Tan Henry in equal shares. Each Ms. Tan Chiu Joise and Dr. Tan Henry is deemed to be interested in the 71,975,726
Shares held by Double Joy.

(d)

(i)

Both Dr. Henry Tan and Ms. Tan Chiu Joise are deemed to be interested in the 71,975,726 Shares held by Double Joy as mentioned in note
(c) above; and

(ii)

Dr. Tan Henry wholly owns Hanium Industries Limited, which own 17,203,999 Shares. Ms. Tan Chiu Joise is the wife of Dr. Tan Henry
and is deemed to be interested in the shares which are interested by Dr. Tan Henry under Part XV of the SFO.
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Save as disclosed above, so far as is known to the Directors, there are no other person (not being a Director or chief
executive of the Company) who has an interest or a short position in the Shares or underlying shares which would
fall to be disclosed to the Company under the provisions of Divisions 2 and 3 of Part XV of the SFO, or, who is
directly or indirectly, interested in 5% or more of the nominal value of any class of share capital carrying rights to
vote in all circumstances at general meetings of any other members of the Group.

PRE-EMPTIVE RIGHTS
There are no provisions for pre-emptive rights under the Company’s articles of association or the laws of Cayman
Islands, which would oblige the Company to offer new shares on a pro-rata basis to existing shareholders.

PURCHASE, SALE OR REDEMPTION OF LISTED SECURITIES OF THE COMPANY
Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries purchased, sold or redeemed any of the Company’s listed shares
during the year ended 31 December 2020.

PUBLIC FLOAT
Based on the information that is publicly available to the Company and within the knowledge of the Directors, the
Company has maintained the prescribed amount of public float during the year and up to the date of this report as
required under the Listing Rules.

DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS IN COMPETING BUSINESS
Pursuant to Rule 8.10 of the Listing Rules, there were no competing business of which a director of the Company had
a material interest, whether directly or indirectly, subsisted at the end of the year or at any time during the year
which is required to be disclosed.

MAJOR CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIERS
The Group’s top five customers accounted for approximately 66.3% (2019: 65.5%) of the total sales. Purchases from the
Group’s five largest suppliers accounted for less than 30% of the total purchases for the year. In addition, the Group’s
largest customer accounted for approximately 20.0% (2019: 21.0%) of the total sales. During the year, none of the
Directors, their associates or any shareholders of the Company (which to the knowledge of the Directors own more
than 5% of the Company’s share capital) had any interest in these major customers and suppliers.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The Corporate Governance Report of the Company is set out in pages 51 to 64 of this annual report.

AUDITOR
The consolidated financial statements for the year have been audited by Messrs. PricewaterhouseCoopers. A
resolution will be submitted to the forthcoming AGM of the Company to re-appoint Messrs. PricewaterhouseCoopers
as the auditor of the Company.

On behalf of the Board
Tan Cho Lung, Raymond
Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director
29 March 2021
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRACTICES
Luen Thai Holdings Limited together with its subsidiaries (the “Group” or “Luen Thai”) acknowledges the need and
importance of corporate governance as one of the key elements in creating shareholders’ value. It is committed to
ensuring high standards of corporate governance in the interests of shareholders and taking care to identify practices
designed to achieve effective oversight, transparency and ethical behavior.
Throughout the year ended 31 December 2020, the Company has complied with all applicable code provisions of the
Corporate Governance Code (the “CG Code”) as set out in the Appendix 14 of the Listing Rules. This report includes
key information relating to corporate governance practices of the Company during the year ended 31 December 2020
and significant events after that date and up to the date of this report.

DIRECTORS’ SECURITIES TRANSACTIONS
The Company has adopted a code of conduct regarding securities transactions by Directors on terms no less exacting
than the required standards set out in the Model Code as set out in Appendix 10 of the Listing Rules. After having
made specific enquiry of all Directors of the Company, all the Directors are of the view that they have complied with
the required standard set out in the Model Code and its code of conduct regarding securities transactions for the year
ended 31 December 2020.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Board
The Board is scheduled to meet at least four times a year to determine overall strategic direction and objectives and
approve interim and annual results and other significant matters. Each of the Directors is required to give sufficient
time and attention to the affairs of the Company. In 2020, four Board meetings were held with full attendance,
details of which are presented below.

Board Members
Executive Directors
QU Zhiming
TAN Siu Lin
TAN Cho Lung, Raymond*
HUANG Jie
(re-designated from non-executive Director on 15 February 2020)
ZHANG Min (elected on 28 May 2020)
SHEN Yaoqing (retired on 28 May 2020)

*

Meetings
Attended/Held

Average
Attendance Rate

4/4
4/4
4/4

100%
100%
100%
100%

4/4
3/3
1/1

100%
100%
100%

Non-executive Director
MOK Siu Wan, Anne
(re-designated from executive Director on 1 February 2020)

4/4

100%

Independent non-executive Directors
CHAN Henry
SEING Nea Yie
WANG Ching

4/4
4/4
4/4

100%
100%
100%
100%

Son of TAN Siu Lin

100%
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Directors are consulted to include any matter in the draft agenda. As part of our best practices, the agenda of Board
meetings are finalized by the Chairman after taking into consideration any matters proposed by other Directors,
including the independent non-executive Directors. The notice and agenda are generally released at least 14 days in
advance. The Company’s articles of association (the “Articles of Association”) provide that a Board meeting shall be
held in cases where a substantial shareholder or Director has a conflict of interest in a material matter, in which the
substantial shareholder or Director is required to abstain from voting and shall not be counted in quorum. This is also
in conformity with the requirements of the CG Code.
Up to the date of this report, the Chairman of the Company has held various meetings with the non-executive
Directors (including the independent non-executive Directors) without the presence of the executive Directors.
The Company Secretary is responsible for taking minutes of meetings of the Board and the Committees under the
Board (“Board Committees”). Draft and final minutes are sent to all Directors for comments within a reasonable time.
A final draft of each minutes of meetings is made available for inspection by Directors/Committee Members.
All Directors have access to the Company Secretary who is responsible for ensuring that Board procedures are
complied with and advises the Board on corporate governance and compliance matters. They are also encouraged to
take independent professional advice at the Company’s expense in performance of their duties, if necessary. If a
substantial shareholder or a Director has a conflict of interest in a matter to be considered material by the Board, the
matter will be dealt with in accordance with applicable rules and regulations and, if appropriate, an independent
Board committee will be set up to deal with the matter. Furthermore, all the Directors are covered by the Directors’ &
Officers’ Liability Insurance.

Board responsibilities
The Board acknowledges its responsibility for the management of the Group and is collectively responsible to ensure
sound and effective internal control systems are maintained so as to safeguard the Group’s assets and the interest of
the shareholders. The Board is responsible to formulate the overall strategies of the Group, monitors operating and
financial performance, reviews the effectiveness of the internal control system and determines the corporate
governance policy of the Group. The Board members have separate and independent access to the senior
management, and are provided with complete and timely information about the conduct of the business and
development of the Company, including monthly reports and recommendations on significant matters.
Regarding our Group’s corporate governance, the Board as a whole is responsible to perform the following corporate
governance duties including:
(i)

to review and monitor the Company’s policies and practices in compliance with legal and regulatory requirements;

(ii)

to develop and review the Company’s policies and practices on corporate governance;

(iii)

to review and monitor the training and continuous professional development of directors and management;

(iv)

to review the Company’s compliance with the CG Code and disclosure in the Corporate Governance report; and

(v)

to develop, review and monitor the code of conduct and compliance manual (if any) applicable to employees and
directors.
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Corporate Governance Functions
The Board is responsible for performing the corporate governance functions, which includes formulating and
reviewing the Group’s policies and practices on corporate governance, reviewing and monitoring the training and
continuous professional development of the Directors and the senior management, reviewing and monitoring the
Group’s policies and practices on compliance with legal and regulatory requirements, formulating, reviewing and
monitoring the code of conduct, guidelines and compliance manual applicable to employees and Directors, as well as
reviewing the Group’s compliance with the CG Code and disclosures in this Corporate Governance Report.

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
To ensure a balance of power and authority, the roles of the Chairman and the Chief Executive Officer should be
separated and should not be performed by the same individual. Mr. Qu Zhiming was appointed as the Chairman of
the Company on 28 May 2020 in place of Mr. Shen Yaoqing. During the year 2020 and as of the date of this report,
Mr. Tan Cho Lung Raymond is the Chief Executive Officer of the Company.
The Chairman is responsible for providing leadership to, and overseeing the functioning of the Board to ensure that
the Board acts in the best interests of the Group. The Chairman is primarily responsible for approving the agenda for
each Board meeting, taking into account, where appropriate, matters raised by other Directors for inclusion in the
agenda. With the support of the Company Secretary, the Chairman seeks to ensure that all Directors are properly
briefed on issues arising at Board meetings and receive reliable, adequate and complete information in a timely
manner. The Chairman also actively encourages Directors to fully engage in the Board’s affairs and make
contribution to the Board’s functions.
The Chief Executive Officer is in charge of the Company’s operations and day-to-day management. The Chief
Executive Officer is also responsible for developing strategic plans and formulating the organisational structure,
control systems and internal procedures and processes for the Board’s approval.

Composition
During the year ended 31 December 2020, there were five executive Directors, including the Chairman of the Board,
one non-executive Director and three independent non-executive Directors. The number of independent nonexecutive Directors constitute one-third of the Board which is in compliance with the requirement under Rule 3.10(A)
of the Listing Rules. Hence, there has a strong independence element in the composition of its Board. Each of the
Directors has the relevant experience, competencies and skills appropriate to the requirements of the business of the
Group. The independent non-executive Directors are expressly identified as such in all corporate communications that
disclose the names of Directors of the Company.

Independent non-executive Directors
The roles of the independent non-executive Directors include the following:
(i)

provision of independent judgment at the Board meeting;

(ii)

take the lead where potential conflicts of interests arise;

(iii)

serve on committees if invited; and

(iv)

scrutinize the performance of the Group as necessary.
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The independent non-executive Directors and their immediate family receive no payment from the Company or its
subsidiaries (except the director fee). No family member of any independent non-executive Directors is employed as
an executive officer of the Company or its subsidiaries, or has been so in the past three years. The independent nonexecutive Directors are subject to retirement and re-election at the annual general meeting in accordance with the
provisions of the Articles of Association. Each independent non-executive Director has provided a written annual
confirmation of his independence with reference to the independence guidelines as set out in Rule 3.13 of the Listing
Rules. The Company considers all of the independent non-executive Directors to be independent.

Supply of and access to information
In respect of regular Board meetings, an agenda and accompanying board papers of the meeting are sent in full to all
Directors at least 3 days before the intended date of a meeting. The management has the obligation to supply the
Board and the various committees with adequate information in a timely manner to enable the members to make
informed decisions. All board papers and minutes are also made available for inspection by the Board and its
Committees.

Continuing professional development
Directors are committed to comply with Code Provision A.6.5 of the CG Code on Directors’ training so as to ensure
that their contribution to the Board will be informed and relevant. All Directors have participated in appropriate
continuous professional development to develop and refresh their knowledge and skills and provided the Company
their record of training they received for the year ended 31 December 2020.
Individual directors had also attended seminars and/or conferences or workshops or forums relevant to his profession
and duties as directors.
A summary of training record of each Director for the year ended 31 December 2020 is summarized below:
Board Members
Executive Directors
QU Zhiming
TAN Siu Lin
TAN Cho Lung, Raymond*
HUANG Jie
(re-designated from non-executive Director on 15 February 2020)
ZHANG Min
SHEN Yaoqing (retired on 28 May 2020)
Non-executive Director
MOK Siu Wan, Anne
(re-designated from executive Director on 1 February 2020)
Independent non-executive Directors
CHAN Henry
SEING Nea Yie
WANG Ching
*

Son of TAN Siu Lin

A:

attending training session arranged by the Company

B:

attending seminars/conferences/workshops/forums

C:

reading newspapers/journals and updates relating to their profession and director’s responsibility

Type of training

C
C
A
A
A
N/A

A, B

A
A, B
A, B
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During the year ended 31 December 2020, Mr. Chiu Chi Cheung, the Company Secretary, has undertaken no less
than 15 hours of relevant professional training in compliance with Rule 3.29 of the Listing Rules.

BOARD COMMITTEES
The audit committee (“Audit Committee”), remuneration committee (“Remuneration Committee”) and nomination
committee (“Nomination Committee”) of the Company (collectively, “Board Committees”) have been established by the
Board in accordance with the CG Code and these Board Committees are mainly composed of independent nonexecutive Directors. Each of these Board Committees has specific written terms of reference which are posted on the
website of the Company and the Stock Exchange. The Board Committees are provided with sufficient resources to
discharge their duties, including access to management or professional advice if considered necessary.

AUDIT COMMITTEE
The Audit Committee was established with written terms of reference that sets out the authorities and duties of the
Audit Committee adopted by the Board. The functions of risk management and corporate governance was adopted
into the terms of reference of Audit Committee in compliance with the amendments to the Main Board Listing Rules,
Appendix 14 with effect from 1 January 2016.
The Audit Committee currently comprises three independent non-executive Directors and one non-executive Director,
none of the members of the Audit Committee is a former partner of the external auditor. The Audit Committee must
meet not less than two times a year with the Company’s external auditor and meetings shall be held at such other
times on an ad hoc/as-needed basis. It meets with the external auditor and the management of the Group, to ensure
that the audit findings are addressed properly. The Audit Committee is authorized to take independent professional
advice at Company’s expense. The principal responsibilities of the Audit Committee include the following:
(i)

To review the relationship with the external auditor by reference to the work performed by the auditor, their
fees and terms of engagement, and make recommendation to the Board on the appointment, re-appointment and
removal of external auditor.

(ii)

To review the financial statements and reports and consider any significant or unusual items raised by the external
auditor or qualified accountant before submission to the Board.

(iii)

To review the effectiveness and adequacy of the Company’s financial reporting system, internal control systems
and associated procedures, risk management and corporate governance matters.

(iv)

To review the resources, qualifications, experience, training programs and budget of the staff of the Group’s
financial reporting and accounting and internal audit functions are adequate.

The Audit Committee held three meetings during the year to review the financial results and reports, financial
reporting and compliance procedures, internal control and risk management systems, corporate governance matters
and the re-appointment of the external auditor. The Audit Committee recommended to the Board that, subject to the
shareholders’ approval at the forthcoming AGM of the Company, Messrs. PricewaterhouseCoopers be re-appointed as
the external auditor of the Group for 2021.
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In 2020, three Audit Committee meetings were held and the attendance is presented below:

Audit Committee Members
Independent non-executive Directors
CHAN Henry
SEING Nea Yie
WANG Ching
Executive Director
HUANG Jie
(resigned as member of the Audit Committee on 15 February 2020)
Non-executive Director
Mok Siu Wan Anne
(appointed as member of the Audit Committee on 28 May 2020)

Meeting
Attended/Held

3/3
3/3
3/3

N/A

2/2

The consolidated financial statements for the year have been audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers. During the year,
remuneration of approximately US$613,000 was payable to PricewaterhouseCoopers for the provision of audit
services. In addition, approximately US$165,000 was payable to PricewaterhouseCoopers for other non-audit services.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
The Remuneration Committee was set up with the responsibility of recommending to the Board the remuneration
policy of all the Directors and the senior management. In addition, the Remuneration Committee provides effective
supervision and administration of the Company’s share option scheme. The authorities and duties of the
Remuneration Committee are set out in its written Terms of Reference (the “RC Terms of Reference”), which are
available on the Company’s website: http://www.luenthai.com. The Remuneration Committee comprises three
independent non-executive Directors and one executive Director.
The Chairman of the Remuneration Committee is required to report to the Board on its proceedings after each
meeting on all matters within its duties and responsibilities.
A meeting of the Remuneration Committee is required to be held at least once a year to coincide with key dates
within the financial reporting and audit cycle.
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The attendance record for the Remuneration Committee’s meeting during the year ended 31 December 2020 is as
follows:

Remuneration Committee Members
Independent non-executive Directors
CHAN Henry
SEING Nea Yie
WANG Ching
Executive Directors
QU Zhiming
(resigned as member of the Remuneration Committee on 28 May 2020)
HUANG Jie
(appointed as member of the Remuneration Committee on 28 May 2020)

Meeting
Attended/Held

1/1
1/1
1/1

1/1
N/A

The Remuneration Committee is authorized to investigate any matter within the RC Terms of Reference and seek any
information it requires from any employee and obtain outside legal or other independent professional advice at the
cost of the Company if it considers necessary. The Remuneration Committee shall make recommendations to the
Board on the Company’s remuneration policy and structure for all Directors’ and senior management. The
Remuneration Committee has reviewed the compensation of the Directors and senior executives for 2020.
Pursuant to code provision B.1.5 of the CG Code, the emolument of the members of the senior management (other
than the emoluments of Directors and five highest paid individuals disclosed in notes 25(b) and 36(a) pursuant to
Appendix 16 to the Listing Rules) paid by the Group by band for the year ended 31 December 2020 is set out below:

Emolument band
US$256,410 to US$320,512 (equivalent to HK$2,000,001 to HK$2,500,000)
US$320,513 to US$384,615 (equivalent to HK$2,500,001 to HK$3,000,000)

Number of
individuals
1
1

In 2020, total Directors’ remuneration amounted to approximately US$2,395,000 (2019: US$3,545,000). The executive
Directors and senior management’s compensation, including the long-term incentive, shall be based on the corporate
and individual performance. Details of the remunerations of the Directors are set out in note 36(a) of the
consolidated financial statements.

NOMINATION COMMITTEE
The Nomination Committee was established in March 2012 with written terms of reference in compliance with the
requirements of the Listing Rules and the CG Code, which is published on the website of the Stock Exchange and the
Company. The Nomination Committee comprises three independent non-executive Directors and one executive
Director.
Upon acceptance of appointment, a new Director is provided with sufficient orientation package, including
introduction to Group’s activities (when necessary), induction into their responsibilities and duties, and other
regulatory requirements, to ensure that he has a proper understanding of the business and his responsibilities as a
Director.
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The Nomination Committee reviews regularly the structure, size and composition of the Board and may make
recommendations to the Board on the nominees for appointment as Directors for their consideration and approval.
For the year ended 31 December 2020, one Nomination Committee meeting was held. During the year ended 31
December 2020, the Nomination Committee reviewed the structure, size and composition of the Board.
The attendance record for the Nomination Committee’s meeting during the year ended 31 December 2020 is as
follows:

Nomination Committee Members
Executive Directors
SHEN Yaoqing
(resigned as chairman of the Nomination Committee on 28 May 2020)
QU Zhiming
(appointed as chairman of the Nomination Committee on 28 May 2020)
Independent non-executive Directors
CHAN Henry
SEING Nea Yie
WANG Ching

Meeting
Attended/Held

1/1
N/A

1/1
1/1
1/1

Board Diversity Policy
The Board has adopted a policy on board diversity (“Board Diversity Policy”) which sets out the approach by the
Company to achieve diversity on the Board. Pursuant to the Board Diversity Policy, the Company recognizes and
embraces the benefits of having a diverse Board, and sees increasing diversity at Board level as an essential element
in maintaining a competitive advantage. A truly diverse Board will include and make good use of differences in the
skills, regional and industry experience, background, race, gender and other qualities of Directors. These differences
will be considered in determining the optimum composition of the Board and when possible should be balanced
appropriately. All Board appointments are made on merit and candidates will be considered against objective criteria,
having due regard for the benefits of diversity on the Board.

Nomination Policy
The Nomination Committee shall nominate suitable candidates to the Board for it to consider and make
recommendations to the Shareholders for election as Directors at general meetings or appoint Directors to fill casual
vacancies. When the Nomination Committee considers it appropriate, it invites Board members or any person to
nominate candidates and makes final recommendations for the Board’s consideration and approval.

Selection Criteria
When assessing and selecting candidates for directorships, the members of the Nomination Committee shall consider
the following factors:
(a)

age, skills, knowledge, experience, expertise, professional and educational qualifications, background and other
personal qualities of the candidate;

(b)

effect on the Board’s composition and diversity;
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(c)

commitment of the candidate to devote sufficient time to effectively carry out his/her duties. In this regard, the
number and nature of offices held by the candidate in public companies or organizations, and other executive
appointments or significant commitments will be considered;

(d)

potential/actual conflicts of interest that may arise if the candidate is selected;

(e)

independence of the candidate;

(f)

in the case of a proposed re-appointment of an independent non-executive director, the number of years he/she
has already served the Company; and

(g)

other factors considered to be relevant by the Nomination Committee on a case by case basis.

These factors are for reference only, and not meant to be decisive and exhaustive. The Nomination Committee has
the discretion to nominate any person, as it considers appropriate.

Nomination Procedures

Appointment of Directors
(a)

The Nomination Committee identifies individual(s) suitably qualified to become Board members, having due regard
to the Nomination Policy, and the Board Diversity Policy, and assesses the independence of the proposed
independent non-executive Director(s) as appropriate;

(b)

The Nomination Committee may use any process it deems appropriate to evaluate the candidate(s), which may
include personal interviews, background checks, presentations or written submissions by the candidate(s) and
third party references;

(c)

The Nomination Committee makes recommendation(s) to the Board;

(d)

The Board considers the individual(s) recommended by the Nomination Committee, having due regard to the
Nomination Policy, the Board Diversity Policy and the Corporate Governance Guidelines;

(e)

The Board confirms the appointment of the individual(s) as Director(s) or recommends the individual(s) to stand
for election at a general meeting. Individual(s) appointed by the Board to fill a casual vacancy or as an addition
to the Board will be subject to re-election by shareholders of the Company (the “Shareholders”) at the next
annual general meeting after initial appointment in accordance with the Company’s articles of association; and

(f)

The Shareholders approve the election of individual(s), who stand(s) for election at general meeting, as Director(s).

Re-appointment of Directors
(a)

The Nomination Committee considers each retiring Director, having due regard to the Nomination Policy, the
Board Diversity Policy and the Corporate Governance Guidelines, and assesses the independence of each retiring
independent non-executive Director;

(b)

The Nomination Committee makes recommendation(s) to the Board;

(c)

The Board considers each retiring Director recommended by the Nomination Committee, having due regard to
the Nomination Policy, the Board Diversity Policy and the Corporate Governance Guidelines;
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(d)

The Board recommends the retiring Directors to stand for re-election at the annual general meeting in accordance
with the Company’s articles of association; and

(e)

The Shareholders approve the re-election of Directors at the annual general meeting.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND AUDIT
Financial reporting
The Directors are responsible for the preparation of financial statements for each financial period which give a true
and fair view of the state of affairs of the Group and of the results and cash flows for that period. In preparing the
financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2020, the Directors have selected suitable accounting policies
and applied them consistently; adopted appropriate Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards and Hong Kong
Accounting Standards; made adjustments and estimates that are prudent and reasonable; and have prepared the
financial statements on the going concern basis. Accordingly, the Directors have prepared the financial statements on
a going concern basis. The Directors are also responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with
reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the Company. In addition, an explanation of the basis on
which the Company generates or preserves value over the longer term and the strategy for delivering the Company’s
objective is included in the Chairman’s Statement and the Management Discussion and Analysis sections on pages 3
to 5 and pages 20 to 32 respectively.

Risk Management and Internal Control
The Board has overall responsibility for the system of risk management and internal controls of the Company and for
reviewing its effectiveness through the Audit Committee. The Board is committed to the management, identification
and monitoring of risks associated with its business activities and has implemented an effective and sound risk
management and internal controls systems to safeguard the interests of the shareholders and the Group’s assets.
The internal control procedures of the Group feature a comprehensive budgeting and financial/management reporting
system to facilitate management’s ongoing review and monitoring. Business strategic plans and budgets are prepared
on an annual basis by the management of individual business and subject to review and approval by the executive
Directors. During the budget setting process, the likelihood and potential financial impact of fundamental business
risk have been identified, evaluated and reported by the management. Certain procedures and guidelines have been
established for management approval and control including but not limited to capital expenditures, mergers and
acquisitions, unbudgeted items and operating expenses.
The executive Directors review the monthly management reports on major business units and the financial results
and hold periodic meetings with senior finance and operational management team to review and discuss the business
performance against budget, market outlooks, and to address deficiencies of any key issues on a timely basis.
The Group has adopted a principle of minimizing financial and capital risks. Details of our financial and capital risk
management covering market risk (including foreign exchange risk, cash flow interest rate risk), credit risk and
liquidity risk are set out in Note 3 to the consolidated financial statements on pages 101 to 109.
All major operations are governed by its standard operating procedures with authorization matrix and supplemented
by written policies and procedures tailored to the respective business units and support functions. These policies and
procedures are aimed to provide guidelines on key risk management and control standards for our global operations
and are updated on a regular and timely basis.
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Management post-acquisition integration team was established to support and monitor the key integration process of
acquired business through a structured integration program focusing on the alignment of operational, financial and
compliance controls with the Group’s standards and practices, and projected synergies and developments. Any
significant integration issues and rectification actions will be reported to the management and the Audit Committee.
The Internal Audit Team (“IA Team”) was established in May 2005 with an Internal Audit Charter approved and
adopted by the Audit Committee. The IA Team is an independent unit established within the Group, which provides
the Board with an independent appraisal of the Group’s system of risk management and internal controls and
evaluation of the adequacy and effectiveness of the controls established to safeguard shareholders’ investment and
the Group’s assets on an ongoing basis. The head of Internal Audit has a direct reporting line to the Audit
Committee.
The IA Team independently reviews compliance with Group policies and guidelines, legal and regulatory
requirements, risk management and internal controls and evaluates their adequacy and effectiveness. The IA Team is
also tasked to review special areas of concern or risk as raised by the Audit Committee or the management.
The Internal Audit plan is risk-based that covers the Group’s significant operations over a cycle and recurring basis.
The annual internal audit review plan is reviewed and endorsed by the Audit Committee, the head of Internal Audit
attends meetings of the Audit Committee held during the year to report its progress in achieving the audit plan. The
internal audit scope covers significant controls including financial, operational and compliance controls, and risk
management policies and procedures. Major findings and recommendations including the implementation status of
agreed recommendations are reported at the Audit Committee meetings, no major issues but areas of improvement
have been identified. Directors and the Audit Committee considered that the major areas of the internal control
systems of the Group are reasonably and adequately implemented.
As part of the annual review of the effectiveness of the Group’s risk management and internal control systems for
2020, management teams of business units conducted an internal control self-assessment of business operations and
relevant accounting and support functions, and considered that sound risk and internal control practices were in place
for 2020.
Our external auditor performs independent statutory audits of the Group’s consolidated financial statements. The
external auditor also reports to the Audit Committee any significant weaknesses in our internal control which come
to notice during the course of the audit. Responsible management have been responded and followed up
recommendations from the external auditor.
Over the years, the Company has adopted a code of business ethics which requires all Directors and employees to
conform with a set of high ethical standards in conducting the business. The Company has also adopted the inside
information policy setting out the guidelines to the Directors and employees of the Group in accordance with the
applicable laws and regulations.
Up to the date of approval of the Company’s 2020 Annual Report based on the respective assessments made by
management and the IA Team, and also taking into account the results of the audit conducted by the external
auditors, the Audit Committee and the Directors considered that:
(i)

the risk management, internal controls and accounting systems of the Group are designed to provide reasonable
but not absolute assurance that material assets are protected, business risks attributable to the Group are
identified and monitored, material transactions are executed in accordance with management’s authorization
and the financial statements are reliable for publication;
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(ii)

the risk management and internal controls systems of the Group have been implemented with room for
improvement and the IA Team has actively conducted follow-up audit for any improvements which were
identified; and

(iii)

there is an on-going process in place for identifying, evaluating and managing significant risks faced by the Group.

External Auditors
PricewaterhouseCoopers has been appointed as the external auditor of the Company. The Audit Committee has been
notified of the nature and the service charges of non-audit services performed by PricewaterhouseCoopers and
considered that such services have no adverse effect on the independence of the external auditor.

COMMUNICATION WITH SHAREHOLDERS
Communication with shareholders is considered an effective way to enable the shareholders of the Company (the
“Shareholders”) to have a clear assessment of the Group’s performance as well as accountability of the Board. Major
means of communication with the Shareholders are as follows:

Disclosure of information on corporate website
All material information in both English and Chinese about the Group is made available on the Company’s website
(www.luenthai.com). The Company regularly updates its corporate information such as annual reports, interim
reports, corporate governance practices, business development and operations to all concerned parties on a timely
basis. Announcements made through the Stock Exchange, the same information will be made available on the
Company’s website.

General meetings with shareholders
The Company’s general meeting acts as a useful platform for direct communication between the Shareholders and the
Board. Separate resolutions are proposed on each substantially separate issue at the general meetings.
The 2020 annual general meeting (“2020 AGM”) and extraordinary general meeting (“2020 EGM”) were held on 28
May 2020 and 18 December 2020 respectively. The attendance record of the Directors at the 2020 AGM and 2020
EGM are set out below:

Executive Directors
QU Zhiming
TAN Siu Lin
TAN Cho Lung, Raymond*
HUANG Jie
(re-designated from non-executive Director on 15 February 2020)
ZHANG Min (elected on 28 May 2020)
SHEN Yaoqing (retired on 28 May 2020)
Non-executive Director
MOK Siu Wan Anne
(re-designated from executive Director on 1 February 2020)
Independent non-executive Directors
CHAN Henry
SEING Nea Yie
WANG Ching
*

Son of TAN Siu Lin

AGM
Attended/Held

EGM
Attended/Held

1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1

0/1
1/1
1/1
1/1

N/A
1/1

1/1
N/A

1/1

1/1

1/1
1/1
1/1

1/1
1/1
1/1
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The Company’s independent external auditor also attended the 2020 AGM.

Voting by poll
Resolutions put to vote at the general meetings of the Company are taken by poll. Procedures regarding the conduct
of the poll are explained to the Shareholders at the commencement of each general meeting, and questions from
Shareholders regarding the voting procedures are answered. The poll results are posted on the websites of the Stock
Exchange and the Company respectively on the same day as the poll.

SHAREHOLDERS’ RIGHTS
Pursuant to the mandatory disclosure requirement under paragraph O of the CG Code, a summary of certain rights of
the Shareholders is set out below:

Procedures for Shareholders to convene Extraordinary General Meeting (“EGM”)
Pursuant to Article 58 of the Articles of Association, any one or more Shareholders holding at the date of deposit of
the requisition not less than one-tenth of the paid up capital of the Company carrying the right of voting at general
meetings of the Company shall at all times have the right, by written requisition to the Board or the Secretary of the
Company, to require an EGM to be called by the Board for the transaction of any business specified in such
requisition; and such meeting shall be held within two (2) months after the deposit of such requisition. If within
twenty-one (21) days of such deposit the Board fails to proceed to convene such meeting the requisitionist(s) himself
(themselves) may do so in the same manner, and all reasonable expenses incurred by the requisitionist(s) as a result of
the failure of the Board shall be reimbursed to the requisitionist(s) by the Company.
The written requisition must state the objects of the EGM and must be signed by the requisitionists concerned and
deposited at the registered office of the Company at Rooms 1001-1005, 10th Floor, Nanyang Plaza, 57 Hung To Road,
Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong for the attention of the Company Secretary. The requisition may consist of several
documents in like form, each signed by one or more of the requisitionists concerned.
The EGM convened by the requisitionists shall be convened in the same manner, as nearly as possible, as that in
which general meetings are to be convened by the Board.

Procedures for directing Shareholders’ enquiries to the Board
Shareholders may at any time send their enquiries to the Board in writing through the Company Secretary of the
Company whose contact details are as follows:
Luen Thai Holdings Limited
Rooms 1001-1005, 10th Floor, Nanyang Plaza,
57 Hung To Road, Kwun Tong, Kowloon,
Hong Kong
Email: corporate_communications@luenthai.com
The Company Secretary shall forward the Shareholders’ enquiries and concerns to the Board and/or relevant board
committees of the Company, where appropriate, to answer the Shareholders’ questions.
In addition, Shareholders may also make enquiries to the Board at the general meetings of the Company.
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Procedures for Shareholders to propose a person for election as a Director
Subject to applicable laws, rules and regulations, including the Listing Rules and the Articles of Association as
amended from time to time, if any Shareholder(s) intends to propose a person other than a Director for election as a
Director at any general meeting, the following procedures shall apply:
•

a notice signed by a Shareholder (other than the person to be proposed) duly qualified to attend and vote at the
meeting for which such notice is given of his intention to propose such person for election and also a notice
signed by the person to be proposed of his willingness to be elected shall have been lodged at the head office or
at the Hong Kong Branch Share Registrar of the Company;

•

such notice(s) shall be given within seven (7) days after the day of dispatch of the notice of the meeting (or such
other period, being3 a period of not less than seven (7) days, commencing no earlier than the day after the
dispatch of the notice of such meeting and ending no later than seven (7) days prior to the date of such
meeting, as may be determined by the Board from time to time); and

•

in order for the Company to inform Shareholders of that proposal, such notice(s) for the nomination of a director
must state the full name of the person nominated for election as a Director and include the person’s
biographical details as required by the Listing Rules.

For Shareholders who would like to nominate a person for election as a Director at the forthcoming AGM, please
refer to the notice of the AGM to be published for further information on the relevant nomination period.

Constitutional documents
A copy of the Articles is available on the websites of the Company and the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. During the
period from 1 January 2020 up to the date of this annual report, there was no significant change in constitutional
documents of the Company.

Dividend Policy
The Company intends to maintain a balance between meeting the expectations of the Shareholders and retaining
adequate capital for development and operation of the Company’s business. According to the dividend policy of the
Company (“Dividend Policy”), in deciding whether to declare or recommend a dividend, the Board shall consider the
following factors:
•

the Group’s operating results, actual and expected financial performance;

•

the liquidity position of the Group;

•

retained earnings and distributable reserves of the Company and each of the subsidiaries of the Group;

•

the Group’s capital expenditure requirements, working capital requirements and future expansion plans;

•

general economic and financial conditions, business cycle of the Group and other internal or external factors that
may have an impact on the business or financial performance and position of the Company;

•

statutory and regulatory restrictions; and

•

any other factors the Board may deem relevant and appropriate.

The recommendation of the payment of any dividend is subject to the absolute discretion of the Board, and any
declaration of final dividend will be subject to the approval of the Shareholders. The Dividend Policy will be reviewed
from time to time and there is no assurance that a dividend will be proposed or declared in any specific periods.
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TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF LUEN THAI HOLDINGS LIMITED
(incorporated in the Cayman Islands with limited liability)

OPINION
What we have audited
The consolidated financial statements of Luen Thai Holdings Limited (the “Company”) and its subsidiaries (the
“Group”) set out on pages 72 to 163, which comprise:
•

the consolidated statement of financial position as at 31 December 2020;

•

the consolidated statement of profit or loss for the year then ended;

•

the consolidated statement of comprehensive income for the year then ended;

•

the consolidated statement of changes in equity for the year then ended;

•

the consolidated statement of cash flows for the year then ended; and

•

the notes to the consolidated financial statements, which include a summary of significant accounting policies.

Our opinion
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements give a true and fair view of the consolidated financial
position of the Group as at 31 December 2020, and of its consolidated financial performance and its consolidated
cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards (“HKFRSs”)
issued by the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“HKICPA”) and have been properly prepared in
compliance with the disclosure requirements of the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance.

BASIS FOR OPINION
We conducted our audit in accordance with Hong Kong Standards on Auditing (“HKSAs”) issued by the HKICPA.
Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of
the Consolidated Financial Statements section of our report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
opinion.

Independence
We are independent of the Group in accordance with the HKICPA’s Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants
(“the Code”), and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code.
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KEY AUDIT MATTERS
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit of
the consolidated financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of our
audit of the consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not
provide a separate opinion on these matters.
Key audit matters identified in our audit are summarised as follows:
1.

Risk of impairment of non-financial assets relating to the cash-generating units of Apparel segment and
Accessories segment; and

2.

Potential tax exposures of the Group.

Key Audit Matter

How our audit addressed the Key Audit Matter

1.

We tested management’s impairment assessments of
non-financial assets which focused on assessing the
reasonableness of the key assumptions used in
determining the recoverable amount. Our procedures
performed included the following:

Risk of impairment of non-financial assets
relating to the cash-generating units of Apparel
segment and Accessories segment

Refer to Notes 4, 6, 8 and 9 to the consolidated
financial statements
As at 31 December 2020, the Group had a total
of non-financial assets related to the Apparel
segment and the Accessories segment of
US$113,721,000 and US$99,772,000, respectively.
Annual impairment assessments were
performed based on the value in use calculation
using the discounted cash flow model in order to
determine the recoverable amounts of the cashgenerating units of Apparel segment and
Accessories segment (“CGUs”). After taking into
account the result of the impairment
assessments performed, no provision for
impairment of non-financial assets was made in
respect of these CGUs.

o

Obtained an understanding of the management’s
internal control and assessment process in
identifying the indicators of potential impairment
and estimating the recoverable amount of the
CGUs, and assessed the inherent risk of material
misstatement by considering the degree of
estimation uncertainty and level of other inherent
risk factors such as complexity, subjectivity,
changes and susceptibility to management bias or
fraud;

o

involved our internal valuation specialists to assess
the appropriateness of the methodologies used in
determining the recoverable amounts;

o

tested the underlying calculations and compared
the data used in the discounted cash flow to the
latest approved budgets;
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Key Audit Matter
1.

Risk of impairment of non-financial assets relating
to the cash-generating units of Apparel segment
and Accessories segment (Continued)

How our audit addressed the Key Audit Matter
o

We focused on auditing the impairment of nonfinancial assets because the estimation of
recoverable amount is subject to certain degree of
estimation uncertainty. The inherent risk in
relation to the impairment assessment of
intangible assets is considered significant due to
subjectivity of significant assumptions used and
significant judgements involved in selecting data
for making the discounted cash flow under the
value in use calculation. The key assumptions
used are as follows:
•

Average revenue growth;

•

Average gross profit margin;

•

Terminal growth rate; and

•

Discount rate.

assessed the reasonableness of the key
assumptions used as follows:
•

evaluated the assumptions used, mainly
average revenue growth, average gross
profit margin and terminal growth
rate, within the impairment
assessment by comparing them to
historical results and economic and
industry forecast; and

•

benchmarked the discount rate range
which was used in determining the
recoverable amount against certain
market data and industry research;

o

performed sensitivity analysis over key
assumptions in the models in order to assess
the potential impact of a range of possible
outcomes; and

o

reviewed the inclusion of all appropriate
assets and liabilities in the cash-generating
units.

For the aforementioned key assumptions, mainly
average revenue growth, average gross profit margin,
terminal growth rate and discount rate used in
determining the recoverable amounts, we found them to
be consistent and in line with our expectations.
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Key Audit Matter

How our audit addressed the Key Audit Matter

2.

With respect to these potential tax exposures, we
performed the following procedures:

Potential tax exposures of the Group

Refer to Notes 4 and 27 to the consolidated
financial statements

•

obtained an understanding of the management’s
internal control and assessment process of
estimation of current and deferred tax balances
and assessed the inherent risk of material
misstatement by considering the degree of
estimation uncertainty and level of other inherent
risk factors such as complexity, subjectivity,
changes and susceptibility to management bias or
fraud;

During the year ended 31 December 2020,
certain subsidiaries of the Group continued to be
enquired or audited by their respective local tax
authorities. In response to these enquiries and
audits, the Group recorded prepayments and tax
provisions in respect of the following as at 31
December 2020:
•

The eligibility of a Hong Kong incorporated
subsidiary’s 50% to 100% offshore profits
claim; and

•

discussed with management the advice and action
they had taken with regards to the enquiries and
reviewed any associated documents;

•

The tax position undertaken by overseas
subsidiaries.

•

examined the correspondence between the Group
and the relevant tax authorities and between the
Group and its external tax advisers; and

•

examined the matters in dispute, used our
knowledge of the law of the relevant tax
jurisdictions and other similar taxation matters
and involved our internal tax specialists to assess
the available evidence and the provisions made by
management.

We focused on auditing the potential tax
exposures because the estimation of current and
deferred tax balances is subject to certain degree
of estimation uncertainty. The inherent risk in
relation to the potential tax exposures is
considered elevated due to uncertainty arising
from the outcome of the abovesaid tax disputes
since there are variances on interpretation on
tax rules between the Group and tax
authorities.

As set out in the notes to the consolidated financial
statements, the settlement of the Group’s tax position is
subject to future negotiation with relevant tax
authorities, and the calculations of the provisions are
currently based on management’s interpretation of the
relevant law of the respective tax jurisdictions and
latest correspondence with the relevant tax authorities.
Based on the procedures performed, we found
management’s assessments to be supported by available
evidence.
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OTHER INFORMATION
The directors of the Company are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the
information included in the Corporate Information, Key Financial Highlights, Chairman’s Statement, Message
from the CEO, Management Discussion and Analysis, Management Executives, Report of the Directors, Corporate
Governance Report and Five Year Financial Summary (but does not include the consolidated financial statements
and our auditor’s report thereon), which we obtained prior to the date of this auditor’s report, and the
Environmental, Social and Governance Report, which is expected to be made available to us after that date.
Our opinion on the consolidated financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not and
will not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the consolidated financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information identified above and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent
with the consolidated financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be
materially misstated.
If, based on the work we have performed on the other information that we obtained prior to the date of this
auditor’s report, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to
report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
When we read the Environmental, Social and Governance Report, if we conclude that there is a material
misstatement therein, we are required to communicate the matter to those charged with governance and take
appropriate action considering our legal rights and obligations.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF DIRECTORS AND THOSE CHARGED WITH GOVERNANCE
FOR THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The directors of the Company are responsible for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements that
give a true and fair view in accordance with HKFRSs issued by the HKICPA and the disclosure requirements of
the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance, and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to
enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due
to fraud or error.
In preparing the
to continue as a
concern basis of
have no realistic

consolidated financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the Group’s ability
going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going
accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate the Group or to cease operations, or
alternative but to do so.

Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Group’s financial reporting process.
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AUDITOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE AUDIT OF THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes
our opinion. We report our opinion solely to you, as a body, and for no other purpose. We do not assume
responsibility towards or accept liability to any other person for the contents of this report. Reasonable assurance
is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with HKSAs will always
detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with HKSAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional
scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
•

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due
to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence
that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

•

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the Group’s internal control.

•

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by the directors.

•

Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may
cast significant doubt on the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the
consolidated financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future
events or conditions may cause the Group to cease to continue as a going concern.

•

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements, including
the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the underlying transactions and
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
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•

Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or business
activities within the Group to express an opinion on the consolidated financial statements. We are
responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the group audit. We remain solely responsible
for our audit opinion.

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we
identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical
requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that
may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, actions taken to eliminate threats
or safeguards applied.
From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters that were of
most significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current period and are therefore the
key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes public
disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be
communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to
outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication.
The engagement partner on the audit resulting in this independent auditor’s report is Lam Chun Yee Johnny.

PricewaterhouseCoopers
Certified Public Accountants
Hong Kong, 29 March 2021
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Note

As at 31 December
2020
2019
US$’000
US$’000

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Right-of-use assets
Intangible assets
Interests in joint ventures
Deferred income tax assets
Deposits, prepayments and other receivables

137,080
30,178
46,235
3,649
2,994
3,287

121,848
34,915
46,350
4,240
1,995
7,831

223,423

217,179

71,456
171,999
5,525
66,198
15

99,975
158,207
4,795
82,959
14

Total current assets

315,193

345,950

Total assets

538,616

563,129

10,341
(2,555)
178,318

10,341
2,006
206,346

Non-controlling interests

186,104
2,490

218,693
—

Total equity

188,594

218,693

6
8
9
11
12
15

Total non-current assets
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Prepaid income tax
Cash and bank balances
Restricted cash

13
15
16
16

EQUITY
Equity attributable to equity holders of the Company
Share capital
Other reserves
Retained earnings

17
18
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Note

As at 31 December
2020
2019
US$’000
US$’000

LIABILITIES
Non-current liabilities
Borrowings
Lease liabilities
Retirement benefit obligations
Deferred income tax liabilities

25,600
22,412
13,061
3,757

20,200
27,714
12,239
3,465

64,830

63,618

139,173
134,990
3,775
129
7,125

120,919
146,927
4,653
19
8,300

Total current liabilities

285,192

280,818

Total liabilities

350,022

344,436

Total equity and liabilities

538,616

563,129

19
8
20
12

Total non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Borrowings
Lease liabilities
Derivative financial instruments
Current income tax liabilities

21
19
8
22

The consolidated financial statements on pages 72 to 163 were approved by the Board of Directors on 29 March
2021 and signed on its behalf by:

Tan Cho Lung, Raymond
Director

Qu Zhiming
Director

The above consolidated statement of financial position should be read in conjunction with the accompanying
notes.
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Revenue
Cost of sales

Note

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

5
24

697,329
(614,231)

969,789
(827,615)

83,098

142,174

1,265
(4,156)
(1,714)
(99,929)

13,933
(341)
(3,265)
(117,525)

(21,436)

34,976

Gross profit
Other gains — net
Loss allowances of trade and bill receivables
Selling and distribution expenses
General and administrative expenses

23
24
24

Operating (loss)/profit
Finance income
Finance costs

26
26

386
(5,716)

607
(7,212)

Finance costs — net

26

(5,330)

(6,605)

(836)

(44)

(27,602)
(910)

28,327
(3,162)

(Loss)/profit for the year

(28,512)

25,165

(Loss)/profit attributable to:
Equity holders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

(28,028)
(484)

25,165
—

(28,512)

25,165

(2.7)

2.4

Share of losses of joint ventures
(Loss)/profit before income tax
Income tax expense

27

(Loss)/earnings per share attributable to equity holders of the
Company for the year
(expressed in US cents per share)
Basic and diluted

28

The above consolidated statement of profit or loss should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
For the year ended 31 December 2020

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

(28,512)

25,165

Other comprehensive (loss)/income:
Item that will not be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss:
Actuarial loss on retirement benefit obligations

(2,033)

(2,470)

Item that may be reclassified to profit or loss:
Currency translation differences
Exchange reserve released upon disposal of subsidiaries

(2,528)
—

1,485
(708)

Total comprehensive (loss)/income for the year, net of income tax

(33,073)

23,472

Attributable to:
Equity holders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

(32,589)
(484)

23,472
—

(33,073)

23,472

Note
(Loss)/profit for the year

34

The above consolidated statement of comprehensive income should be read in conjunction with the accompanying
notes.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF
CHANGES IN EQUITY
For the year ended 31 December 2020

Attributable to owners of the Company
Share
capital
US$’000

Other
reserves
(Note 18)
US$’000

Retained
earnings
US$’000

Noncontrolling
interests
US$’000

Total
equity
US$’000

10,341

2,028

189,098

—

201,467

Profit for the year
Other comprehensive (loss)/income:
Currency translation differences
Exchange reserve released upon disposal of
subsidiaries
Actuarial losses on retirement benefit
obligations

—

—

25,165

—

25,165

—

1,485

—

—

1,485

—

(708)

—

—

(708)

—

(2,470)

—

—

(2,470)

Total comprehensive income

—

(1,693)

25,165

—

23,472

Total contributions by and distributions to
owners of the Company, recognized
directly in equity
Disposal of subsidiaries (Note 34)
Dividends paid

—
—

1,671
—

(1,671)
(6,246)

—
—

—
(6,246)

Total transactions with owners, recognized
directly in equity

—

1,671

(7,917)

—

(6,246)

Balance at 31 December 2019

10,341

2,006

206,346

—

218,693

Balance at 1 January 2020

10,341

2,006

206,346

—

218,693

Loss for the year
Other comprehensive loss:
Currency translation differences
Actuarial losses on retirement benefit
obligations

—

—

(28,028)

(484)

(28,512)

—

(2,528)

—

—

(2,528)

—

(2,033)

—

—

(2,033)

Total comprehensive loss

—

(4,561)

(28,028)

(484)

(33,073)

—

—

—

2,900

2,900

—

—

—

74

74

—

—

—

2,974

2,974

10,341

(2,555)

178,318

2,490

188,594

Balance at 1 January 2019

Total contributions by and distributions to
owners of the Company, recognized
directly in equity
Establishment of a new subsidiary
Disposal of equity interest in a subsidiary
without loss of control
Total transactions with owners, recognized
directly in equity
Balance at 31 December 2020

The above consolidated statement of changes in equity should be read in conjunction with the accompanying
notes.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF
CASH FLOWS
For the year ended 31 December 2020

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

27,651
(5,716)
(3,951)

13,566
(7,158)
(4,097)

17,984

2,311

—
(2,761)
(25,428)
(375)
2,887
—
386

23,722
—
(30,690)
—
1,335
267
607

74
(245)
—
(1,092)

—
—
(4,650)
—

(26,554)

(9,409)

(35,297)
89,028
(60,268)
(6,461)

15,166
17,855
(13,237)
(3,233)

—
2,900
—

(3,623)
—
(6,246)

Net cash (used in)/generated from financing activities

(10,098)

6,682

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year
Exchange gains on cash and bank balances

(18,668)
82,958
1,532

(416)
80,443
2,931

65,822

82,958

Note
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash generated from operations
Interest paid
Income tax paid

30

Net cash generated from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Proceeds from disposal of subsidiaries, net of cash disposal
Acquisition of subsidiaries
Purchases of property, plant and equipment
Decrease in bank deposits maturing beyond 3 months
Proceeds from disposals of property, plant and equipment
Dividends received from a joint venture
Interest received
Proceeds from disposal of equity interest of subsidiaries
without loss of control
Investment in joint venture
Prepayments for purchases of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of land use rights

33(b)
6
30(a)
11

15

Net cash used in investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Net decrease/increase in bank borrowings of trade finances
Proceeds from bank borrowings of term loans
Repayments of bank borrowings of term loans
Principal elements of lease payments
Repayment of final consideration for the acquisition of
subsidiaries
Proceeds from capital injection from non-controlling interest
Dividends paid

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year

16

The above consolidated statement of cash flows should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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LUEN THAI HOLDINGS LIMITED

NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1

GENERAL INFORMATION
Luen Thai Holdings Limited (the “Company”) is an investment holding company. The Company and its
subsidiaries (together the “Group”) are principally engaged in the manufacturing and trading of apparels and
accessories. The Group has manufacturing plants in the People’s Republic of China (the “PRC”), Cambodia,
the Philippines, India and Myanmar.
The Company is a limited liability company incorporated in the Cayman Islands. The address of its
registered office and principal place of business of the Company are Cricket Square, Hutchins Drive, P.O.
Box 2681, Grand Cayman, KY1-1111, Cayman Islands, and Rooms 1001-1005, 10/F, Nanyang Plaza, 57 Hung
To Road, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong, respectively.
The Company has its primary listing on the Main Board of The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited.
These consolidated financial statements are presented in United States dollars (“US$”), unless otherwise
stated.

2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these consolidated financial statements are set
out below. These policies have been consistently applied to all the years presented, unless otherwise stated.
Certain comparative figures have been reclassified to conform to current year’s presentation.

2.1

Basis of preparation
The consolidated financial statements of the Group have been prepared in accordance with Hong Kong
Financial Reporting Standards (“HKFRS”). The consolidated financial statements have been prepared
under the historical cost convention, as modified by the revaluation of financial assets (including plan
assets under defined benefit plans) and financial liabilities (including derivative instruments) at fair
value through profit or loss, which are carried at fair value.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with HKFRS requires the use of certain critical
accounting estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgment in the process of applying
the Group’s accounting policies. The areas involving a higher degree of judgment or complexity, or
areas where assumptions and estimates are significant to the consolidated financial statements are
disclosed in Note 4.

Changes in accounting policies and disclosures
(a)

New and amended standards adopted by the Group
The Group has applied the following amended standards for the first time for their annual
reporting period commencing 1 January 2020:
Amendments to HKFRS 3
Amendments to HKAS 1 and HKAS 8
Amendments to HKAS 39, HKFRS 7
and HKFRS 9
Conceptual Framework for Financial
Reporting 2018
Amendments to HFKRS 16

Definition of a business
Definition of material
Hedge accounting
Revised conceptual framework for financial reporting
Covid-19-related rent concessions
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2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.1

Basis of preparation (Continued)

Changes in accounting policies and disclosures (Continued)
(a)

New and amended standards adopted by the Group (Continued)
The Group has elected to early adopt the amendments to HKFRS 16 Leases on COVID-19 Related
Rent Concessions on 1 January 2020. The amendments to HKFRS 16 allow the Group as a lessee
not to account for COVID-19 directly related rent concessions as lease modifications when certain
criteria are met. These amendments are effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or
after 1 June 2020. This is disclosed in Note 2.2.
Most of the other amendments listed above did not have any impact on the amounts recognised
in prior periods and are not expected to significantly affect the current of future periods.

(b)

New and amended standards and interpretation not yet adopted by the Group
Certain new and amended accounting standards and interpretation have been published that are
not mandatory for 31 December 2020 reporting periods and have not been early adopted by the
Group.
Effective for annual
periods beginning
on or after
Amendments to Annual
Improvements Project
Amendments to HKFRS 3,
HKAS 16 and HKAS 37
Amendments to Accounting
Guideline 5
HKFRS 17
Amendments to HKAS 1
HK(IFRIC) — Int 5

Amendments to HKFRS 10
and HKAS 28

Annual improvements to HKFRSs 20182020
Narrow-scope amendments

1 January 2022

Merger Accounting for Common Control
Combination
Insurance contracts and the related
amendments
Classification of liabilities as current or
non-current
Presentation of Financial Statements —
Classification by the Borrower of a Term
Loan that Contains a Repayment on
Demand Clause
Sale or contribution of assets between an
investor and its associate or joint venture

1 January 2022

1 January 2022

1 January 2023
1 January 2023
1 January 2023

To be determined

These standards are not expected to have a material impact on the Group in the current or
future reporting periods and on foreseeable future transactions.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.2

Changes in accounting policies
The Group has early adopted Amendment to HKFRS 16 — Covid-19-Related Rent Concessions
retrospectively from 1 January 2020. The amendment provides an optional practical expedient
allowing lessees to elect not to assess whether a rent concession related to COVID19 is a lease
modification. Lessees adopting this election may account for qualifying rent concessions in the same
way as they would if they were not lease modifications. The practical expedient only applies to rent
concessions occurring as a direct consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic and only if all of the
following conditions are met: (a) the change in lease payments results in revised consideration for the
lease that is substantially the same as, or less than, the consideration for the lease immediately
preceding the change; (b) any reduction in lease payments affects only payments due on or before 30
June 2021; and (c) there is no substantive change to other terms and conditions of the lease.
The Group has applied the practical expedient to all qualifying COVID-19-related rent concessions. Rent
concessions totalling US$550,000 have been accounted for as negative variable lease payments and
US$101,000 and US$449,000 were recognised in cost of sales and administrative expenses respectively
in the statement of profit or loss for the year ended 31 December 2020. There is no impact on the
opening balance of equity at 1 January 2020.

2.3

Subsidiaries

2.3.1 Consolidation
Subsidiaries are all entities (including structured entities) over which the Group has control. The
Group controls an entity when the Group is exposed to, or has rights to, variable returns from its
involvement with the entity and has the ability to affect those returns through its power to
direct the activities of the entity. Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date on which
control is transferred to the Group. They are deconsolidated from the date that control ceases.

(a)

Subsidiaries
The Group applies the acquisition method to account for business combinations.
Intercompany transactions, balances and unrealized gains on transactions between Group
companies are eliminated. Unrealized losses are also eliminated unless the transaction
provides evidence of an impairment of the transferred asset. Accounting policies of
subsidiaries have been changed where necessary to ensure consistency with the policies
adopted by the Group.
Non-controlling interests in the results and equity of subsidiaries are shown separately in
the consolidated statement of profit or loss, statement of comprehensive income, statement
of changes in equity and consolidated statement of financial position, respectively.
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2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.3

Subsidiaries (Continued)

2.3.1 Consolidation (Continued)
(b)

Business combinations
The consideration transferred for the acquisition of a subsidiary comprises the fair values of
the assets transferred, liabilities incurred to the former owners of the acquired business and
the equity interests issued by the Group, fair value of any asset or liability resulting from a
contingent consideration arrangement, and fair value of any pre-existing equity interest in
the subsidiary. Identifiable assets acquired and liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed
in a business combination are measured initially at their fair values at the acquisition date.
The Group recognizes any non-controlling interest in the acquired entity on an acquisitionby-acquisition basis either at fair value or at the non-controlling interest’s proportionate
share of the acquired entity’s net identifiable assets. All other components of noncontrolling interests are measured at their acquisition date fair value, unless another
measurement basis is required by HKFRS.
Acquisition-related costs are expensed as incurred.
The excess of the consideration transferred, the amount of any non-controlling interest in
the acquired entity, and the acquisition-date fair value of any previous equity interest in
the acquired entity, over the fair value of the identifiable net assets acquired is recorded as
goodwill. If those amounts are less than the fair value of the net identifiable assets of the
business acquired, the difference is recognized directly in the consolidated statement of
profit or loss as a bargain purchase.
Contingent consideration is classified either as equity or a financial liability. Amounts
classified as a financial liability are subsequently remeasured to fair value with changes in
fair value recognized in the consolidated statement of profit or loss.
If the business combination is achieved in stages, the acquisition date carrying value of the
acquirer’s previously held equity interest in the acquired entity is re-measured to fair value
at the acquisition date; any gains or losses arising from such re-measurement are
recognized in the consolidated statement of profit or loss.
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2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.3

Subsidiaries (Continued)

2.3.1 Consolidation (Continued)
(c)

Changes in ownership interests
The Group treats transactions with non-controlling interests that do not result in a loss of
control as transactions with equity owners of the Group. A change in ownership interest
results in an adjustment between the carrying amounts of the controlling and noncontrolling interests to reflect their relative interests in the subsidiary. Any difference
between the amount of the adjustment to non-controlling interests and any consideration
paid or received is recognized in a separate reserve within equity attributable to owners of
the Company.
When the Group ceases to consolidate or equity account for an investment because of a loss
of control, joint control or significant influence, any retained interest in the entity is
remeasured to its fair value with the change in carrying amount recognized in the
consolidated statement of profit or loss. This fair value becomes the initial carrying amount
for the purposes of subsequently accounting for the retained interest as an associate, joint
venture or financial asset. In addition, any amounts previously recognized in other
comprehensive income in respect of that entity are accounted for as if the Group had
directly disposed of the related assets or liabilities. This may mean that amounts previously
recognized in other comprehensive income are reclassified to profit or loss or transferred to
another category of equity as specified/permitted by applicable HKFRSs.
If the ownership interest in a joint venture is reduced but joint control or significant
influence is retained, only a proportionate share of the amounts previously recognized in
other comprehensive income are reclassified to profit or loss where appropriate.

2.3.2 Separate financial statements
Investments in subsidiaries are accounted for at cost less impairment. Cost includes direct
attributable costs of investment. The results of subsidiaries are accounted for by the Company on
the basis of dividend received and receivable.
Impairment testing of the investments in subsidiaries is required upon receiving a dividend from
these investments if the dividend exceeds the total comprehensive income of the subsidiary in
the period the dividend is declared or if the carrying amount of the investment in the separate
financial statements exceeds the carrying amount in the consolidated financial statements of the
investee’s net assets including goodwill (Note 2.12).
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2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.4

Joint arrangements
Under HKFRS 11 investments in joint arrangements are classified as either joint operations or joint
ventures. The classification depends on the contractual rights and obligations of each investor, rather
than the legal structure of the joint arrangement. The Group has assessed the nature of its joint
arrangements and determined them to be joint ventures. Joint ventures are accounted for using the
equity method.
Under the equity method of accounting, the investments are initially recognized at cost and adjusted
thereafter to recognize the Group’s share of the post-acquisition profits or losses of the investee in
profit or loss, and the Group’s share of movements in other comprehensive income of the investee in
other comprehensive income. Dividends received or receivable from joint ventures are recognized as a
reduction in the carrying amount of the investment.
When the Group’s share of losses in an equity-accounted investment equals or exceeds its interest in
the entity, the Group does not recognize further losses, unless it has incurred obligations or made
payments on behalf of the joint venture.
Unrealized gains on transactions between the Group and its joint ventures are eliminated to the extent
of the Group’s interest in the joint ventures. Unrealized losses are also eliminated unless the
transaction provides evidence of an impairment of the asset transferred. Accounting policies of joint
ventures have been changed where necessary to ensure consistency with the policies adopted by the
Group.
The carrying amount of equity-accounted investments is tested for impairment (Note 2.12).

2.5

Segment reporting
Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with the internal reporting provided to the
chief operating decision-maker. The chief operating decision-maker, who is responsible for allocating
resources and assessing performance of the operating segments, has been identified as the executive
directors of the Company that make strategic decisions.
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2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.6

Foreign currency translation

(a)

Functional and presentation currency
Items included in the financial statements of each of the Group’s entities are measured using the
currency of the primary economic environment in which the entity operates (the “functional
currency”). The consolidated financial statements are presented in US$, which is the Company’s
functional and the Group’s presentation currency.

(b)

Transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the exchange
rates at the dates of the transactions or valuation where items are re-measured. Foreign
exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions and from the
translation of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies at year end
exchange rates are generally recognized in consolidated statement of profit or loss.
Foreign exchange gains and losses are presented in the consolidated statement of profit or loss
within “other gains — net”.
Non-monetary items that are measured at fair value in a foreign currency are translated using
the exchange rates at the date when the fair value was determined. Translation differences on
assets and liabilities carried at fair value are reported as part of the fair value gain or loss. For
example, translation differences on non-monetary assets and liabilities such as equities held at
fair value through profit or loss are recognized in the consolidated statement of profit or loss as
part of the fair value gain or loss.
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2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.6

Foreign currency translation (Continued)

(c)

Group companies
The results and financial position of all the Group entities (none of which has the currency of a
hyperinflationary economy) that have a functional currency different from the presentation
currency are translated into the presentation currency as follows:
(i)

assets and liabilities for each statement of financial position presented are translated at the
closing rate at the date of that statement of financial position;

(ii)

income and expenses for each statement of profit or loss are translated at average exchange
rates (unless this average is not a reasonable approximation of the cumulative effect of the
rates prevailing on the transaction dates, in which case income and expenses are translated
at the rate on the dates of the transactions); and

(iii)

all resulting currency translation differences are recognized in other comprehensive income.

Goodwill and fair value adjustments arising on the acquisition of a foreign entity are treated as
assets and liabilities of the foreign entity and translated at the closing rate. Currency translation
differences arising are recognized in other comprehensive income.

(d)

Disposal of foreign operation
On the disposal of a foreign operation (that is, a disposal of the Group’s entire interest in a
foreign operation, or a disposal involving loss of control over a subsidiary that includes a foreign
operation, a disposal involving loss of joint control over a joint venture that includes a foreign
operation, or a disposal involving loss of significant influence over an associate that includes a
foreign operation), all of the currency translation differences accumulated in equity in respect of
that operation attributable to the owners of the Company are reclassified to profit or loss.

2.7

Land use rights
Land use rights are stated at cost less accumulated amortization and impairment losses. Cost
represents consideration paid for the rights to use the land on which various plants and buildings are
situated for periods varying from 10 to 50 years. Amortization of land use rights is calculated on a
straight-line basis over the period of the land use right.
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2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.8

Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are stated at historical cost less depreciation and impairment losses.
Historical cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the items.
Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognized as a separate asset, as
appropriate, only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow
to the Group and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. The carrying amount of any
component accounted for as a separate asset is derecognized when replaced. All other repairs and
maintenance are charged to the consolidated statement of profit or loss during the reporting period in
which they are incurred.
Freehold land is not depreciated. Depreciation is calculated using the straight-line method to allocate
their cost, net of their residual values, over their estimated useful lives or, in the case of leasehold
improvements and certain leased plant and equipment, the shorter lease term as follows:
Buildings
Leasehold improvements
Plant and machinery
Furniture, fixtures and equipment
Motor vehicles

20 years
5-20 years or the remaining lease term, whichever is shorter
4-10 years
3-7 years
3-5 years

The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at the end of
each reporting period.
An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s
carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount (Note 2.12).
Gains or losses on disposals are determined by comparing the proceeds with carrying amount and are
recognized within “general and administrative expenses” in the consolidated statement of profit or loss.

2.9

Construction-in-progress
Construction-in-progress represents buildings, plant and machinery under construction and pending
installation and is stated at cost. Cost includes the costs of construction of buildings and the costs of
plant and machinery. No provision for depreciation is made on construction-in-progress until such
time as the relevant assets are completed and ready for intended use. When the assets concerned are
brought into use, the costs are transferred to other property, plant and equipment and depreciated in
accordance with the policy as stated in Note 2.8.
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2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.10 Investment properties
Investment properties, principally comprising land use rights and buildings, are held for long term
rental yields or for capital appreciation or both, and that is not substantially occupied by the Group.
It is initially measured at cost, including related transaction costs and other costs incurred to bring the
properties into their existing use, less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses, if
any.
Depreciation of investment properties is calculated using the straight-line method to allocate their cost
to their residual values over their estimated useful lives, where appropriate, as follows:
Buildings
Land use right

20 years
50 years

Where the carrying amount of investment properties is greater than its estimated recoverable amount,
it is written down immediately to its recoverable amount.
Subsequent expenditure is charged to the asset’s carrying amount or recognized as a separate asset, as
appropriate, only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow
to the Group and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. The carrying amount of the replaced
part is derecognized. All other repairs and maintenance are charged to the consolidated statement of
profit or loss during the financial period in which they are incurred.
If an investment property becomes owner-occupied, it is reclassified as property, plant and equipment.
At the date of reclassification, its cost and accumulated depreciation are transferred to property, plant
and equipment and become its cost and accumulated depreciation for accounting purposes. If an owner
occupied property becomes an investment property because its use has changed, it is reclassified as
investment property. At the date of reclassification, its cost and accumulated depreciation are
transferred to investment property and become its cost and accumulated depreciation for accounting
purposes.
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2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.11 Intangible assets

(a)

Goodwill
Goodwill on acquisitions of subsidiaries is included in intangible assets. Goodwill is not amortized
but it is tested for impairment annually, or more frequently if events or changes in
circumstances indicate that it might be impaired, and is carried at cost less accumulated
impairment losses. Gains and losses on the disposal of an entity include the carrying amount of
goodwill relating to the entity sold.
Goodwill is allocated to cash-generating units for the purpose of impairment testing. The
allocation is made to those cash-generating units or groups of cash-generating units that are
expected to benefit from the business combination in which the goodwill arose. The units or
groups of units are identified at the lowest level at which goodwill is monitored for internal
management purposes, being the operating segments (Note 5).

(b)

Contractual customer relationships
Contractual customer relationships acquired in a business combination are recognized at fair
value at the acquisition date. The contractual customer relations have a finite useful life and are
carried at cost less accumulated amortization and impairment losses. Amortization is calculated
using the straight-line method over the expected life of the customer relationship of 8 to 14
years.

2.12 Impairment of non-financial assets
Goodwill and intangible assets that have an indefinite useful life are not subject to amortization and
are tested annually for impairment, or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate
that they might be impaired. Other assets are tested for impairment whenever events or changes in
circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is
recognized for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The
recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs of disposal and value in use. For the
purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there are
separately identifiable cash inflows which are largely independent of the cash inflows from other
assets or groups of assets (cash-generating units). Non-financial assets other than goodwill that
suffered an impairment are reviewed for possible reversal of the impairment at the end of each
reporting period.
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.13 Investments and other financial assets

(i)

Classification
The Group classifies its financial assets in the following measurement categories:
•

those to be measured subsequently at fair value through profit or loss; and

•

those to be measured at amortized cost.

The classification depends on the entity’s business model for managing the financial assets and
the contractual terms of the cash flows.
For assets measured at fair value, gains and losses will be recorded in profit or loss.
The Group reclassifies debt investments when and only when its business model for managing
those assets changes.

(ii)

Recognition and derecognition
Regular way purchases and sales of financial assets are recognized on trade-date, the date on
which the Group commits to purchase or sell the asset. Financial assets are derecognized when
the rights to receive cash flows from the financial assets have expired or have been transferred
and the Group has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership.

(iii) Measurement
At initial recognition, the Group measures a financial asset at its fair value plus, in the case of a
financial asset not at fair value through profit or loss (“FVPL”), transaction costs that are directly
attributable to the acquisition of the financial asset. Transaction costs of financial assets carried
at FVPL are expensed in profit or loss.
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.13 Investments and other financial assets (Continued)

(iii) Measurement (Continued)
Debt instrument
Subsequent measurement of debt instruments depends on the Group’s business model for
managing the asset and the cash flow characteristics of the asset. There are two measurement
categories into which the Group classifies its debt instruments:
•

Amortized cost: Assets that are held for collection of contractual cash flows where those cash
flows represent solely payments of principal and interest are measured at amortized cost.
Interest income from these financial assets is included in finance income using the effective
interest rate method. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition is recognized directly in
profit or loss and presented in “other gains — net” together with foreign exchange gains and
losses. Impairment losses are presented as separate line item in the statement of profit or
loss.

•

FVPL: Assets that do not meet the criteria for amortized cost are measured at FVPL. A gain
or loss on a debt investment that is subsequently measured at FVPL is recognized in profit
or loss and presented net within “other gains — net” in the period in which it arises.

(iv) Impairment
The Group assesses on a forward looking basis the expected credit losses associated with its debt
instruments carried at amortized cost. The impairment methodology applied depends on whether
there has been a significant increase in credit risk.
For trade receivables, the Group applies the simplified approach permitted by HKFRS 9, which
requires expected lifetime losses to be recognized from initial recognition of the receivables.

2.14 Offsetting financial instruments
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the consolidated statement of
financial position when there is a legally enforceable right to offset the recognized amount, and there
is an intention to settle on a net basis or realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously. The
legally enforceable right must not be contingent on future events and must be enforceable in the
normal course of business and in the event of default, insolvency or bankruptcy of the Group or the
counterparty.

2.15 Derivative financial instruments
Derivatives are initially recognized at fair value on the date a derivative contract is entered into and
are subsequently remeasured to their fair values at the end of each reporting period. Changes in the
fair value of these derivative instruments are recognized immediately in the consolidated statement of
profit or loss within ‘other gains — net’. The Group does not have any derivative that is designated as
a hedging instrument.
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.16 Inventories
Raw materials, work in progress and finished goods are stated at the lower of cost and net realizable
value. Cost comprises design costs, direct materials, direct labor and an appropriate proportion of
variable and fixed overhead expenditure, the latter being allocated on the basis of normal operating
capacity. It excludes borrowing costs. Costs are assigned to individual items of inventory on the basis
of weighted average costs. Net realizable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of
business less the estimated costs of completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale.

2.17 Trade receivables
Trade receivables are amounts due from customers for merchandise sold or services performed in the
ordinary course of business. If collection of trade and other receivables is expected in one year or less,
they are classified as current assets. If not, they are presented as non-current assets.
Trade receivables are recognized initially at the amount of consideration that is unconditional unless
they contain significant financing components, when they are recognized at fair value. The Group
holds the trade receivables with the objective to collect the contractual cash flows and therefore
measures them subsequently at amortized cost using the effective interest method.

2.18 Cash and bank balances
For the purpose of presentation in the consolidated statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents
includes cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short-term, highly liquid investments
with original maturities of three months or less that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash
and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value, and bank overdrafts. Bank
overdrafts are shown within borrowings in current liabilities in the consolidated statement of financial
position.

2.19 Share capital
Ordinary shares are classified as equity.
Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares are shown in equity as a deduction,
net of tax, from the proceeds.

2.20 Trade and other payables
Trade and others payables represent liabilities for goods or services provided to the Group prior to the
end of reporting period which are unpaid. Trade payable are classified as current liabilities if payment
is due within one year or less. If not, they are presented as non-current liabilities.
Trade and other payables are recognized initially at fair value and subsequently measured at
amortized cost using the effective interest method.
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2.21 Financial guarantee contracts
The Group provides financial guarantees to financial institutions on behalf of subsidiaries to secure
loans, overdrafts and other banking facilities.
Financial guarantee contracts are recognized as a financial liability at the time the guarantee is issued.
The liability is initially measured at fair value and subsequently at the higher of
•

the amount determined in accordance with the expected credit loss model under HKFRS 9 Financial
Instruments and

•

the amount initially recognized less, where appropriate, the cumulative amount of income
recognized in accordance with the principles of HKFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with
Customers.

The fair value of financial guarantees is determined based on the present value of the difference in
cash flows between the contractual payments required under the debt instrument and the payments
that would be required without the guarantee, or the estimated amount that would be payable to a
third party for assuming the obligations.

2.22 Borrowings
Borrowings are initially recognized at fair value, net of transaction costs incurred. Borrowings are
subsequently measured at amortized cost; any difference between the proceeds (net of transaction
costs) and the redemption value is recognized in the consolidated statement of profit or loss over the
period of the borrowings using the effective interest method.
Fees paid on the establishment of loan facilities are recognized as transaction costs of the loan to the
extent that it is probable that some or all of the facility will be drawn down. In this case, the fee is
deferred until the draw-down occurs. To the extent there is no evidence that it is probable that some
or all of the facility will be drawn down, the fee is capitalised as a pre-payment for liquidity services
and amortized over the period of the facility to which it relates.
Borrowings are removed from the consolidated statement of financial position when the obligation
specified in the contract is discharged, cancelled or expired. The difference between the carrying
amount of a financial liability that has been extinguished or transferred to another party and the
consideration paid, including any non-cash assets transferred or liabilities assumed, is recognized in
the consolidated statement of profit or loss as other income or finance costs.
Borrowings are classified as current liabilities unless the Group has an unconditional right to defer
settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after the end of the reporting period.
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.23 Borrowing costs
General and specific borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or
production of a qualifying asset are capitalized during the period of time that is required to complete
and prepare the asset for its intended use or sale. Qualifying assets are assets that necessarily take a
substantial period of time to get ready for their intended use or sale.
Investment income earned on the temporary investment of specific borrowings pending their
expenditure on qualifying assets is deducted from the borrowing costs eligible for capitalization.
All other borrowing costs are recognized in the consolidated statement of profit or loss in the period in
which they are incurred.

2.24 Current and deferred income tax
The income tax expense or credit for the period is the tax payable on the current period’s taxable
income based on the applicable income tax rate for each jurisdiction adjusted by changes in deferred
tax assets and liabilities attributable to temporary differences and to unused tax losses.
Current and deferred tax is recognized in the consolidated statement of profit or loss, except to the
extent that it relates to items recognized in other comprehensive income or directly in equity. In this
case, the tax is also recognized in other comprehensive income or directly in equity, respectively.

(a)

Current income tax
The current income tax charge is calculated on the basis of the tax laws enacted or substantively
enacted at the end of the reporting period in the countries where the Company’s subsidiaries and
associates operate and generate taxable income. Management periodically evaluates positions
taken in tax returns with respect to situations in which applicable tax regulation is subject to
interpretation. It establishes provisions where appropriate on the basis of amounts expected to be
paid to the tax authorities.

(b)

Deferred income tax
Deferred income tax is recognized, using the liability method, on temporary differences arising
between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts in the consolidated
financial statements. However, deferred tax liabilities are not recognized if they arise from the
initial recognition of goodwill. Deferred income tax is also not accounted for if it arises from
initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction other than a business combination that
at the time of the transaction affects neither accounting nor taxable profit or loss. Deferred
income tax is determined using tax rates (and laws) that have been enacted or substantively
enacted by the end of the reporting period and are expected to apply when the related deferred
income tax asset is realized or the deferred income tax liability is settled.
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.24 Current and deferred income tax (Continued)

(b)

Deferred income tax (Continued)
Deferred tax assets are recognized only if it is probable that future taxable amounts will be
available to utilize those temporary differences and losses.
Deferred tax liabilities and assets are not recognized for temporary differences between the
carrying amount and tax bases of investments in subsidiaries and joint arrangements where the
Group is able to control the timing of the reversal of the temporary differences and it is probable
that the differences will not reverse in the foreseeable future.

(c)

Offsetting
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to offset
current tax assets and liabilities and when the deferred tax balances relate to the same taxation
authority. Current tax assets and tax liabilities are offset where the entity has a legally
enforceable right to offset and intends either to settle on a net basis, or to realize the asset and
settle the liability simultaneously.

2.25 Employee benefits

(a)

Pension obligations
The Group operates various pension schemes. The schemes are generally funded through
payments to insurance companies or trustee-administered funds, determined by periodic actuarial
calculations. The Group has both defined contribution and defined benefit pension plans.
A defined contribution plan is a pension plan under which the Group pays fixed contributions
into a separate entity. The Group has no legal or constructive obligations to pay further
contributions if the fund does not hold sufficient assets to pay all employees the benefits relating
to employee service in the current and prior periods.
For defined contribution plans, the Group pays contributions to publicly or privately
administered pension insurance plans on a mandatory, contractual or voluntary basis. The Group
has no further payment obligations once the contributions have been paid. The contributions are
recognized as employee benefit expense when they are due. Prepaid contributions are recognized
as an asset to the extent that a cash refund or a reduction in the future payments is available.
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.25 Employee benefits (Continued)

(a)

Pension obligations (Continued)
A defined benefit plan is a pension plan that is not a defined contribution plan. Typically defined
benefit plans define an amount of pension benefit that an employee will receive on retirement,
usually dependent on one or more factors such as age, years of service and compensation.
The liability recognized in the consolidated statement of financial position in respect of defined
benefit pension plans is the present value of the defined benefit obligation at the end of the
reporting period less the fair value of plan assets. The defined benefit obligation is calculated
annually by independent actuaries using the projected unit credit method.
The present value of the defined benefit obligation is determined by discounting the estimated
future cash outflows using interest rates of high-quality corporate bonds that are denominated in
the currency in which the benefits will be paid, and that have terms approximating to the terms
of the related obligation. In countries where there is no deep market in such bonds, the market
rates on government bonds are used.
The current service cost of the defined benefit plan, recognized in the consolidated statement of
profit or loss in employee benefit expense, except where included in the cost of an asset, reflects
the increase in the defined benefit obligation results from employee service in the current year,
benefit changes, curtailments and settlements.
Past-service costs are recognized immediately in the consolidated statement of profit or loss.
The net interest cost is calculated by applying the discount rate to the net balance of the defined
benefit obligation and the fair value of plan assets. This cost is included in employee benefit
expense in the consolidated statement of profit or loss.
Remeasurement gains and losses arising from experience adjustments and changes in actuarial
assumptions are recognized in the period in which they occur, directly in other comprehensive
income. They are included in employment benefits reserve in the statement of changes in equity
and in the consolidated statement of financial position.
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.25 Employee benefits (Continued)

(b)

Long service payments
The Group’s net obligation in respect of long service payments to its employees upon the
termination of their employment or retirement when the employee fulfills certain circumstances
under the Hong Kong Employment Ordinance is the amount of future benefit that employees
have earned in return for their service in the current and prior periods.
The obligation is calculated using the projected unit credit method, discounted to present value
and reduced by entitlements accrued under the Group’s retirement plans that are attributable to
contributions made by the Group. The discount rate is the yield at the end of reporting period on
high quality corporate bonds which have terms to maturity approximating the terms of the
related liability.

(c)

Termination benefits
Termination benefits are payable when employment is terminated by the Group before the
normal retirement date, or whenever an employee accepts voluntary redundancy in exchange for
these benefits. The Group recognizes termination benefits at the earlier of the following dates: (a)
when the Group can no longer withdraw the offer of those benefits; and (b) when the entity
recognizes costs for a restructuring that is within the scope of HKAS 37 and involves the
payment of termination benefits. In the case of an offer made to encourage voluntary
redundancy, the termination benefits are measured based on the number of employees expected
to accept the offer. Benefits falling due more than 12 months after the end of the reporting
period are discounted to their present value.

(d)

Profit-sharing and bonus plans
The Group recognizes a liability and an expense for bonuses and profit-sharing, based on a
formula that takes into consideration the profit attributable to the Company’s shareholders after
certain adjustments. The Group recognizes a provision where contractually obliged or where
there is a past practice that has created a constructive obligation.

(e)

Employee leave entitlements
Employee entitlements to annual leave are recognized when they accrue to employees. A
provision is made for the estimated liability for annual leave as a result of services rendered by
employees up to the date of the consolidated statement of financial position.
Employee entitlements to sick leave and maternity leave are not recognized until the time of
leave.

(f)

Other short-term obligations
Liabilities for wages and salaries, including non-monetary benefits that are expected to be settled
wholly within 12 months after the end of the period in which the employees render the related
service are recognized in respect of employees’ services up to the end of the reporting period and
are measured at the amounts expected to be paid when the liabilities are settled. The liabilities
are presented as current employee benefit obligations in the consolidated statement of financial
position.
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
2.26 Share-based payments — equity-settled share-based payment transactions
The Group operates an equity-settled share-based compensation plan, under which the entity receives
services from employees as consideration for equity instruments (options) of the Group. The fair value
of the employee services received in exchange for the grant of the options is recognized as an expense.
The total amount to be expensed is determined by reference to the fair value of the options granted:
•

including any market performance conditions (for example, an entity’s share price);

•

excluding the impact of any service and non-market performance vesting conditions (for example,
profitability, sales growth targets and remaining an employee of the entity over a specified time
period); and

•

including the impact of any non-vesting conditions (for example, the requirement for employees
to save or holding shares for a specific period of time).

At the end of each reporting period, the Group revises its estimates of the number of options that are
expected to vest based on the non-marketing performance and service conditions. It recognizes the
impact of the revision to original estimates, if any, in the consolidated statement of profit or loss, with
a corresponding adjustment to equity.
In addition, in some circumstances employees may provide services in advance of the grant date and
therefore the grant date fair value is estimated for the purposes of recognizing the expense during the
period between service commencement period and grant date.
When the options are exercised, the Company issues new shares. The proceeds received net of any
directly attributable transaction costs are credited to share capital (and share premium).

2.27 Provisions
Provisions for legal claims are recognized when: the Group has a present legal or constructive
obligation as a result of past events; it is probable that an outflow of resources will be required to
settle the obligation; and the amount has been reliably estimated. Provisions are not recognized for
future operating losses.
Where there are a number of similar obligations, the likelihood that an outflow will be required in
settlement is determined by considering the class of obligations as a whole. A provision is recognized
even if the likelihood of an outflow with respect to any one item included in the same class of
obligations may be small.
Provisions are measured at the present value of management’s best estimate of the expenditure
required to settle the present obligation at the end of the reporting period. The discount rate used to
determine the present value is a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time
value of money and the risks specific to the liability. The increase in the provision due to passage of
time is recognized as interest expense.
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2.28 Contingent liabilities
A contingent liability is a possible obligation that arises from past events and whose existence will
only be confirmed by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not
wholly within the control of the Group. It can also be a present obligation arising from past events
that is not recognized because it is not probable that outflow of economic resources will be required or
the amount of obligation cannot be measured reliably.
A contingent liability is not recognized but is disclosed in the notes to the consolidated financial
statements. When a change in the probability of an outflow occurs so that outflow is probable, they
will then be recognized as a provision.

2.29 Revenue recognition
The Group manufactures and trades a range of apparels and accessories. Sales are recognized when
control of the products has transferred, being when the products are shipped to the customer, the
customer has full discretion over the channel and price to sell the products, and there is no unfulfilled
obligation that could affect the customer’s acceptance of the products. Delivery occurs when the
products have been shipped to the specific location, the risks of obsolescence and loss have been
transferred to the customer, and either the customer has accepted the products in accordance with the
sales contract, the acceptance provisions have lapsed, or the Group has objective evidence that all
criteria for acceptance have been satisfied.
No element of financing is deemed present as the sales are made with a short credit term, which is
consistent with market practice. The Group’s obligation to replace faulty products or refund customers
under the standard warranty terms is recognized as a provision, see Note 2.27.
A receivable is recognized when the products are shipped as this is the point in time that the
consideration is unconditional because only the passage of time is required before the payment is due.
Contract liability is recognized when payments are received from customers in advance but the
relevant performance obligation has not been performed.
Other than sales of apparels and accessories, the Group does not have other material revenue stream.
Certain ancillary income, such as scrap sales, follows the same recognition policy.
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2.30 Leases
Leases are recognized as a right-of-use asset and a corresponding liability at the date at which the
leased asset is available for use by the Group.
For leases of properties for which the Group is a lessee, it has elected not to separate lease and nonlease components and instead accounts for these as a single lease component.
Lease terms are negotiated on an individual basis and contain a wide range of different terms and
conditions. The lease agreements do not impose any covenants other than the security interests in the
leased assets that are held by the lessor. Leased assets may not be used as security for borrowing
purposes.
Assets and liabilities arising from a lease are initially measured on a present value basis. Lease
liabilities include the net present value of the following lease payments:
•

fixed payments (including in-substance fixed payments), less any lease incentives receivable, and

•

payments of penalties for terminating the lease, if the lease term reflects the lessee exercising that
option.

The lease payments are discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease. If that rate cannot be
determined, which is generally the case for leases in the Group, the lessee’s incremental borrowing
rate is used, being the rate that the lessee would have to pay to borrow the funds necessary to obtain
an asset of similar value in a similar economic environment with similar terms and conditions.
To determine the incremental borrowing rate, the Group, where possible, uses recent third party
financing received by the individual lessee as a starting point, adjusted to reflect changes in financing
conditions since third party financing was received.
Lease payments are allocated between principal and finance cost. The finance cost is charged to
consolidated statement of profit or loss over the lease period so as to produce a constant periodic rate
of interest on the remaining balance of the liability for each period.
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2.30 Leases (Continued)
Right-of-use assets are measured at cost comprising the following:
•

the amount of the initial measurement of lease liability

•

any lease payments made at or before the commencement date less any lease incentives received,
and

•

any initial direct costs.

Right-of-use assets are generally depreciated over the shorter of the asset’s useful life and the lease
term on a straight-line basis. If the group is reasonably certain to exercise a purchase option, the rightof-use asset is depreciated over the underlying asset’s useful life.
Payments associated with short-term leases of properties and leases of low-value assets are recognized
on a straight-line basis as an expense in profit or loss. Short-term leases are leases with a lease term
of 12 months or less. Low-value assets comprise office equipment.
Rental income from operating leases where the Group is a lessor is recognized in income on a straightline basis over the lease term. The respective leased assets are included in the consolidated statement
of financial position based on their nature. The group did not need to make any adjustments to the
accounting for assets held as lessor as a result of adopting the new leasing standard.

2.31 Dividend distribution
Dividend distribution to the Company’s shareholders is recognized as a liability in the Group’s and the
Company’s financial statements in the period in which the dividends are approved by the Company’s
shareholders or directors, where appropriate.

2.32 Interest income
Interest income on financial assets at amortized cost calculated using the effective interest method is
recognized in the statement of profit or loss as part of finance income.
Interest income is presented as finance income where it is earned from financial assets that are held
for cash management purposes. Interest income is calculated by applying the effective interest rate to
the gross carrying amount of a financial asset.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
3.1

Financial risk factors
The Group’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks: market risk (including foreign exchange
risk, and cash flow interest rate risk), credit risk and liquidity risk. The Group’s overall risk
management programme focuses on the unpredictability of financial markets and seeks to minimise
potential adverse effects on the Group’s financial performance. The Group uses derivative financial
instruments to hedge certain risk exposures.
Risk management is carried out by a central treasury department (“Group Treasury”) under policies
approved by the Board of Directors. Group Treasury identifies, evaluates and hedges financial risks in
close co-operation with the Group’s operating units. The Board of Directors provides guidance for
overall risk management and specific areas, such as foreign exchange risk, interest rate risk, credit
risk, use of derivative financial instruments and non-derivative financial instruments, and investment
of excess liquidity.

(a)

Market risk
(i)

Foreign exchange risk
The Group operates internationally and is exposed to foreign exchange risk arising from
various currency exposures, primarily with respect to the US$, the Hong Kong dollar
(“HK$”), the Euro (“Euro”), the Philippine Peso (“Peso”), the Chinese Renminbi (“RMB”) and
Burmese Kyat (“Kyat”). Foreign exchange risk arises from future commercial transactions,
recognized assets and liabilities and net investments in foreign operations.
To manage the foreign exchange risk arising from future commercial transactions and
recognized assets and liabilities, the Group enters into foreign exchange forward contracts
with external financial institutions to partially hedge against such foreign exchange risk.
The Group also mitigates this risk by maintaining HK$, Euro, Peso, RMB and Kyat bank
accounts which are used by the Group to pay for the transactions denominated in these
currencies.
The HK$ is pegged to the US$ and thus foreign currency exposure is considered as minimal
and is not hedged. At 31 December 2020, if the US$ had weakened/strengthened by 5%
(2019: 5%) against the Euro with all other variables held constant, the post-tax loss (2019:
post-tax profit) for the year would have been US$103,000 lower/higher (2019: US$118,000
higher/lower), mainly as a result of foreign exchange gains/losses on translation of Eurodenominated trade and other receivables, trade payables and cash and bank balances.
At 31 December 2020, if the US$ had weakened/strengthened by 5% (2019: 5%) against the
RMB with all other variables held constant, the post-tax loss (2019: post-tax profit) for the
year would have been US$421,000 lower/higher (2019: US$157,000 higher/lower), mainly as
a result of foreign exchange gains/losses on translation of RMB-denominated trade and
other receivables, payables and cash and bank balances.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
3.1

Financial risk factors (Continued)

(a)

Market risk (Continued)
(i)

Foreign exchange risk (Continued)
At 31 December 2020, if the US$ had weakened/strengthened by 5% (2019: 5%) against the
Peso with all other variables held constant, the post-tax loss (2019: post-tax profit) for the
year would have been US$43,000 lower/higher (2019: US$115,000 higher/lower), mainly as a
result of foreign exchange losses/gains on translation of Peso-denominated other
receivables, trade and other payables and cash and bank balances.
At 31 December 2020, if the US$ had weakened/strengthened by 5% (2019: 5%) against the
Kyat with all other variables held constant, the post-tax loss (2019: post-tax profit) for the
year would have been US$29,000 lower/higher (2019: US$22,000 higher/lower), mainly as a
result of foreign exchange gains/losses on translation of Kyat-denominated cash and bank
balances.

(ii)

Cash flow interest rate risk
The Group’s interest rate risk arises from bank borrowings. Borrowings obtained at variable
rates expose the Group to cash flow interest rate risk. During the year, the Group’s
borrowings at variable rate were denominated in the US$ and HK$. Borrowings obtained at
various rates expose the Group to cash flow interest rate risk which is partially offset by
bank deposits held at various rates.
The Group analyses its interest rate exposure on a dynamic basis. Various scenarios are
simulated taking into consideration refinancing, renewal of existing positions and
alternative financing. Based on these scenarios, the Group calculates the impact on
consolidated statement of profit or loss of a defined interest rate shift. For each simulation,
the same interest rate shift is used for all currencies. The scenarios are run only for
liabilities that represent the major interest-bearing positions.
At 31 December 2020, if interest rates on borrowings had been 50 basis points (2019: 50
basis points) higher/lower with all other variables held constant, post-tax loss (2019: posttax profit) for the year would have been US$752,000 higher/lower (2019: US$903,000
lower/higher), mainly as a result of higher/lower interest expense on floating rate
borrowings.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
3.1

Financial risk factors (Continued)

(b)

Credit risk
Credit risk of the Group mainly arises from deposits with banks and financial institutions, as well
as credit exposures to customers such as trade receivables, amounts due from related companies,
joint ventures, and other receivables. The carrying amount of these balances in the consolidated
statement of financial position represents the Group’s maximum exposure to credit risk in
relation to its financial assets.

(i)

Risk Management
Majority of the Group’s bank deposits are placed in those banks and financial institutions
which are independently rated with a high credit rating. Management does not expect any
losses from non-performance by these banks and financial institutions as they have no
default history in the past.
Debtors of the Group may be affected by the unfavorable economic conditions, the lower
liquidity situation, and deteriorating operating conditions, which have an impact on
management’s cash flow forecasts and assessment of the impairment of receivables.
Management assesses the credit quality of the customer, taking into account its financial
position, past experience and other factors. The compliance with credit limits by customers
is regularly monitored by management.

(ii)

Impairment of financial assets
The Group has two types of financial assets that are subject to the expected credit loss
model:
•

Trade receivables and contract assets;

•

Other financial assets at amortized cost included in other receivables

While cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash are also subject to the impairment
requirements of HKFRS 9, the identified impairment loss was immaterial.
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3.1

Financial risk factors (Continued)

(b)

Credit risk (Continued)
(ii)

Impairment of financial assets (Continued)
Trade receivables and contract assets
The Group applies the HKFRS 9 simplified approach to measuring expected credit losses
which uses a lifetime expected loss allowance for all trade receivables and contract assets.
To measure the expected credit losses, trade receivables and contract assets have been
grouped based on shared credit risk characteristics and the days past due.
Individually impaired trade receivables and contract assets are related to customers who are
experiencing unexpected economic difficulties. The Group expects that the entire amounts
of the receivables will have difficulty to be recovered and has recognised impairment losses
of US$4,378,000.
Expected credit losses are also estimated by grouping the remaining receivables from third
party based on shared credit risk characteristics and the days past due and collectively
assessed for the likelihood of loss allowance, taking into account the nature of the customer
and its ageing category, and applying expected credit loss rates to the respective gross
carrying amounts of the receivables.
The expected credit loss rates are based on corresponding historical credit losses
experienced up to 1 year and are adjusted to reflect current and forward-looking
information on macroeconomic factors affecting the ability of the customers to settle the
receivables.
The Group uses two categories for those trade receivables and contract assets which reflect
their credit risk and how the loss allowance is determined for each of those categories.

Measurement of expected credit loss on individual basis
For trade receivables and contract assets relating to corporate customers, which are listed
entities with satisfactory credit history, are assessed individually for impairment allowance.
As at 31 December 2020, the balances of such individually assessed trade receivables and
contract assets and the corresponding loss allowance are HK$86,773,000 and HK$35,000,
respectively.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
3.1

Financial risk factors (Continued)

(b)

Credit risk (Continued)
(ii)

Impairment of financial assets (Continued)
Trade receivables and contract assets (Continued)
Measurement of expected credit loss on collective basis
Other than those trade receivables and contract assets which were assessed by individual
basis, trade receivables and contract assets have been grouped based on shared similar
credit risk characteristics and the days past due.
The following tables present the balances of gross carrying amounts and loss allowance in
respect of the collectively assessed trade receivables and contract assets as at 31 December
2020:

31 December 2020

Not yet
past due
US$’000

1 to
30 days
US$’000

31 to
60 days
US$’000

61 to
90 days
US$’000

Trade receivables
Contract assets
Expected loss rate
Loss allowance

12,554
6,191
19
0.1%

1,869
—
8
0.4%

85
—
1
1.2%

240
—
30
12.5%

Past due
91 to 121 days to 151 days to
120 days
150 days
365 days
US$’000
US$’000
US$’000
28
—
1
3.6%

27
—
1
3.7%

10
—
—
—

Over 365
days
US$’000

Total
US$’000

17
—
5
29.4%

14,830
6,191
65
0.3%

On that basis, the closing loss allowances for trade receivables as at 31 December 2020 and
2019 reconcile to the opening loss allowances as follows:

At 1 January — calculated under HKFRS 9
Increase in loss allowances recognized in profit
or loss during the year
Receivables written off during the year as
uncollectible
Unused amount reversed
Exchange differences
At 31 December

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

398

113

4,156

347

(76)
—
—

(23)
(6)
(33)

4,478

398

As at 31 December 2020, the Group had a concentration of credit risk given that the top 5
customers account for 71% (2019: 73%) of the Group’s total year end trade receivables
balance. However, the Group concludes that the credit risk in relation to these customers is
not significant because they have no history of default in recent years.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
3.1

Financial risk factors (Continued)

(b)

Credit risk (Continued)
(ii)

Impairment of financial assets (Continued)
Trade receivables and contract assets (Continued)
Trade receivables are written off when there is no reasonable expectation of recovery.
Indicators that there is no reasonable expectation of recovery include, amongst others, the
failure of a debtor to engage in a repayment plan with the Group.
Impairment losses on trade receivables are presented as net impairment losses within
operating profit. Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off are credited
against the same line item.
Other financial assets at amortised cost include certain deposits and other receivables,
amount due from joint venture and related companies. These financial assets are considered
to be low credit risk primarily because they had no history of default and the
counterparties had a strong capacity to meet their contractual cash flow obligations in the
near term. The Group has assessed that the expected credit losses for these receivables are
immaterial under 12 months expected losses method. Thus, the loss allowance provision
recognised for these balances is close to zero.

(c)

Liquidity risk
Prudent liquidity risk management implies maintaining sufficient cash and the availability of
funding through an adequate amount of available credit facilities. The directors aim to maintain
flexibility in funding by keeping credit lines available.
Management monitors rolling forecasts of the Group’s liquidity requirements to ensure it has
sufficient cash to meet operational needs while maintaining sufficient headroom on its undrawn
committed borrowing facilities (Note 19) at all times so that the Group does not breach borrowing
limits or covenants (where applicable) on any of its borrowing facilities. Surplus cash held by
Group entities over and above balances required for working capital management is invested in
interest-bearing bank accounts and bank deposits with appropriate maturities or sufficient
liquidity to provide sufficient head-room as determined by the above-mentioned forecasts.
The following tables analyze the Group’s non-derivative financial liabilities and net-settled
derivative financial liabilities into relevant maturity grouping based on the remaining period at
the date of the consolidated statement of financial position to the contractual maturity date. The
amounts disclosed in the table are the contractual undiscounted cash flows (including interest
payments computed using contractual rates or, if floating, based on rates current at the date of
the consolidated statement of financial position) and the earliest date the Group can be required
to pay.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
3.1

Financial risk factors (Continued)

(c)

Liquidity risk (Continued)
Specifically, for bank loans which contain a repayment on demand clause which can be exercised
at the bank’s sole discretion, the analysis shows the cash outflow based on the earliest period in
which the entity can be required to pay, that is if the lenders were to invoke their unconditional
rights to call the loans with immediate effect. The maturity analysis for other bank borrowings
and finance lease liabilities is prepared based on the scheduled repayment dates.
More than

More than

More than

3 months

1 year but

2 years but

Total

Within 3 but less than

less than

less than

More than undiscounted
5 years cash outflows

On demand

months

1 year

2 years

5 years

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

Carrying
amount
US$’000

Group
At 31 December 2020
120,946

2,415

11,734

15,431

11,158

—

161,684

160,590

Trade and other payables

—

108,629

17,995

—

—

—

126,624

126,624

Lease liabilities

—

1,715

4,165

4,413

8,697

24,869

43,859

26,187

120,946

112,759

33,894

19,844

19,855

24,869

332,167

313,401

Bank borrowings

At 31 December 2019
Bank borrowings

142,027

1,003

3,966

10,033

11,508

—

168,537

167,127

Trade and other payables

—

108,181

3,122

—

—

—

111,303

111,303

Lease liabilities

—

1,831

4,859

5,409

9,604

32,337

54,040

32,367

142,027

111,015

11,947

15,442

21,112

32,337

333,880

310,797
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
3.1

Financial risk factors (Continued)

(c)

Liquidity risk (Continued)
The table below summarizes the maturity analysis of bank borrowings with a repayment on
demand clause based on agreed scheduled repayments set out in the loan agreements. The
amounts include interest payments computed using contractual rates. Taking into account the
Group’s financial position, the directors do not consider that it is probable that the bank will
exercise its discretion to demand immediate repayment. The directors believe that such bank
loans will be repaid in accordance with the scheduled repayment dates set out in the loan
agreements.
Maturity analysis -Bank borrowings subject to a repayment
on demand clause based on scheduled repayments
More than
More than
1 year but less
2 years but
Within
than
less than
Total
1 year
2 years
5 years
outflows
US$’000
US$’000
US$’000
US$’000

3.2

At 31 December 2020

110,587

5,085

7,754

123,426

At 31 December 2019

131,897

5,167

10,669

147,733

Capital risk management
The Group’s objectives when managing capital are to safeguard the Group’s ability to continue as a
going concern in order to provide returns for shareholders and benefits for other stakeholders, and to
maintain an optimal capital structure to reduce the cost of capital.
In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust the amount of dividends
paid to shareholders, return capital to shareholders, issue new shares or sell assets to reduce debt. The
Group monitors capital by maintaining a net cash position throughout the year.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
3.3

Fair value estimation
The table below analyses the Group’s financial instruments carried at fair value, by valuation method.
The different levels have been defined as follows:
•

Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (level 1)

•

Inputs other than quoted prices included within level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability,
either directly (that is, as prices) or indirectly (that is, derived from prices) (level 2)

•

Inputs for the asset and liability that are not based on observable market data (that is, unobservable
inputs) (level 3)

The following table presents the Group’s liabilities that were measured at fair value.
Level 1
US$’000

Level 2
US$’000

Level 3
US$’000

Total
US$’000

At 31 December 2020
Liabilities
— Derivative financial instruments (Note i)

—

(129)

—

(129)

At 31 December 2019
Liabilities
— Derivative financial instruments (Note i)

—

(19)

—

(19)

Notes:
(i)

The fair values of financial instruments, that are not traded in an active market, which primarily represented the forward
foreign exchange contracts, is determined by using valuation techniques. These valuation techniques maximize the use of
observable market data where it is available and rely as little as possible on entity specific estimates. As all significant inputs
required to fair value an instrument are observable, the instrument is included in level 2.
If one or more of the significant inputs is not based on observable market data, the instrument is included in level 3.

(ii)

3.4

There were no transfers among level 1, level 2 and level 3 during the year.

Offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities
No financial assets and financial liabilities were subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting
arrangements and similar agreements as at 31 December 2020 (2019: same).
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CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGMENTS
The Group makes estimates and assumptions concerning the future. The resulting accounting estimates will,
by definition, seldom equal the related actual results. The estimates and assumptions that have a significant
risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next
financial year are addressed below.

(a)

Income taxes
The Group is subject to income taxes in numerous jurisdictions. Significant judgment is required in
determining the worldwide provision for income taxes. There are many transactions and calculations
for which the ultimate tax determination is uncertain. The Group recognizes liabilities for anticipated
tax audit issues based on estimates of whether additional taxes will be due. Where the final tax
outcome of these matters is different from the amounts that were initially recorded, such differences
will impact the current and deferred income tax assets and liabilities in the period in which such
determination is made. Please refer to Note 27 for details.

(b)

Useful lives of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets (other than goodwill)
The Group’s management determines the estimated useful lives, related depreciation and amortization
charges for its property, plant and equipment and intangible assets (other than goodwill). This estimate
is based on the historical experience of the actual useful lives of property, plant and equipment and
intangible assets of similar nature and functions. Management will increase the depreciation and
amortization charges where useful lives are less than previously estimated lives. It will write off or
write down technically obsolete or non-strategic assets that have been abandoned or sold. Actual
economic lives may differ from estimated useful lives. Periodic review could result in a change in
depreciable and amortization lives and therefore depreciation and amortization expense in future
periods.

(c)

Impairment of property, plant and equipment, right-of-use assets and intangible assets (other
than goodwill)
Property, plant and equipment, right-of-use assets and intangible assets (other than goodwill) are
reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying
amount may not be recoverable such as declines in asset’s market value and significant increase in
interest rates that may affect the discount rate used in calculating the asset’s recoverable amount. The
recoverable amounts have been determined based on the higher of fair value less costs of disposal
calculations or value in use calculations. These calculations require the use of judgements and
estimates.
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CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGMENTS (CONTINUED)
(d)

Impairment of goodwill
The Group tests annually whether goodwill has suffered any impairment. For the purposes of
impairment reviews, the recoverable amount of goodwill is determined based on the higher of fair
value less costs of disposal or value in use calculations. The recoverable amount calculations primarily
use cash flow forecast based on financial budgets and forecasts covering a period of 5 years approved
by management and estimated terminal value at the end of the budget period.
There are a number of assumptions and estimates involved in the preparation of cash flow forecast for
the period covered by the approved budgets. Key assumptions include the growth rates and discount
rates to reflect the risks involved. Management prepares the financial budgets and forecasts reflecting
actual and prior year performance and market development expectations. Judgment is required to
determine key assumptions adopted in the cash flow forecast and changes to key assumptions could
affect these cash flow forecast and therefore the results of the impairment reviews.
No impairment has been recognized in the year ended 31 December 2020 (Note 9).

(e)

Pension benefits
The present value of the pension obligations depends on a number of factors that are determined on
an actuarial basis using a number of assumptions. The assumptions used in determining the net cost/
income for pensions include the discount rate. Any changes in these assumptions will impact the
carrying amount of pension obligations.
The Group determines the appropriate discount rate at the end of each year. This is the interest rate
that should be used to determine the present value of estimated future cash outflows expected to be
required to settle the pension obligations. In determining the appropriate discount rate, the Group
considers the interest rates of high-quality corporate bonds that are denominated in the currency in
which the benefits will be paid, and that have terms to maturity approximating the terms of the
related pension obligation.
Other key assumptions for pension obligations are based in part on current market conditions.
Additional information is disclosed in Note 20.

(f)

Impairment of trade receivables
The Group’s management determines the provision for impairment of trade receivables on a forwardlooking basis and the expected lifetime losses are recognised from initial recognition of the assets. The
provision matrix is determined based on the Group’s historical observed default rates over the
expected life of the trade receivables with similar credit risk characteristics and is adjusted for
forward-looking estimates. In making the judgement, management considers available reasonable and
supportive forward-looking information such as actual or expected significant changes in the operating
results of customers, actual or expected significant adverse changes in business and customers’
financial position. At every reporting date, the historical observed default rates are updated and
changes in the forward-looking estimates are analysed by the Group’s management.
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SEGMENT INFORMATION
The Group is principally engaged in the manufacturing and trading of apparels and accessories. Revenue
mainly consists of sales revenue from apparels and accessories.
The executive directors have been identified as the chief operating decision-maker. The executive directors
have determined the operating segments based on the reports reviewed by them that are used to make
strategic decisions. The executive directors exclude certain one-off items that might not occur regularly and
which introduce volatility into the results of the segment. Certain comparative figures in segment
information have been restated to conform to current year presentation.
The executive directors assess the performance of each segment based on a measure of segment profit
primarily. Assets and liabilities of the Group are regularly reviewed on a consolidated basis. The segment
information provided to the executive directors for the reportable segments for the years ended 31
December 2020 and 2019 is as follows:
Apparel
US$’000

Accessories
US$’000

Total
US$’000

For the year ended 31 December 2020
Revenue (from external customers)

407,899

289,430

697,329

Timing of revenue recognition
At a point in time
Over time

407,899
—

289,394
36

697,293
36

407,899

289,430

697,329

(832)

(6,274)

(7,106)

(9,375)
(153)

(12,305)
(503)

(21,680)
(656)

1,560
(836)
296
(1,435)
(1,350)

(2,433)
—
90
(4,281)
440

(873)
(836)
386
(5,716)
(910)

Segment loss for the year
Loss for the year includes:
Depreciation and amortisation
Provision for loss allowances of trade receivables
Reversal of provision/(provision) for obsolete
inventories
Share of losses of joint ventures
Finance income
Finance costs
Income tax (expense)/credit
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SEGMENT INFORMATION (CONTINUED)
Apparel
US$’000

Accessories
US$’000

Total
US$’000

For the year ended 31 December 2019
Revenue (from external customers)

513,156

456,633

969,789

Timing of revenue recognition
At a point in time
Over time

513,156
—

454,495
2,138

967,651
2,138

513,156

456,633

969,789

15,172

10,553

25,725

(9,517)

(12,823)

(22,340)

(332)
(1,207)
(44)
554
(3,943)
(670)

(9)
(540)
—
53
(3,269)
(2,492)

(341)
(1,747)
(44)
607
(7,212)
(3,162)

Segment profit for the year
Profit for the year includes:
Depreciation and amortisation
Provision for loss allowances of trade and bill
receivables
Provision for obsolete inventories
Share of losses of joint ventures
Finance income
Finance costs
Income tax expense

Revenues between segments are carried out in accordance with the terms mutually agreed between the
respective parties. The revenue from external parties is derived from numerous external customers and the
revenue reported to management is measured in a manner consistent with that in the consolidated
statement of profit or loss. Management assesses the performance of the operating segments based on a
measure of (loss)/profit before corporate expenses for the year.
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SEGMENT INFORMATION (CONTINUED)
A reconciliation of total segment (loss)/profit to the (loss)/profit for the year is provided as follows:
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

Segment (loss)/profit for the year
Corporate expenses (Note i)
One-off items (Note ii)

(7,106)
(8,667)
(12,255)

25,725
(10,191)
9,631

(Loss)/profit attributable to equity holders of the company

(28,028)

25,165

Notes:
(i)

Corporate expenses represent general corporate expenses such as executive salaries and other unallocated general and administrative
expenses.

(ii)

For the year ended 31 December 2020, one-off items represent gain on the derecognition of leases due to downsizing, bad debt
provision and write-off of accounts receivables and termination expenses (2019: gain on disposal of subsidiaries and termination
expenses).

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

Analysis of revenue by category
Sales of garment, textile products and accessories
Others

688,575
8,754

962,219
7,570

Total revenue

697,329

969,789

The Group’s revenue is mainly derived from customers located in the United States of America (the “United
States”), the PRC, Europe, Canada and Japan, while the Group’s business activities are conducted
predominantly in Hong Kong, Macao, the PRC, the Philippines, Cambodia, the United States and Myanmar.
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SEGMENT INFORMATION (CONTINUED)

Analysis of revenue by geographical location
United States
Europe
PRC (including Hong Kong and Macao)
Japan
Canada
Others

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

337,735
128,242
122,799
35,236
18,163
55,154

582,099
144,564
104,731
25,770
35,764
76,861

697,329

969,789

Revenue is allocated based on the countries where the Group’s customers are located.
For the year ended 31 December 2020, revenue of approximately US$138,023,000, US$134,734,000 and
US$73,179,000 are derived from three single external customers whose sales account for more than 10% of
the total revenue. For the year ended 31 December 2019, revenue of approximately US$204,009,000,
US$145,011,000, US$126,188,000 and US$122,000,000 are derived from four single external customers whose
sales account for more than 10% of the total revenue. These revenues are attributable to the segments of
apparel and accessories.
An analysis of the Group’s non-current assets other than deferred income tax assets and deposits by
geographical location in which the assets are located is as follows:

Analysis of non-current assets by geographical location
PRC (including Hong Kong and Macao)
Cambodia
Philippines
Myanmar
Vietnam
Thailand
Others

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

77,786
67,352
34,930
27,133
2,636
1,336
6,788

84,642
49,937
40,394
25,575
3,545
3,215
5,471

217,961

212,779

As a practical expedient, no disclosure was made for the aggregate amount of the transaction price allocated
to the performance obligations that are unsatisfied (or partially unsatisfied) as at 31 December 2020 (2019:
same), because such performance obligations are part of contracts having an original expected duration of
one year or less.
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PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Land and
buildings
US$’000
Year ended 31 December 2020
Opening net book amount
Additions
Acquisition from subsidiaries
(Note 33)
Disposals/write-off
Transfer
Depreciation (Note 24)
Exchange differences
Closing net book amount

Leasehold
improvements
US$’000

Plant and
machinery
US$’000

Furniture,
fixtures and
equipment
US$’000

Motor vehicles
US$’000

Constructionin-progress
US$’000

Total
US$’000

57,309
7,874

8,680
1,038

43,541
4,480

3,494
946

1,418
155

7,406
15,585

121,848
30,078

—
(463)
2,311
(3,789)
487

115
(11)
875
(1,362)
383

2,615
(3,824)
4,677
(9,254)
1,297

64
(46)
760
(1,844)
93

—
(49)
84
(433)
22

—
(48)
(8,707)
—
1,201

2,794
(4,441)
—
(16,682)
3,483

63,729

9,718

43,532

3,467

1,197

15,437

137,080

At 31 December 2020
Cost
Accumulated depreciation and
impairment

93,589

29,312

159,359

21,438

3,596

15,437

322,731

(29,860)

(19,594)

(115,827)

(17,971)

(2,399)

—

(185,651)

Net book amount

63,729

9,718

43,532

3,467

1,197

15,437

137,080

Plant and
machinery
US$’000

Furniture,
fixtures and
equipment
US$’000

Motor vehicles
US$’000

Constructionin-progress
US$’000

Total
US$’000

Land and
buildings
US$’000
Year ended 31 December 2019
Opening net book amount
Transfer to investment properties
(Note 7)
Additions
Disposals/write-off
Transfer
Depreciation (Note 24)
Exchange differences
Closing net book amount

Leasehold
improvements
US$’000

58,841

6,492

38,271

3,257

1,402

1,034

109,297

(529)
866
—
857
(3,086)
360

—
2,636
(683)
1,597
(1,535)
173

—
8,711
(1,851)
7,196
(9,433)
647

—
1,349
(400)
964
(1,796)
120

—
209
(50)
298
(441)
—

—
17,284
—
(10,912)
—
—

(529)
31,055
(2,984)
—
(16,291)
1,300

57,309

8,680

43,541

3,494

1,418

7,406

121,848

At 31 December 2019
Cost
Accumulated depreciation and
impairment

84,284

27,898

134,898

22,771

4,137

7,406

281,394

(26,975)

(19,218)

(91,357)

(19,277)

(2,719)

—

(159,546)

Net book amount

57,309

8,680

43,541

3,494

1,418

7,406

121,848

Notes:
(i)

Depreciation expense of US$12,659,000 (2019: US$11,873,000) had been charged to the cost of sales and US$4,023,000 (2019:
US$4,418,000) has been charged to general and administrative expenses.

(ii)

As at 31 December 2020, the Group has not yet obtained the building certificate for a building located in the PRC with a carrying
amount of US$2,540,000 (2019: US$3,055,000). Please refer to Note 8 for details.
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INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

As at 1 January
Transfer from owner-occupied properties (Note 6)
Transfer from right-of-use assets (Note 8)
Disposals
Depreciation (Note 24)
Exchange differences

—
—
—
—
—
—

6,510
529
36
(5,802)
(438)
(835)

As at 31 December

—

—

Notes:
(a)

Rental income generated from the investment properties and recognized in the consolidated statement of profit or loss for the year
ended 31 December 2019 amounted to US$2,045,000.

(b)

Direct operating expenses from properties that generated rental income in the consolidated statement of profit or loss for the year
ended 31 December 2019 amounted to US$948,000.

(c)

Depreciation expenses have been charged to general and administrative expenses.

(d)

The transfer from property, plant and equipment and land use right to investment properties was also a non-cash transaction during
the year ended 31 December 2019.
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LEASES
This note provides information for leases where the Group is a lessee.
Land and
properties
US$’000

Land use
rights
US$’000

Motor
vehicles
US$’000

Total
US$’000

Right-of-use assets
As at 1 January 2020
Additions
Disposals
Depreciation (Note 24)
Exchange differences

30,048
5,366
(5,907)
(5,333)
243

4,864
1,092
—
(205)
10

3
—
—
(3)
—

34,915
6,458
(5,907)
(5,541)
253

As at 31 December 2020

24,417

5,761

—

30,178

As at 1 January 2019
Transfer to investment properties (Note 7)
Additions
Disposals
Depreciation (Note 24)
Exchange differences

11,640
—
22,218
(299)
(4,571)
1,060

5,628
(36)
—
(258)
(315)
(155)

12
—
—
—
(9)
—

17,280
(36)
22,218
(557)
(4,895)
905

As at 31 December 2019

30,048

4,864

3

34,915

As at 31 December 2020 and 2019, the Group was in the process of obtaining the land use rights certificate
in respect of a piece of land located in the PRC with a carrying amount of US$762,000 (2019: US$778,000).
Based on the Group’s experience and after seeking legal consultation, the directors are of the view that such
problem is unlikely to have a material effect on the carrying amounts of the land use rights and the
property located on this land.

(i)

Amounts recognised in the consolidated statement of financial position
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

3,775
22,412

4,653
27,714

26,187

32,367

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

1,997

1,539

1,628
5,541

2,681
4,895

Lease liabilities
Current
Non-current

(ii)

Amounts recognized in the consolidated statement of profit or loss

Interest expense (included in finance costs) (Note 26)
Expense relating to short-term leases (included in cost of sales
and general administrative expenses) (Note 24)
Depreciation expenses of right-of-use assets (Note 24)

The total cash outflow for leases for the year ended 31 December 2020 was US$7,250,000 (2019:
US$7,453,000).
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9

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Goodwill
US$’000

Customer
relationships
US$’000

Total
US$’000

Year ended 31 December 2020
Opening net book amount
Acquisition of subsidiaries (Note 33)
Amortisation (Note 24)

42,078
242
—

4,272
300
(657)

46,350
542
(657)

Closing net book amount

42,320

3,915

46,235

At 31 December 2020
Cost
Accumulated amortisation, write-off and
provision for impairment loss

63,498

53,192

116,690

(21,178)

(49,277)

(70,455)

Net book value

42,320

3,915

46,235

Year ended 31 December 2019
Opening net book amount
Amortisation (Note 24)

42,078
—

4,988
(716)

47,066
(716)

Closing net book amount

42,078

4,272

46,350

At 31 December 2019
Cost
Accumulated amortisation, write-off and
provision for impairment loss

63,256

52,892

116,148

(21,178)

(48,620)

(69,798)

Net book value

42,078

4,272

46,350

For the year ended 31 December 2020, amortisation of customer relationships of US$657,000 (2019:
US$716,000) is included in general and administrative expenses.
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INTANGIBLE ASSETS (CONTINUED)
Impairment tests for goodwill
Goodwill is allocated to the Group’s CGUs identified according to operating segments.
The following is a summary of goodwill allocation for each operating segment.

2020
Apparel
Accessories

2019
Apparel
Accessories

Opening
US$’000

Acquisition of
subsidiaries
(Note 33)
US$’000

Closing
US$’000

33,710
8,368

242
—

33,952
8,368

42,078

242

42,320

33,710
8,368

—
—

33,710
8,368

42,078

—

42,078

In accordance with HKAS 36 “Impairment of Assets”, the recoverable amount of a CGU is determined based
on the higher of fair value less costs of disposal or value in use calculations. The Group has made reference
to the valuation reports issued by an independent valuer for the calculation of the recoverable amount of
the CGUs. These calculations use pre-tax (2019: same) cash flow forecast covering a five-year period. Cash
flows beyond the five-year period are extrapolated using the terminal growth rate stated below.
Inherent in the development of the present value of future cash flow forecast are assumptions and
estimates derived from a review of the expected revenue growth rates, gross profit margins, business plans,
cost of capital and, if applicable, tax rates. Certain assumptions are made about future market conditions,
market prices and interest rates. Changes in assumptions or estimates could materially affect the
determination of the recoverable amount of a CGU, and therefore could eliminate the excess of recoverable
amount over carrying value of a CGU entirely and, in some cases, could result in impairment.
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INTANGIBLE ASSETS (CONTINUED)
Impairment tests for goodwill (Continued)
The key assumptions and parameters used for value in use calculations are as follows.
2020
Accessories
Average revenue growth (Note i)
Average gross profit margin
Terminal growth rate (Note ii)
Discount rate (Note iii)

11.1%
16.2%
3.0%
15.0%

Apparel
10.5%
14.5%
3.0%
16.0%

2019
Accessories

Apparel

6.6%
17.2%
3.0%
11.0%

6.0%
14.5%
3.0%
15.0%

Notes:
(i)

Average revenue growth rate covers the five-year forecast period. It is based on the past performance and management’s expectations
on market development.

(ii)

The terminal growth rates do not exceed the long-term average growth rate of the business in which the CGUs operate.

(iii)

Pre-tax discount rate applied to the pre-tax cash flow forecast.

These assumptions and parameters have been used for the analysis of each CGU within the operating
segment. Management determined the financial forecast based on past performance and its expectations for
the market development. The discount rates used are pre-tax and reflect specific risks relating to the
relevant segments.
In Apparel CGU, the recoverable amount calculated based on value in use exceeded the carrying amount by
US$7,460,000. A fall in annual revenue growth rate to 9.1%, a gross profit margin to 14.3%, a fall in longterm growth rate to 1.9% or a rise in discount rate to 16.6%, all changes taken in isolation, would remove the
remaining headroom.
In Accessories CGU, the recoverable amount calculated based on value in use exceeded the carrying amount
by US$5,529,000. A fall in annual revenue growth rate to 10.1%, a gross margin to 16.1%, a fall in long-term
growth rate to 2.1% or a rise in discount rate to 15.4%, all changes taken in isolation, would remove the
remaining headroom.
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10 SUBSIDIARIES
The directors are of the opinion that a complete list of the particulars of all the subsidiaries will be of
excessive length and therefore the following list contains only the particulars of the subsidiaries which
materially affect the results or assets of the Group.
Particulars of the principal subsidiaries as at 31 December 2020 and 2019 are shown as follows:
Place of
Name

Bright Sky Pte Ltd

Particulars of issued
share capital/registered

ordinary shares held ordinary shares held

establishment

place of operations

capital

by the Company (%)

Cambodia

Contractor manufacturing of

Hong Kong

Sourcing, manufacturing and
trading of textile and garment

Dluxe International Co., Ltd.

Cambodia

Manufacturing of bags in

Desk Top Bags Philippines, Inc.

Philippines

Manufacturing of bags in the

Dluxe Bags Philippines, Inc.

Philippines

Provision of subcontracting

Cambodia
Philippines
services in the Philippines
Provision of technical services in
PRC

US$1,000 each

PRC

2020

2019

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

HK$1 each
100 ordinary shares of
US$10,000 each
210,000 ordinary share
of Peso 100 each
50,000,000 ordinary
share of Peso 100
Registered and total
paid-in capital of
HK$10,000,000

東 莞 天 河 針 織 有 限 公 司+

2019

1 ordinary share of

each
PRC

by the Group (%)

2020

1,000 ordinary shares of

products in Cambodia

Dongguan Huan Yi Industrial Ltd

Proportion of

Principal activities and

garments in Cambodia
D’Luxe Group Limited

Proportion of

incorporation/

Garment manufacturing in the PRC Registered and total
paid-in capital of
HK$26,771,800

東 莞 通 威 服 裝 有 限 公 司+

PRC

Trading and manufacturing of
garment products in the PRC

Registered and total
paid-in capital of
US$2,500,000

東 莞 星 駿 手 袋 有 限 公 司+

PRC

Manufacturing of bags in the PRC

Registered capital of
HK$10,014,600 and
total paid-in capital
of HK$9,930,000

Elite Enterprises Corporation Ltd

Hong Kong

Trading of handbags in Hong Kong 10,000 ordinary shares

EMC Manufacturing Ltd

Myanmar

Manufacturing of handbags in

Golden Dragon Apparel, Inc.

Philippines

Garment manufacturing in the

廣 州 市 捷 進 製 衣 廠 有 限 公 司+

PRC

Garment manufacturing in the PRC Registered and total

of HK$1 each
Myanmar

Philippines

1,000 ordinary shares of
US$1 each
62,000 ordinary shares
of Peso 100 each

paid-in capital of
US$7,200,000
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10 SUBSIDIARIES (CONTINUED)
Place of
Name

Luen Thai Overseas Macao

Particulars of issued

Proportion of

Principal activities and

share capital/registered

ordinary shares held ordinary shares held

establishment

place of operations

capital

by the Company (%)

Macao

Commercial Offshore Co. Limited

Sourcing and trading company in
Macao

Garment manufacturing in the

Luen Thai International Group

Sourcing, manufacturing and

Philippines
Hong Kong

Limited

trading of textile and garment

2019

—

—

100%

100%

of Peso 100 each

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

2 ordinary shares of
HK$1 each

Sourcing and trading company in

Luen Thai Overseas Limited

Bahamas

Investment holding in Hong Kong

16,685,806 ordinary

Ocean Sky Apparel (VN) Limited

Vietnam

Processing and exporting garment

Registered capital of

25,000 ordinary shares
of MOP1 each

shares of US$1 each

products in Vietnam

2020

20,000 ordinary shares

Macao

Macao

2019

of Macao Pataca

products in Hong Kong

Offshore Company Limited

by the Group (%)

2020

100,000 ordinary shares
(“MOP”) 1 each

L & T International Group Phils., Inc. Philippines

Luen Thai Macao Commercial

Proportion of

incorporation/

US$6,000,000 with
total paid-in capital
of US$1,800,000

Ocean Sky Global Singapore (S)

Singapore

Pte Ltd

Garment trading and sourcing
overseas in Singapore

Registered and total
paid-in capital of
US$21,223,245

Suntex Pte Ltd

Cambodia

Contract manufacturing of

TellaS Ltd.

United States

Import and distribution of

garments in Cambodia

garments in the United States

1,200,000 ordinary
shares of US$1 each
100 ordinary shares
with total paid-in
capital of
US$100,000

Tien-Hu Knitting Factory (Hong

Hong Kong

Kong) Limited

Subcontracting service of
manufacturing garment

1,000,000 ordinary
shares of HK$1 each

products
Tien-Hu Trading (Hong Kong)

Hong Kong

Limited
TMS Fashion (H.K.) Limited

Trading of garment products in
Hong Kong

Hong Kong

Garment trading and investment
holding in Hong Kong

TMS International Limited

Hong Kong

Garment trading in Hong Kong

1,000,000 ordinary
shares of HK$1 each
3,000,000 shares of
HK$1 each
2,000 ordinary shares of
HK$500 each
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10 SUBSIDIARIES (CONTINUED)
Place of
Name

Unison Development (Asia) Ltd

Particulars of issued
share capital/registered

ordinary shares held ordinary shares held

establishment

place of operations

capital

by the Company (%)

Hong Kong

Trading of money pieces in Hong

Thailand

Manufacturing of money pieces in
Thailand

Hong Kong

Ltd

Provision of technical and

by the Group (%)

2020

2019

2020

2019

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

—

—

100%

100%

10,000 ordinary shares
of HK$1 each
28,000,000 ordinary
shares of THB$10
each

Universal Handicraft Manufacturers

Proportion of

Principal activities and

Kong
Unison Pan (Asia) Company Ltd

Proportion of

incorporation/

1,000 ordinary shares of

management services in Hong

HK$100 each and

Kong

100 non-voting
deferred shares of
HK$1,000 each

Verte HK Limited

Hong Kong

Sourcing and trading company in

Yuen Thai Philippines, Inc

Philippines

Garment manufacturing in the

Yuen Thai Industrial Company

Hong Kong

Sourcing and trading company in

Hong Kong

Philippines

Limited

Hong Kong

1 ordinary share of
HK$1 each
1,000,000 shares of Peso
1 each
10,000 ordinary shares
of HK$1 each

+

The subsidiaries are established as wholly foreign-owned enterprises in the PRC.

(a)

Material non-controlling interests
The total non-controlling interest as at 31 December 2020 is US$2,490,000 (2019: Nil), mainly
comprised the Group’s investment in Unit 15 Apparel LLP (“Unit 15”) through Fortune Investment
Overseas Limited. The non-controlling interests in respect of Sew Sew You Limited and Dandong Yuen
Thai Garment Limited are not material.
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10 SUBSIDIARIES (CONTINUED)
(a)

Material non-controlling interests (Continued)

Summarised financial information on subsidiaries with material non-controlling interests
Set out below are the summarised financial information for the subsidiary that has non-controlling
interests that are material to the Group.
Unit 15
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

Summarised balance sheet
Non-current assets
Current assets
Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Net assets

4,724
1,014
—
(649)
5,089

—
—
—
—
—

Summarised statement of profit or loss
Revenue
Loss for the year
Other comprehensive loss for the year
Total comprehensive loss for the year
Loss attributable to non-controlling interests

2,548
(665)
—
(665)
(326)

—
—
—
—
—

Summarised cash flows
Net cash generated from operating activities
Net cash used in investing activities
Net cash used in financing activities
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents

10,732
(4,813)
(5,919)
—

—
—
—
—

The information above is the amount before inter-company eliminations.
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INTERESTS IN JOINT VENTURES
The movement of interests in joint ventures is provided as follows:
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

Beginning of the year
Addition of joint venture
Share of post-tax losses of joint ventures
Dividends received

4,240
245
(836)
—

4,551
—
(44)
(267)

End of the year

3,649

4,240

The directors are of the opinion that the joint ventures are not material to the Group. Accordingly,
summarized financial information is not presented.
As at 31 December 2020 and 2019, the Group has no share of capital commitments of joint ventures. There
is no contingent liability in relation to the Group’s interests in joint ventures.

12 DEFERRED INCOME TAX
The movements in deferred income tax assets and liabilities during the year, without taking into
consideration the offsetting of balances within the same tax jurisdiction, are as follows:
Accelerated tax
depreciation
US$’000

Intangible
assets
US$’000

Others
US$’000

Total
US$’000

At 1 January 2019
Charged/(credited) to consolidated
statement of profit or loss
Credited to consolidated statement of
comprehensive income
Disposal of subsidiaries

2,770

808

307

3,885

(344)

(110)

142

(312)

—
13

—
—

(70)
(51)

(70)
(38)

At 31 December 2019
(Credited)/charged to consolidated
statement of profit or loss
Acquisition of subsidiaries
Credited to consolidated statement of
comprehensive income (Note 27)
Deregistration of subsidiaries

2,439

698

328

3,465

(248)
463

(109)
50

277
—

(80)
513

—
—

—
—

(84)
(57)

(84)
(57)

At 31 December 2020

2,654

639

464

3,757

Deferred income tax liabilities
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12 DEFERRED INCOME TAX (CONTINUED)
Deferred income tax assets

Tax losses
US$’000

Provision
US$’000

Others
US$’000

Total
US$’000

(751)

(634)

(214)

(1,599)

(495)

(18)

117

(396)

At 31 December 2019
Credited to consolidated statement
of profit or loss
Deregistration of a subsidiary

(1,246)

(652)

(97)

(1,995)

(220)
—

(575)
—

(256)
52

(1,051)
52

At 31 December 2020

(1,466)

(1,227)

(301)

(2,994)

At 1 January 2019
(Credited)/charged to consolidated
statement of profit or loss

Deferred income tax assets are recognised for tax loss carried forward to the extent that the realization of
the related tax benefit through the future taxable profits is probable. The Group did not recognize deferred
income tax assets of US$4,168,000 (2019: US$4,355,000) in respect of losses amounting to US$25,337,000
(2019: US$25,977,000) that can be carried forward against future taxable income. Among the tax losses,
US$9,962,000 (2019: US$8,972,000) have expiry dates from 2021 to 2026 (2019: 2020 to 2025). The remaining
tax losses have no expiry date.
Deferred income tax liabilities of US$5,620,000 (2019: US$7,135,000) have not been recognised for the
withholding tax and other taxes that would be payable on the unremitted earnings of certain subsidiaries.
Such amounts are permanently reinvested. Unremitted earnings totalled US$26,507,000 (2019:
US$34,338,000) at 31 December 2020.

13 INVENTORIES

Raw materials
Work in progress
Finished goods

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

27,297
37,521
6,638

45,531
47,822
6,622

71,456

99,975

The cost of inventories recognised as expense and included in cost of sales amounted to US$424,602,000
(2019: US$572,682,000), which included provision for obsolete inventories of US$873,000 (2019:
US$1,747,000).
As at 31 December 2020, no inventory was held under trust receipt bank loans arrangement (2019:
US$15,278,000) (Note 19).
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14 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS BY CATEGORY
Assets at
amortised cost
US$’000

Total
US$’000

31 December 2020
Financial assets as per consolidated statement of financial position
Trade and other receivables excluding non-financial assets
Cash and bank balances
Restricted cash

162,020
66,198
15

162,020
66,198
15

Total

228,233

228,233

31 December 2019
Financial assets as per consolidated statement of financial position
Trade and other receivables excluding non-financial assets
Cash and bank balances
Restricted cash

151,378
82,959
14

151,378
82,959
14

Total

234,351

234,351

Liabilities at
fair value
through
profit or loss
US$’000

Other financial
liabilities at
amortised cost
US$’000

Total
US$’000

31 December 2020
Financial liabilities as per consolidated statement
of financial position
Borrowings
Trade and other payables excluding non-financial
liabilities
Lease liabilities
Derivative financial instruments

—

160,590

160,590

—
—
129

126,621
26,187
—

126,621
26,187
129

Total

129

313,398

313,527

31 December 2019
Financial liabilities as per consolidated statement
of financial position
Borrowings
Trade and other payables excluding non-financial
liabilities
Lease liabilities
Derivative financial instruments

—

167,127

167,127

—
—
19

111,303
32,367
—

111,303
32,367
19

Total

19

310,797

310,816
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15 TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

Current portion
Trade and bill receivables
Less: loss allowances
Trade and bill receivables — net
Deposits, prepayments and other receivables
Contract assets
Amounts due from related parties (Note 32 (b))

Non-current portion
Prepayments for purchases of property, plant and equipment
Deposits
Others

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

101,603
(4,478)

129,049
(398)

97,125
43,651
6,191
25,032

128,651
24,366
—
5,190

171,999

158,207

—
2,468
819

4,650
2,405
776

3,287

7,831

The Group normally grants credit terms to its customers up to 120 days. The ageing analysis of the trade
and bill receivables based on invoice date is as follows:

0 to 30 days
31 to 60 days
61 to 90 days
91 to 120 days
Over 120 days

The Group does not hold any collateral as security.

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

60,920
24,396
7,979
2,470
5,838

102,414
18,226
6,213
1,202
994

101,603

129,049
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15 TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES (CONTINUED)
The carrying amounts of the Group’s trade and bill receivables are denominated in the following currencies:

US$
RMB
Euro
Other currencies

(i)

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

92,419
2,775
1,347
584

124,536
3,683
431
1

97,125

128,651

Transferred receivables
The carrying amounts of the trade receivables include receivables which are subject to a factoring
arrangement. Under this arrangement, the Group has transferred the relevant receivables to the factor
in exchange for cash and is prevented from selling or pledging the receivables. However, the Group
has retained late payment and credit risk. The Group therefore continues to recognise the transferred
assets in their entirety in its consolidated statement of financial postiion. The amount repayable under
the factoring agreement is presented as secured borrowing. The Group considers the held to collect
business model to remain appropriate for these receivables and hence continues measuring them at
amortised cost.
The relevant carrying amounts are as follows:

Transferred receivables
Associated secured borrowing

(ii)

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

1,794
1,435

7,153
5,722

Fair values of trade and other receivables
Due to the short-term nature of the current receivables, their carrying amount is considered to be the
same as their fair value.

(iii) Impairment and risk exposure
The Group applies the HKFRS 9 simplified approach to measuring expected credit losses which uses a
lifetime expected loss allowance for all trade receivables. Note 3.1(b) provides for details about the
calculation of the allowance.
Information about the impairment of trade and other receivables and the Group’s exposure to credit
risk, foreign currency risk and interest rate risk can be found in Note 3.1.
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16 CASH AND BANK BALANCES
(a)

Cash and cash equivalents
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

Cash at bank and on hand
Short-term bank deposits
Bank deposits with a maturity period of over 3 months

57,342
8,480
376

69,321
13,637
1

Cash and bank balances
Less: bank deposits with a maturity period of over 3 months

66,198
(376)

82,959
(1)

Cash and cash equivalents in the consolidated
statement of cash flows

65,822

82,958

The effective interest rate on short-term bank deposits was 1.53% (2019: 1.66%) per annum; these
deposits have an average maturity period of 10 days (2019: 15 days).

Significant restrictions
At 31 December 2020, the Group’s cash and cash equivalents and short-term bank deposits included
balances of US$23,599,000 (2019: US$19,461,000), which were deposited with banks in the PRC and
Vietnam. The remittance of such balances out of the PRC and Vietnam is subject to the rules and
regulations of foreign exchanges control promulgated by corresponding governments.

(b)

Restricted cash
As at 31 December 2020, US$15,000 (2019: US$14,000), are restricted deposits held at bank as reserve
for settling custom duties.
The Group’s cash and bank balances and restricted cash are denominated in the following currencies:

US$
HK$
Euro
RMB
Peso
Kyat
Other currencies

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

38,068
1,131
1,293
20,378
1,803
684
2,856

55,150
2,604
2,403
16,040
2,495
518
3,763

66,213

82,973
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17 SHARE CAPITAL

Authorised — ordinary shares of US$0.01 each
At 31 December 2019 and 2020
Issued and fully paid — ordinary shares of US$0.01 each
At 1 January 2019, 31 December 2019 and 31 December 2020

Number of
Shares

Nominal
value
US$’000

1,500,000,000

15,000

1,034,112,666

10,341

Share option
On 26 May 2014, a share option scheme (the “Option Scheme”) of the Company was approved and adopted
pursuant to an ordinary resolution. The terms of the Option Scheme is effective for a period of 10 years and
will expire on 25 May 2024.
Under the Option Scheme, the Company may grant options to selected full-time employees and directors of
the Company and subsidiaries to subscribe for shares in the Company. Additionally, the Company may, from
time to time, grant share options to eligible advisors and consultants to the Company and its subsidiaries at
the discretion of the Board of Directors.
The total number of shares in respect of which options may be granted under the Option Scheme is not
permitted to exceed 10% of the shares of the Company in issue as at the date of the listing of the shares
without prior approval from the Company’s shareholders. The number of shares issued and to be issued in
respect of which options granted and may be granted to any individual in any one year is not permitted to
exceed 1% of the shares of the Company in issue at the date of such grant, without prior approval from the
Company’s shareholders.
Options may be exercised at any time within the relevant exercise period. The Group has no legal or
constructive obligation to repurchase or settle the options in cash. The exercise price is determined by the
highest of (i) the closing price of the Company’s shares on the date of grant; (ii) the average closing price of
the shares for the five business days immediately preceding the date of grant; and (iii) the nominal value of
the Company’s shares.
As at 31 December 2020 and 2019, there is no outstanding share option under the Option Schemes. No share
options have been granted or vested during the year ended 31 December 2020 (2019: Nil).
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18 OTHER RESERVES
Capital

Other capital

Employment

reserve

reserves

benefits

(Note i)

(Note ii)

reserve

reserve

Total

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

7,891

(4,466)

4,793

(6,190)

2,028

—

—

317

1,168

1,485

—

—

(2,470)

—

(2,470)

—

1,671

—

—

1,671

—

—

—

(708)

(708)

At 31 December 2019

7,891

(2,795)

2,640

(5,730)

2,006

At 1 January 2020

7,891

(2,795)

2,640

(5,730)

2,006

—

—

844

(3,372)

(2,528)

—

—

(2,033)

—

(2,033)

7,891

(2,795)

1,451

(9,102)

(2,555)

At 1 January 2019
Currency translation differences

Exchange

Actuarial losses on retirement benefit
obligations
Disposal of subsidiaries (Note iii)
Exchange reserve released upon disposal of
subsidiaries (Note 34)

Currency translation differences
Actuarial losses on retirement benefit
obligations

At 31 December 2020
Notes:
(i)

The capital reserve of the Group represents the difference between the nominal value of the shares of the subsidiaries acquired
pursuant to the Initial Public Offering reorganisation and the nominal value of the Company’s shares issued in exchange thereof.

(ii)

Other capital reserves primarily represent (a) the initial recognition of the financial liabilities in relation to the put options granted
to the non-controlling interests and the subsequent derecognition of such financial liabilities upon the put options are exercised,
expired or terminated; and (b) the difference between the amount by which the non-controlling interests are acquired and the fair
value of the consideration paid.

(iii)

During the year ended 31 December 2019, the Group disposed certain of its subsidiaries, the release of other capital represent (a) the
initial recognition of the financial liabilities in relation to the put options granted to the non-controlling interests and the
subsequent derecognition of such financial liabilities upon the put options are exercised, expired or terminated; and (b) the
difference between the amount by which the non-controlling interests are acquired and the fair value of the consideration paid.
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19 BORROWINGS

Non-current
Bank borrowings
— Term loans

Current
Bank borrowings
— Term loans
— Trade finances

Total borrowings
Non-current borrowings
— Non-secured
Current borrowings
— Secured
— Non-secured

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

25,600

20,200

25,600

20,200

105,945
29,045

82,585
64,342

134,990

146,927

160,590

167,127

25,600

20,200

6,046
128,944

37,420
109,507

160,590

167,127

The interest-bearing bank borrowings, including those repayable on demand, are carried at amortized cost.
The carrying amounts of the borrowings are approximately equal to their fair values.
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19 BORROWINGS (CONTINUED)
As at 31 December 2020 and 2019, the Group’s borrowings, based on the scheduled repayment terms set out
in the loan agreements and ignoring effect of any repayment on demand clause, were repayable as follows:
Trade finance
2020
2019
US$’000
US$’000
Within 1 year
Bank borrowings due for
repayment after 1 year:
After 1 year but within 2 years
After 2 years but within 5 years

Representing:
Maturity within 5 years

Term loans
2020
2019
US$’000
US$’000

Total
2020
2019
US$’000
US$’000

29,045

64,342

93,445

67,585

122,490

131,927

—
—

—
—

20,044
18,056

14,600
20,600

20,044
18,056

14,600
20,600

—

—

38,100

35,200

38,100

35,200

29,045

64,342

131,545

102,785

160,590

167,127

29,045

64,342

131,545

102,785

160,590

167,127

As at 31 December 2020 and 2019, the carrying amounts of the borrowings are denominated in the
following currencies:

US$
HK$

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

158,132
2,458

144,530
22,597

160,590

167,127
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19 BORROWINGS (CONTINUED)
The effective interest rates at the date of the consolidated statement of financial position are as follows:

Term loans
Trade finances

2020

2019

1.70%
2.01%

3.35%
3.53%

As at 31 December 2020, the Group had aggregate banking facilities of approximately US$400,590,000 (2019:
US$382,914,000) for overdrafts, loans, trade financing and bank guarantees. Unused facilities as at the same
date amounted to approximately US$203,099,000 (2019: US$197,204,000).
Of the trade finances, US$1,435,000 (2019: US$5,722,000) relate to transferred receivables (Note 15). The
remaining facilities are secured/guaranteed by:
(i)

There are no floating charges over the Group’s inventories held under trust receipt bank loans
arrangement (2019: US$15,278,000); and

(ii)

A corporate guarantee provided by the Company (Note 32).

20 RETIREMENT BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS

Consolidated statement of financial position obligations for:
Defined benefit plans (Note b)
Provision for long service payments (Note c)

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

12,408
653

12,005
234

13,061

12,239
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20 RETIREMENT BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS (CONTINUED)

Included in consolidated statement of profit or loss were charges
included in operating profit for (Note 25(a)):
— Defined contribution plans (Note a)
— Defined benefit plans (Note b)
— Provision for long service payment (Note c)

Included in consolidated statement of comprehensive income:
Defined benefit plans (Note b)
Provision for long service payments (Note c)

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

2,606
(1,456)
573

4,492
1,537
40

1,723

6,069

2,141
(24)

2,567
(27)

2,117

2,540

The Group’s major plans are valued by qualified actuaries annually using the projected unit credit method.

(a)

Defined contribution plans
During the year, the Group maintained various defined contribution retirement schemes for its
employees, which are managed by independent trustees. Employees’ and employer’s contributions are
based on various percentages of employees’ gross salaries and length of service. The total contributions
to the defined contribution retirement schemes were approximately US$2,606,000 (2019: US$4,492,000)
for the year ended 31 December 2020 (Note 25(a)).

(b)

Defined benefit plans
The assets of the defined benefit plans are held independently of the Group’s assets in separate trustee
administered funds. The Group’s major plans are valued by Actuarial Exponents, Inc. and Key
Actuarial Intelligence, Inc., qualified actuaries, annually using the projected unit credit method. The
amounts recognized in the consolidated statement of financial position are determined as follows:

Present value of unfunded obligations
Present value of funded obligations
Fair value of plan assets
Liabilities in the consolidated statement of financial position

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

6,634
6,042
(268)

7,167
5,096
(258)

12,408

12,005
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20 RETIREMENT BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS (CONTINUED)
(b)

Defined benefit plans (Continued)
The movement in the present values of defined benefit obligations over the year is as follows.
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

At 1 January

12,263

8,055

Current service cost
Interest cost
Curtailment/settlement gain

1,157
497
(3,096)

965
590
—

Total — included in employee benefit expenses in the year

(1,442)

1,555

1,757
—
367

2,838
(83)
(192)

2,124

2,563

(1,125)
856

(514)
604

12,676

12,263

Remeasurements:
— Loss from change in financial assumptions
— Gain from change in demographic assumptions
— Experience loss/(gain)

Transfer out
Contribution paid
Exchange difference

At 31 December
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20 RETIREMENT BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS (CONTINUED)
(b)

Defined benefit plans (Continued)
The movement in the fair values of plan assets over the year is as follows.
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

At 1 January
Interest income — included in employee benefit expenses
Remeasurements:
— Gain on plan assets, excluding amounts included in
interest income
Exchange differences

(258)
(14)

(234)
(18)

17
(13)

4
(10)

At 31 December

(268)

(258)

2020

2019

0.25%–7.00%
3.00%–9.00%

2.56%–7.00%
3.00%–9.00%

The principal actuarial assumptions used are as follows:

Discount rate
Future salary increase rate

The sensitivity of the defined benefit plans to changes in the weighted principal assumptions is:
Impact on defined benefit plan
2020

Discount rate

Future salary increase rate

2019

Change in

Increase in

Decrease in

Change in

Increase in

Decrease in

assumption

assumption

assumption

assumption

assumption

assumption

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

Decrease by

Increase by

US$1,779,000

US$2,218,000

Increase by

Decrease by

US$1,105,000

US$868,000

1.0%

Decrease by

Increase by

US$1,570,000

US$1,905,000

Increase by

Decrease by

US$961,000

US$780,000

The above sensitivity analyses are based on a change in an assumption while holding all other
assumptions constant. In practice, this is unlikely to occur, and changes in some of the assumptions
may be correlated. When calculating the sensitivity of the defined benefit obligations to significant
actuarial assumptions the same method (present value of the defined benefit obligations calculated
with the projected unit credit method at the end of the reporting period) has been applied as when
calculating the pension liabilities recognized within the consolidated statement of financial position.
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20 RETIREMENT BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS (CONTINUED)
(c)

Long service payments
Provision for long service payments represents the Group’s obligations for long service payments to its
employees in Hong Kong on cessation of employment in certain circumstances under the Hong Kong
Employment Ordinance.
The obligation is calculated using the projected unit credit method, discounted to its present value and
reduced by entitlements accrued under the Group’s retirement plans that are attributable to
contributions made by the Group. The Group’s long service payment obligations are valued by Real
Actuarial Consulting Limited, an independent qualified actuary valuer.
The amounts recognized in the consolidated statement of financial position are as follows:

Present value of unfunded obligations

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

653

234

As at 31 December 2020 and 2019, there are no funded obligations and plan assets.
The movement in the long service payments over the year is as follows.
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

At 1 January

234

292

Current service cost
Interest cost

571
2

38
2

Total — included in employee benefit expenses (Note 25(a))

573

40

Re-measurements:
— (Gain)/loss from change in financial assumptions
Mandatory Provident Fund payment
Exchange difference

(24)
(129)
(1)

(27)
(72)
1

At 31 December

653

234
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20 RETIREMENT BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS (CONTINUED)
(c)

Long service payments (Continued)
The principal actuarial assumptions used are as follows:

Discount rate
Future salary increase rate

2020

2019

0.25%
2.00%

1.7%
3.00%

The sensitivity of the long service payments to changes in the weighted principal assumptions is:
Impact on long service payments
2020

Discount rate

Future salary increase rate

2019

Change in

Increase in

Decrease in

Change in

Increase in

Decrease in

assumption

assumption

assumption

assumption

assumption

assumption

1.0%

Decrease by

Increase by

1.0%

Decrease by

Increase by

US$3,000

US$4,000

US$4,000

US$4,000

Increase by

Decrease by

Increase by

Decrease by

US$300

US$300

US$4,000

US$4,000

1.0%

1.0%

The above sensitivity analyses are based on a change in an assumption while holding all other
assumptions constant. In practice, this is unlikely to occur, and changes in some of the assumptions
may be correlated. When calculating the sensitivity of the defined benefit obligations to significant
actuarial assumptions the same method (present value of the defined benefit obligations calculated
with the projected unit credit method at the end of the reporting period) has been applied as when
calculating the pension liabilities recognized within the consolidated statement of financial position.
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20 RETIREMENT BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS (CONTINUED)
(d)

Risks for defined benefit plans and long service payments
Through its defined benefit plans and long service payments, the Group is exposed to a number of
risks, the most significant of which are detailed below:

(i)

Changes in discount rate
A decrease in discount rate will increase plan liabilities.

(ii)

Inflation risk
The Group’s pension obligations are linked to inflation, and higher inflation will lead to higher
liabilities.

Expected contributions to defined benefit plans and provision for long service payments for the year
ended 31 December 2021 are US$1,796,000.
The weighted average duration of the defined benefit obligations is 22.22 years (2019: 23.25 years).
An expected maturity analysis of undiscounted pension is as follows:

Retirement benefits
— No later than 1 year
— Later than 1 year and no later than 5 years
— Later than 5 years

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

211
1,133
102,527

572
2,072
178,508

103,871

181,152

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

72,313
598
65,077
1,185

60,769
99
58,331
1,720

139,173

120,919

21 TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

Trade and bills payables (Note a)
Contract liabilities (Note b)
Other payables and accruals
Amounts due to related parties (Note 32(b))
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21 TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES (CONTINUED)
(a)

Trade and bills payables
As at 31 December 2020 and 2019, the ageing analysis of the trade and bills payables based on invoice
date is as follows:

0 to 30 days
31 to 60 days
61 to 90 days
Over 90 days

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

55,366
9,543
5,727
1,677

48,991
7,210
2,983
1,585

72,313

60,769

The carrying amounts of the Group’s trade and bills payables are denominated in the following
currencies:

US$
HK$
RMB
Peso
Other currencies

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

56,496
6,306
8,061
1,280
170

43,763
10,770
4,717
1,391
128

72,313

60,769

The carrying amounts of trade and bills payables approximate their fair values.

(b)

Contract liability
The following table shows how much of the revenue recognised in the current reporting period relates
to carried-forward contract liability.

Revenue recognized that was included in the contract
liability balance at the beginning of the year
The contract liability represents prepayment placed by customer.

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

99

400
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22 DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Liabilities:
Forward foreign exchange contracts (Note i)

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

129

19

Note:
(i)

The notional principal amounts of the outstanding forward foreign exchange contracts as at 31 December 2020 were approximately
US$4,055,000 (2019: US$2,677,000).

23 OTHER GAINS — NET

Fair value losses on derivative financial instruments
— net losses on forward foreign exchange contracts
Net gains on settlement of forward foreign exchange contracts
Net foreign exchange gains
Gain on disposal of subsidiaries (Note 34)
Loss from fair value remeasurement of contingent consideration of
acquisition of subsidiaries

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

(129)
19
1,375
—

(19)
133
917
13,402

—

(500)

1,265

13,933
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24 EXPENSES BY NATURE

Raw materials and consumables used
Changes in inventories of finished goods and work in progress
Employee benefit expenses (Note 25(a))
Losses on disposals of property, plant and equipment
— net (Note 30(a))
Auditors’ remuneration
— Audit services
— Non-audit services
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment (Note 6)
Depreciation of investment properties (Note 7)
Depreciation of right-of-use assets (Note 8)
Amortization of intangible assets (Note 9)
Provision for obsolete inventories (Note 13)
COVID-19-related rent concessions
Operating leases
— Office premises and warehouses
— Plant and machinery
Transportation expenses
Communication, supplies and utilities
Other expenses

Cost of sales
Selling and distribution expenses
General and administrative expenses

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

409,973
13,756
202,368

574,604
(3,669)
263,974

1,554

416

613
165
16,682
—
5,541
657
873
(550)

746
731
16,291
438
4,895
716
1,747
—

1,146
482
3,752
20,563
38,299

2,339
342
4,564
27,287
52,984

715,874

948,405

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

614,231
1,714
99,929

827,615
3,265
117,525

715,874

948,405
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25 EMPLOYEE BENEFIT EXPENSES
(a)

Employee benefit expenses during the year are as follows:

Wages, salaries and allowances
Termination benefits
Pension costs
— Defined contribution plans (Note 20)
— Defined benefit plans (Note 20)
Long service payments (Note 20)

(b)

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

188,237
12,408

251,065
6,840

2,606
(1,456)
573

4,492
1,537
40

202,368

263,974

Five highest paid individuals
The five individuals whose emoluments were the highest in the Group for the year included two (2019:
two) directors whose emoluments are reflected in the analysis presented in Note 36. The emoluments
payable to the remaining three (2019: three) individuals during the year are as follows:

Basic salaries, other allowances and benefits in kind
Discretionary bonuses
Pension scheme contributions
Others

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

766
669
2
219

898
1,073
5
238

1,656

2,214
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25 EMPLOYEE BENEFIT EXPENSES (CONTINUED)
(b)

Five highest paid individuals (Continued)
The emoluments of the remaining three (2019: three) highest paid individuals fell within the following
bands:
Number of individuals
2020
2019
Emolument bands
US$448,718 to US$512,821 (equivalent to HK$3,500,001 to
HK$4,000,000)
US$512,822 to US$576,923 (equivalent to HK$4,000,001 to
HK$4,500,000)
US$576,924 to US$641,026 (equivalent to HK$4,500,001 to
HK$5,000,000)
US$641,027 to US$705,128 (equivalent to HK$5,000,001 to
HK$5,500,000)
US$705,129 to US$769,231 (equivalent to HK$5,500,001 to
HK$6,000,000)
US$769,232 to US$833,333 (equivalent to HK$6,000,001 to
HK$6,500,000)

1

—

—

—

2

1

—

—

—

—

—

2

3

3

During the year, no emoluments have been paid to any of the five highest paid individuals as an
inducement to join or as compensation for loss of office.

26 FINANCE COSTS — NET
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

Interest expense on lease liabilities (Note 8)
Interest expense on bank borrowings
Interest expense on consideration payable

(1,997)
(3,719)
—

(1,539)
(5,619)
(54)

Finance costs

(5,716)

(7,212)

Interest income from bank deposits
Other interest income

301
85

441
166

Finance income

386

607

(5,330)

(6,605)

Finance costs — net
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27 INCOME TAX EXPENSE
Hong Kong profits tax has been provided at the rate of 16.5% (2019: 16.5%) on the estimated assessable profit
for the year. Taxation on overseas profits has been calculated on the estimated assessable profit for the year
at the rates of taxation prevailing in the countries in which the Group operates.
On 21 March 2018, the Hong Kong Legislative Council passed the Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No.7) Bill
2017 (the “Bill”) which introduces the two-tiered profits tax regime. The Bill was signed into law on 28
March 2018 and was gazetted on the following day. Under the two-tiered profits tax rates regime, the first
HK$2,000,000 of profits of qualifying corporation will be taxed at 8.25%, and profits above HK$2,000,000
will be taxed at 16.5%. For the year ended 31 December 2020 and 2019, only one subsidiary of the Group is
entitled to this tax benefit. The profits of other Group entities incorporated in Hong Kong not qualifying for
the two-tiered profit tax regime are continued to be taxed at the flat rate of 16.5%.

Current income tax
Over-provision in prior years
Deferred income tax (Note 12)
Income tax expense

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

2,140
(100)
(1,130)

3,883
(13)
(708)

910

3,162

The tax on the Group’s (loss)/profit before income tax differs from the theoretical amount that would arise
using the weighted average tax rate applicable to profits of the consolidated entities as follows:

(Loss)/profit before income tax
Tax calculated at domestic tax rates applicable to profits in the
respective countries
Income not subject to tax
Expenses not deductible for tax purposes
Utilization of previously unrecognized tax losses
Tax losses for which no deferred income tax asset was recognized
Tax effect of taxable temporary difference not recognized — net
Tax effect of share of results of joint ventures
Over-provision in prior years
Income tax expense

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

(27,602)

28,327

(5,895)
(2,791)
9,637
(624)
1,383
(738)
38
(100)

(1,057)
(2,452)
6,325
(589)
1,751
(794)
(9)
(13)

910

3,162
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27 INCOME TAX EXPENSE (CONTINUED)
The tax expense relating to components of other comprehensive (loss)/income is as follows:
Actuarial (loss) on retirement
benefit obligations
2020
2019
US$’000
US$’000
Before tax (Note 20)
Deferred income tax charge (Note 12)

2,117
(84)

2,540
(70)

After tax

2,033

2,470

Notes:
(i)

The Inland Revenue Department (“IRD”) has been reviewing the eligibility of a Hong Kong incorporated subsidiary’s 50% or 100%
offshore profits claim for previous years.
In respect of the Hong Kong incorporated subsidiary, the IRD tentatively disallowed the 50% or 100% offshore profits claim for the
previous years and issued notices of additional assessments/assessments for the years of assessment 2000/01 to 2014/15 on the
basis of no 50:50 apportionment for 2000/01 to 2011/12 and no 100% offshore profit for 2012/13 and 2013/14 with the amount of
US$3,820,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$29,797,000). The subsidiary has lodged objections against the above assessments for
2000/01 to 2013/14 by the statutory deadlines. The IRD has just issued an notice of assessment for the year of assessment 2014/15
to the subsidiary on 12 March 2021, demanding a tax payment of approximately US$10,000 (equivalent to HK$80,000). The
subsidiary will also lodge an objection against the 2014/15 notice of assessment and purchase tax reserve certificate of the same
amount by statutory due date. Pending settlement of the objections, it has paid a total sum of US$3,685,000 (equivalent to
approximately HK$28,743,000) in the form of tax reserve certificates in respect of the tax in dispute up to and including the year of
assessment 2013/14.
Management has thoroughly revisited the situations and concluded that there are grounds for the Hong Kong incorporated
subsidiary to sustain its 50% or 100% offshore tax filing position.

(ii)

During the years ended 31 December 2020 and 2019, an overseas tax authority performed tax assessments on overseas incorporated
subsidiaries’ tax position for the years ended 31 December 2017, 2018 and 2019 and certain periods during the years ended 31
December 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020, and issued tax assessments/revised tax assessments to demand additional tax payment of
US$319,000 (2019: US$545,000). The subsidiaries have lodged objection letters to this overseas tax authority. With respect to these
tax assessments, management believes that they have grounds to defend their tax position since there are various interpretations of
tax rules in that country and a clear calculation basis for the additional tax payment was not provided. Management considers the
provision as at 31 December 2020 is adequate.

(iii)

The Group has contingent liabilities regarding potential exposures to import duties, taxes and penalties in various overseas countries
with aggregated amounts of approximately US$21,283,000 (2019: US$11,141,000). Management considers it is not probable that
outflows of resources embodying economic benefits would be required to settle these exposures and no provision is considered
necessary.
Among the above-mentioned contingent liabilities, US$5,504,000 was recognized upon business combination of Universal Group.
Pursuant to the agreement for sale and purchase of the shares in Universal Elite Holdings Limited (the “Agreement”), such taxation
claim in relation to periods prior to October 2018 will be indemnified entirely by the sellers of the Agreement. Accordingly, the
Group has also recognised an indemnification asset US$5,504,000. As at 31 December 2020, the contingent liability regarding
potential exposure to overseas import duties, taxes and penalties is approximately US$5,930,000 (2019: US$5,930,000) and the
additional contingent liability of US$426,000 (2019: US$426,000) has not been recognised by the Group.
Also, US$11,461,000 (2019: Nil) was recognised upon business combination of Sachio Investments Limited and its subsidiary.
Pursuant to the agreement for sale and purchase of the shares in Sachio Investments Limited (the “Agreement”), such taxation claim
in relation to periods prior to April 2020 will be indemnified entirely by the sellers of the Agreement. Accordingly, the Group has
also recognised an indemnification asset of US$11,461,000 (2019: Nil).
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28 (LOSS)/EARNINGS PER SHARE
(a)

Basic
Basic (loss)/earnings per share is calculated by dividing the (loss)/profit attributable to equity holders of
the Company by the weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue during the year.

(Loss)/profit attributable to equity holders of the Company
(US$’000)
Weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue
(thousands)
Basic (loss)/earnings per share (US cents per share)

(b)

2020

2019

(28,028)

25,165

1,034,113

1,034,113

(2.7)

2.4

Diluted
Diluted (loss)/earnings per share for the years ended 31 December 2020 and 2019 is the same as the
basic (loss)/earnings per share as there were no potential dilutive ordinary shares outstanding during
the years.

29 DIVIDENDS
(a)

Dividends recognized as distribution during the reporting period

Interim dividend paid of Nil cent (2019: US0.190 cent or
equivalent to HK1.49 cents) per ordinary share
Final dividend of Nil cent (2018: US0.414 cent or equivalent to
HK3.24 cents) per ordinary share for the year ended 31
December 2019

(b)

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

—

1,965

—

4,281

—

6,246

Dividend not recognized at the end of the reporting period
At a meeting held on 29 March 2021, the Board of Directors does not recommend a final dividend
(2019: Nil).
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30 CASH FLOW INFORMATION
(a)

Cash generated from operating activities
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

(27,602)

28,327

836
5,716
(386)

44
7,212
(607)

129
657
16,682

19
716
16,291

—
5,541
4,156
873

438
4,895
341
1,747

1,554
(385)
—

416
—
(13,402)

—

500

7,771

46,937

Changes in working capital (excluding the effects of currency
translation on consolidation):
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Trade and other payables
Derivative financial instruments
Retirement benefit obligations
Restricted cash

25,273
(16,512)
13,233
(19)
(2,095)
—

(13,864)
(2,849)
(21,554)
—
1,754
3,142

Cash generated from operations

27,651

13,566

(Loss)/profit before income tax
Adjustments for:
Share of losses of joint ventures (Note 11)
Finance costs (Note 26)
Finance income (Note 26)
Fair value losses on derivative financial instruments
(Note 23)
Amortization of intangible assets (Note 9)
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment (Note 6)
Depreciation and amortization of investment properties
(Note 7)
Depreciation of right-of-use assets (Note 8)
Loss allowances of trade and bill receivables
Provision for obsolete inventories (Note 13)
Losses on disposals of property, plant and equipment — net
(Note 24)
Gain on disposal of leases
Gain on disposal of subsidiaries (Note 23)
Loss from fair value remeasurement of contingent
consideration of acquisition of subsidiaries (Note 23)
Operating profit before working capital changes
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30 CASH FLOW INFORMATION (CONTINUED)
(a)

Cash generated from operating activities (Continued)
In the consolidated statement of cash flows, proceeds from disposals of property, plant and equipment
comprise:

(b)

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

Net book amount (Note 6)
Losses on disposals of property, plant and equipment
— net (Note 24)

4,441

1,751

(1,554)

(416)

Proceeds from disposals of property, plant and equipment

2,887

1,335

Significant non-cash transaction
During the year ended 31 December 2020, a prepaid tax certificate of US$5,935,000 made in prior year
and included in prepaid income tax in the consolidated statement of financial position was utilized to
settle the income tax liabilities of a Macao incorporated subsidiary (Note 27(i)).

(c)

Reconciliation of liabilities arising from financing activities
Contingent
consideration of
acquisition of
Borrowings —

Borrowings —

current

non-current

Lease liabilities

(Note)

Total

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

146,927

20,200

32,367

—

199,494

(11,937)

5,400

(6,461)

—

(12,998)

Addition

—

—

5,366

—

5,366

Termination of lease

—

—

(6,292)

—

(6,292)

Exchange difference

—

—

1,207

—

1,207

134,990

25,600

26,187

—

186,777

At 1 January 2020
Cashflows

At 31 December 2020

subsidiaries
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30 CASH FLOW INFORMATION (CONTINUED)
(c)

Reconciliation of liabilities arising from financing activities (Continued)
Contingent
consideration of
acquisition of

At 1 January 2019

Borrowings —

Borrowings —

current

non-current

Lease liabilities

(Note)

Total

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

US$’000

122,243

25,100

—

3,069

150,412

—

—

13,894

—

13,894

24,684

(4,900)

(3,233)

(3,623)

12,928

—

—

—

54

54

Adoption of HKFRS 16
Cashflows

subsidiaries

Interest expense on final consideration
payable (Note 26)
Loss from fair value remeasurement of
contingent consideration of acquisition of
—

—

—

500

500

Addition

subsidiaries (Note 23)

—

—

22,218

—

22,218

Disposal of subsidiaries

—

—

(939)

—

(939)

Exchange difference

—

—

427

—

427

146,927

20,200

32,367

—

199,494

At 31 December 2019

Note:

Final consideration payables for acquisition of subsidiaries and consideration payables for the acquisitions of additional interests
in subsidiaries were included in trade and other payables in the consolidated statement of financial position.

31 CAPITAL COMMITMENTS
There was no significant capital expenditure contracted for at the end of the reporting period but not
recognized as liabilities (2019: payments of the acquisition of subsidiaries US$3,240,000).

32 RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The directors regard the immediate holding company of the Company to be the Shangtex (Hong Kong)
Limited, a company incorporated in Hong Kong, and the ultimate holding company of the Company to be
Shangtex Holding Co., Ltd, a company incorporated in the PRC which indirectly holds 100% interest in
Shangtex (Hong Kong) Limited.
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32 RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED)
(a)

Transactions with related parties
During the year, the Group had the following significant transactions with related companies and joint
ventures. Related companies include companies which are beneficially owned or controlled by certain
directors of the Company, individually, jointly or collectively, or together with their close family
members, and companies which are related companies of the immediate or ultimate holding company
of the Company.

(i)

Provisions of goods and services
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

4
198

5
25

202

30

Service income from
— joint ventures

2,166

947

Subcontracting income from
— related companies
— joint ventures

50
1,138

64
230

1,188

294

157
2,683

312
13,410

2,840

13,722

44,185
6

30,083
15

44,191

30,098

298

137

Rental income from
— related companies
— joint ventures

Recharge of material costs and other expenses to
— related companies
— joint ventures

Sales of apparels, textile products and accessories to
— related companies
— joint ventures

Technology support and services from
related companies
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32 RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED)
(a)

Transactions with related parties (Continued)

(ii)

Purchases of goods and services
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

Rental expenses for occupying office premises,
warehouses and staff quarters charged by related
companies

1,904

2,730

Professional and technological support service fees
to related companies

1,920

1,920

256
26,063

4,085
21,312

26,319

25,397

1,290
327

2,454
451

1,617

2,905

1,021
21

1,014
2

1,042

1,016

—
4,489

250
13,518

4,489

13,768

50

—

Subcontracting expenses to
— related companies
— joint ventures

Freight forwarding and logistics services charged by
— related companies
— joint ventures

Recharge of material costs and other expenses by
— related companies
— joint ventures

Purchases of materials from
— related companies
— joint ventures

Other services fee charged by joint ventures

The above related-party transactions were carried out in accordance with the terms mutually
agreed between the respective parties.
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32 RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED)
(b)

Year-end balances arising from sales/purchases of goods/services

Amounts due from related parties (Note 15)
— Joint ventures
— Related companies

Amounts due to related companies (Note 21)
— Related companies

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

19,000
6,032

2,274
2,916

25,032

5,190

1,185

1,720

As at 31 December 2020, the amount from joint ventures includes a US$10,194,000 financial support to
a newly established joint venture in the form of a shareholder loan. It is unsecured, interest-bearing
and repayable on demand.
The remaining amounts due from joint ventures and related parties arises mainly from trade
transactions. They are unsecured, interest-free and repayable on demand.
Information about the impairment of the balances can be found in Note 3.1(b)(ii).
The amounts due to related parties are unsecured, interest-free and repayable on demand. The
carrying amounts of these balances approximate their fair values and are denominated in US$.

(c)

Key management compensation

Basic salaries and allowance
Bonus
Pension scheme contributions

(d)

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

2,982
1,997
18

3,140
2,945
24

4,997

6,109

Banking facilities
As at 31 December 2020, certain banking facilities of the Group to the extent of US$400,590,000 (2019:
US$382,914,000) were supported by corporate guarantees given by the Company.
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33 BUSINESS COMBINATION
(a)

Summary of acquisition
On 1 April 2020, Luen Thai Overseas Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company acquired
100% of the issued share capital of Sachio Investments Limited, an investment holding company with a
subsidiary engaged in manufacturing of apparel products in Cambodia. The acquisition is expected to
diversify the Group’s apparel business, expand and supplement customer base and enhanced market
penetration.
As at 1 April 2020, details of the purchase consideration, the fair value of net assets acquired and
goodwill are as follows:
US$’000
Purchase consideration

3,900

The fair value of the assets and liabilities recognized as at 1 April 2020 as a result of the acquisition
are as follows:
US$’000
Cash and cash equivalents
Other receivables and prepayment
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible asset: customer relationships
Indemnification asset
Trade and other payables
Deferred tax liabilities
Contingent liability

1,139
727
2,794
300
11,461
(789)
(513)
(11,461)

Net identifiable assets acquired
Add: goodwill

3,658
242

Net assets acquired

3,900

The goodwill is attributable to a number of factors, among others, including the expected synergies
arisen from the business combination. It will not be deductible for tax purposes.
There were no acquisitions in the year ended 31 December 2019.
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33 BUSINESS COMBINATION (CONTINUED)
(a)

Summary of acquisition (Continued)

(i)

Acquired receivables
The fair value of acquired trade receivables is US$342,000. No trade receivables were acquired.

(ii)

Revenue and profit contribution
The acquired business contributed revenues of US$17,380,000 and net loss of US$4,020,000 to the
Group for the period from 1 April to 31 December 2020. If the acquisition had occurred on 1
January 2020, consolidated pro-forma revenue and net loss for the year ended 31 December
2020 would have been US$703,122,000 and US$29,852,000, respectively.

(b)

Purchase consideration — cash outflow
US$’000
Outflow of cash to acquire subsidiary, net of cash acquired
Cash consideration paid

3,900

Less: Balances acquired
Cash and cash equivalents

(1,139)

Net outflow of cash — investing activities

2,761

Acquisition-related costs of US$107,000 are included in general and administrative expenses in profit
or loss and in operating cash flows in the statement of cash flows for the year ended 31 December
2020.

(c)

Contingent liability and indemnification assets
Sachio Investments Limited and its subsidiary have a contingent liability regarding potential exposure
to overseas import duties, taxes and penalties of approximately US$11,461,000. The contingent liability
was recognized upon business combination. Pursuant to the agreement for sale and purchase of the
shares in Sachio Investments Limited (the “Agreement”), such taxation claim in relation to periods prior
to March 2020 will be indemnified entirely by the sellers of the Agreement. Accordingly, the Group
has also recognized an indemnification asset.
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34 DISPOSAL OF SUBSIDIARIES
On 13 December 2019, the Group entered into an agreement with an independent third party to dispose
certain of its subsidiaries. The disposed subsidiaries were engaged in the investment holdings,
manufacturing and trading of accessories and leasing of the properties. The transaction was completed on 18
December 2019. Upon completion of the disposal, the principal business of the Group will continue to be
manufacturing and trading of apparels and accessories.
US$’000
Considerations
Net liabilities disposed of
Settlement of inter-group balances (Note)
Termination expenses
Transaction costs

24,342
11,718
(20,371)
(2,803)
(192)

Release of exchange reserve upon disposal of subsidiaries (Note 18)

12,694
708

Gain on disposal of subsidiaries (Note 23)

13,402

Note:

Pursuant to the sales and purchase agreement, the consideration of approximately US$24,342,000 was used to settle balances between
the Group and the subsidiaries to be disposed of amounting to US$20,371,000.
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35 STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AND RESERVE MOVEMENT OF THE
COMPANY
2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

Non-current asset
Investments in subsidiaries

71,564

71,564

Current assets
Amounts due from subsidiaries
Deposits, prepayments and other current assets
Cash and bank balances

21,619
15
51

22,042
42
181

Total current assets

21,685

22,265

Total assets

93,249

93,829

10,341
71,564
9,232

10,341
71,564
11,024

91,137

92,929

Current liabilities
Other payables and accruals
Amounts due to fellow subsidiaries

893
1,219

768
132

Total liabilities

2,112

900

93,249

93,829

ASSETS

EQUITY
Equity attributable to owners of the Company
Share capital
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Total equity

(a)
(a)

LIABILITIES

Total equity and liabilities

The statement of financial position of the Company has been approved by the Board of Directors on 29
March 2021 and has been signed on behalf.

Tan Cho Lung, Raymond
Director

Qu Zhiming
Director
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35 STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AND RESERVE MOVEMENT OF THE
COMPANY (CONTINUED)
(a)

Reserve movement of the Company
Retained
earnings
US$’000

Other reserves
US$’000

Total
US$’000

At 1 January 2019
Profit for the year
Dividends paid

12,514
4,756
(6,246)

71,564
—
—

84,078
4,756
(6,246)

At 31 December 2019

11,024

71,564

82,588

At 1 January 2020
Loss for the year

11,024
(1,792)

71,564
—

82,588
(1,792)

9,232

71,564

80,796

At 31 December 2020

36 BENEFITS AND INTERESTS OF DIRECTORS
(a)

Directors’ and senior management’s emoluments
The remuneration of every director for the year ended 31 December 2020 is set out below:

Name of director

Executive directors
Mr. Qu Zhiming (Chairman) (Note ii)
Mr. Shen Yaoqing (Note iii)
Mr. Tan Cho Lung, Raymond
(Chief Executive Officer)
Mr. Huang Jie
Dr. Tan Siu Lin
Mr. Zhang Min (Note iv)
Non-executive director
Ms. Mok Siu Wan, Anne
Independent non-executive directors
Mr. Chan Henry
Mr. Seing Nea Yie
Dr. Wang Ching
Total

Fees
US$’000

Salary
US$’000

Discretionary
bonuses
US$’000

Other
benefits
(Note i)
US$’000

304
196

—
—

—
—

—
—

Employer’s
contribution
to pension
scheme
US$’000

Total
US$’000

—
—

304
196

—

323

514

—

2

839

214

—

—

—

—

214

78

—

—

—

—

78

115

—

—

—

—

115

163

82

311

—

—

556

31

—

—

—

—

31

31

—

—

—

—

31

31

—

—

—

—

31

1,163

405

825

—

2

2,395
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36 BENEFITS AND INTERESTS OF DIRECTORS (CONTINUED)
(a)

Directors’ and senior management’s emoluments (Continued)
The remuneration of every director for the year ended 31 December 2019 is set out below:
Employer’s
contribution
to pension
scheme
US$’000

Total
US$’000

Fees
US$’000

Salary
US$’000

Discretionary
bonuses
US$’000

Other
benefits
(Note i)
US$’000

467

—

—

—

—

467

—
420
19
113

467
—
467
—

820
—
646
—

—
—
—
—

2
—
—
—

1,289
420
1,132
113

Non-executive director
Mr. Huang Jie

31

—

—

—

—

31

Independent non-executive directors
Mr. Chan Henry
Mr. Cheung Siu Kee
Mr. Seing Nea Yie
Dr. Wang Ching

31
9
31
22

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

31
9
31
22

1,143

934

1,466

—

2

3,545

Name of director

Executive directors
Mr. Shen Yaoqing (Chairman)
Mr. Tan Cho Lung, Raymond
(Chief Executive Officer)
Mr. Qu Zhiming
Ms. Mok Siu Wan, Anne
Dr. Tan Siu Lin

Total

Aggregate emoluments paid to or receivable by directors in
respect of their services as directors, whether of the
company or its subsidiary undertaking
Aggregate emoluments paid to or receivable by directors in
respect of their other services in connection with the
management of the affairs of the company or its
subsidiary undertaking

2020
US$’000

2019
US$’000

1,163

1,143

1,232

2,402

2,395

3,545
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36 BENEFITS AND INTERESTS OF DIRECTORS (CONTINUED)
(a)

Directors’ and senior management’s emoluments (Continued)
Notes:
(i)

Other benefits mainly include share options and other allowances.

(ii)

Re-designated as Chairman on 20 May 2020.

(iii)

Retired on 28 May 2020.

(iv)

Appointed on 28 May 2020.

During the year ended 31 December 2020, none of the directors of the Company waived any
emoluments paid or payable by the Group during the year (2019: Nil) and there were no amounts paid
or payable by the Group to the directors as an inducement to join or upon joining the Group or as
compensation for loss of office (2019: Nil).

(b)

Directors’ retirement benefits and termination benefits
During the year ended 31 December 2020, none of the directors received or will receive any
retirement benefits or termination benefits during the financial year (2019: Nil).

(c)

Consideration provided to third parties for making available directors’ services
During the year ended 31 December 2020, the Company did not pay consideration to any third parties
for making available directors’ services (2019: Nil).

(d)

Information about loans, quasi-loans and other dealings in favour of directors, controlled
bodies corporate by and controlled entities with such directors
As at 31 December 2020, there are no loans, quasi-loans and other dealing arrangements in favour of
directors, controlled bodies corporate by and controlled entities with such directors (2019: Nil).

(e)

Directors’ material interests in transactions, arrangements or contracts
No significant transactions, arrangements and contracts in relation to the Company’s business to which
the Company was a party and in which a director of the Company had a material interest, whether
directly or indirectly, subsisted at the end of the year or at any time during the financial year (2019:
Nil).

37 EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING PERIOD
On 1 February 2021, the Myanmar government declared a State of Emergency for one year. The Group is
planning to temporarily suspend its operations in Myanmar. As at 31 December 2020, there is no impact to
the Group’s financial position and the subsidiaries in Myanmar held non-current assets amounted to
US$27,133,000. Management will continue to monitor and assess the situation as well as the recoverability
of its assets.
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Financial highlights (US$’000)
Total assets
Total liabilities
Bank borrowings
Capital and reserves attributable to the
equity holders of the Company
Working capital
Revenue
(Loss)/profit attributable to the equity
holders of the Company
Key ratios
Current ratio
Gross profit margin
(Loss)/profit margin attributable to the
equity holders of the Company

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

641,867
363,271
70,184

444,177
253,860
103,139

520,334
316,347
147,343

563,129
344,436
167,127

538,616
350,022
160,590

277,888
172,101
992,807

190,317
72,230
768,417

203,987
63,310
851,000

218,693
65,132
969,789

186,104
30,001
697,329

18,472

21,905

23,303

25,165

(28,028)

1.49
17.2%

1.31
15.4%

1.23
15.0%

1.23
14.7%

1.11
11.9%

1.9%

2.9%

2.7%

2.6%

(4.0)%

Notes:
(i)

The financial summary of the Group is for information only and does not form part of the audited consolidated financial statements.

(ii)

Revenue and cost of sales of discounted operations are included in the calculation of the financial ratios in the table above, if applicable.

